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A Message from the President 

Dear Friends of the Seminary: 

Some said it was a historic first. Others said it was the best such event they had 
ever attended. All agreed that it was an important occasion. 

I am referring to the October evangelism symposium held in Charlotte, North Caro- 
lina, under the auspices of Columbia, Union (Richmond), and Princeton Theological Seminaries, 

and funded by a special grant from the Outreach Foundation. Seven hundred ninety-three regis- 
trants represented thirty-seven states, five Canadian provinces, and six denominations. 

What distinguished this symposium was its sponsorship by three Presbyterian semi- 
naries in a joint effort, its leadership by top biblical scholars and theologians in various disci- 
plines from the faculties of the respective seminaries, and its focus on the issues and challenges of 
evangelism today for a church that stands in the Reformed theological tradition. Charlotte news- 
papers did not miss the irony of such a gathering in their city at the very time televangelist Jim 
Bakker was being sentenced. 

The response to the symposium reveals the hunger in the churches for solid theolog- 
ical reflection on the task of evangelism (as well as other topics, no doubt), and the role that our 
theological schools can play in meeting this evident need. 

With confidence in God’s providential grace for the Church in our time, I remain 

Faithfully yours, 

7 fp 
Thomas W. Gillespie 
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On and Off the Campus 

Some Second-Career 

Seminarians 

The trend toward older seminary 
students, which was reported in 
this magazine several years ago, 
appears to be continuing. According 
to a recent report from the regis- 
trar’s office, there are 34 students 
over the age of 30 among entering 
students this year; 15 are 40 or 
over, two are over 50. Most of this 
population are planning second ca- 
reers. Among them are these: 

e Getting through Princeton is 
“not going to be a cakewalk for me,” 

says Mike Bongart, a former U.S. 
Army helicopter pilot (he flew two 
tours over Vietnam for which he 
earned a Bronze Star and Purple 
Heart) and biomedical photogra- 
pher (his assignments included sur- 
gical operations, autopsies, and 
photomicroscopy). At 46, Bongart 
has also been a teletype operator, a 
maintenance worker for an aviation 
company, and worked in a steel- 
mill. 

“Tm a rambler,” he says. 
“Throughout my life, there has al- 
ways been a missing element.” This 
summer, Bongart moved into Prin- 
ceton’s Hodge Hall to study Greek. 
It was the beginning of a process 
that he started 28 years ago, when 
he enrolled as a preministerial stu- 
dent at Shenandoah College in Vir- 
ginia, from which he dropped out a 
year later. 

Back then, he says, he was 
“too young and inexperienced” to 
meet the challenges of the ministry. 

Kevin Birch 

Now, despite the rigors of learning 
to conjugate Greek verbs and 
adapting to life with “brothers and 
sisters” in a dormitory, he is eager 
to fulfill his “sense of calling... to 
preach Jesus Christ and minister.” 

e Jin Kim, who is 53, came to 
the United States from Seoul, 
South Korea, in 1969 to earn his 
Ph.D. in educational administration 
at the University of Wisconsin. In a 
teaching career that spanned two 
decades, he taught at Indiana Uni- 
versity and at Catholic University 
in Washington, D.C. 

Kim’s decision to enter semi- 
nary was not a sudden one. He 
“struggled” with the question of 
giving up his teaching career for 
the ministry for a decade before 
making his decision. In the late 
1970s, he began looking for a semi- 
nary he could attend. His search 
was interrupted when he joined the 
faculty of Catholic University but 
his enthusiasm for the ministry 
grew stronger. Finally, with en- 
couragement from his wife, his son, 
and daughter, he made the move to 
Princeton. 

Kim makes the trip to Wash- 
ington whenever he can to be with 
his wife, who is a registered nurse 
with the National Institutes of 
Health. Both his son and daughter 
are in medical school. 

He hopes to develop a ministry 
devoted to “helping retired profes- 
sionals to be useful in God’s work” 
as missionaries and in special min- 
istries. 

Kevin Birek 

Preserving the Past 

Although it is the oldest of the de- 
nomination’s seminaries, Princeton 
has sometimes failed to pay suffi- 
cient attention to its heritage. In 
fact, it was not until last year when 
Speer Library won a grant of 
$10,000 from the New Jersey State 
Library that the Seminary discov- 
ered what kind of treasures it had 
been keeping under wraps over the 
centuries. 

The state grant was given to 
Speer Library to preserve its exten- 
sive collection of books and manu- 
scripts relating to New Jersey. “We 
applied for the grant,” says archi- 
vist William Harris, “because we 
have a very valuable collection of 
materials relating to the social and 
intellectual history of the state. 
These include 544 histories of New 
Jersey Presbyterian churches. We 
also have the diary kept by George 
Whitfield during his New Jersey 
travels and several manuscript ser- 
mons of Gilbert Tennent and other 
colonial preachers of New Jersey.” 

Among the prominent individ- 
uals whose papers are in the collec- 
tion is Elias Boudinot, president of 
the Continental Congress and the 
first director of the U.S. Mint. A 
resident of Princeton, Boudinot was 
a great friend of the Seminary and 
left his library to it. 

Reorganizing and Restoring 

The Princeton archives staff, under 
the direction of Harris, is now in 
the process of reorganizing and re- 
storing its New Jersey holdings: 
making preservation boxes, de-acid- 
ifying, and microfilming papers and 
books. Not least among the PTS 
treasures are the Seminary’s oil 
portraits, some by outstanding art- 
ists. Several have recently been re- 
stored and the collection has grown 
through a recent auction purchase. 
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By Susan MacDonald Roddey 

n the harbor, I watch a dugout 
canoe glide by an oil tanker. A 
cart drawn by a bullock inches 

forward next to an automobile in 
the traffic-clogged street. From a 
train window, I see, at one moment, 
a vulture hulking over a carcass 
and, at another, a peacock strutting 
through a green field spreading its 
plumage of gold and turquoise. 

Contrasts like these helped 
form my impressions of India, an 
incredible land that may have 
changed my perceptions of our life 
and culture forever. 

All this happened last sum- 
mer, when Todd Anderson, Jeff 
Brackett, Richard Allfrey, Hunter 
Roddey (my husband) and I, all sen- 
iors in the master of divinity pro- 
gram at Princeton Seminary, em- 
barked on a cross-cultural mission 
program in India for 10 weeks un- 
der the supervision of Charles 
Ryerson, associate professor of the 
history of religions. Our mission 
was to approach India humbly, to 
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INDIA. 
“A New Vision of. God?$ Creation 

listen to her stories, to see her vi- 
sions, and to broaden our under- 
standing of God’s activity in that 
part of the world. We hoped to learn 
at least a little about a complex cul- 
ture that is totally opposite from 
the one in which we live. 

Our mission new is to attempt 
to convey what we have learned to 
our own culture, hoping in some 
small way to impart some under- 
standing of such a different but 
equally real part of our world. It is 
only through such understanding 
that good relationships are built. 

First Stop: Bombay 

Before we landed in Bombay, I was 
scared, realizing that we would 
soon be immersed in a sea of 
strange faces and that I would ex- 
perience for the first time what it is 
really like to be a foreigner—not the 
way one is when in Europe but in a 
totally different culture and as a 
member of a minority race. 

In those first days in India, we 
walked through the streets of Bom- 
bay with our senses overwhelmed 

This papier maché sculpture at Sarnath 
is in commemoration of the Buddha’s 

first sermon which he delivered near 
this spot. 

at every moment by new sights, 
sounds, and smells—some good, 
some not so good. As expected, pov- 
erty surrounded us on all sides and 
the children and elderly and dis- 
eased pressed against us with 
hands outstretched. The majority of 
the people were busy at various 
tasks—repairing sandals, selling all 
sorts of mechanical parts, carrying 
large loads on their heads, or sell- 
ing fruit and vegetables. Many had 
only a patch of sidewalk from which 
to sell their wares. Unlike the isola- 
tion, fear, and loneliness of poverty 
in the United States, the harshness 
of this life was balanced by a feel- 
ing of community, of sharing of 
lives. Throughout all of these poor 
streets, there was color, color, color. 
Vivid, bright colors were part of ev- 
ery storefront, taxicab, shrine, wall, 
even on the poorest people’s cloth- 
ing. We would see this sort of color 
throughout India. 



Richard stayed in Bombay for 
the next five weeks working in a 
community home called Nagpada 
Neighborhood House. This home, in 
one of the many slum areas of Bom- 
bay, offered services such as child 
care, counseling for women and 
children, a hostel for women, 
classes in typing and other employ- 
ment skills. Richard became in- 
volved in many of the services of- 
fered by the community house, 
learning about the lives of some of 
the people, Hindu and Muslim, in 
this part of Bombay. This experi- 
ence made an interesting contrast 
with his work on Sundays at a 
fairly wealthy Church of North In- 
dia congregation where he partici- 
pated in the services and youth ac- 
tivities. 

After our four days in Bom- 
bay, Jeff flew off to spend the next 
four weeks in Calcutta where he 
lived at Bishop’s Theological Col- 
lege, headed by Principal Somen 
Das, a 1967 Th.M. graduate of PTS. 
Finding Calcutta to be only par- 
tially the rundown slum that every- 
one hears so much about, Jeff dis- 
covered a city filled with vitality 
and different religions. He had the 
chance to spend time with Bud- 
dhists, with followers of Rama- 
krishna, with Muslims, and with 
some Hare Krishnas. 

Five Weeks in the Southwest 

On the same morning that Jeff left 
for Calcutta, Todd, Hunter, and I 
flew down to southwest India to 
spend five weeks at the Mar Thoma 
Seminary in Kottayam, Kerala. 
During the two-hour trip from the 
airport to Kottayam, we drove 
along roads lined with rubber, pine- 
apple, palm, coconut, tapioca, and 
other kinds of trees. Rice paddies, 
partially or totally submerged in 
water, reflected the soft green of the 
trees, a green we are used to seeing 
only on golf courses. Again, the peo- 
ple’s love of color and symbolism 
was evident in the beautiful saris of 
the women, the vibrant blue and 
yellow of the houses and churches, 
and the Christian or Hindu reli- 
gious scenes painted on the sides of 
the trucks. 

Although governed by the 

Communist Party, Kerala has the 
largest Christian population, out- 
side of the northeastern states, in 
India. Kerala also boasts the best 
educational system and standard of 
living in India. Kottayam claims 
100 percent literacy. School chil- 
dren in brightly colored uniforms 
fill its streets going to and from 
their classes. One sees fewer huts 
and shanties in this area than any- 
where else we went. 

At the seminary, we partici- 
pated in all aspects of the daily life 
of students and faculty, taking 
classes, working on individual re- 
search projects, and visiting some of 
the local churches and church-run 
institutions. 

The Church here grew slowly 
with very infrequent contact with 
other Christians. It adopted a Syr- 
iac liturgy sometime between the 
fifth and the eighth centuries C.E., 
but otherwise changed little until 
the arrival of the Portuguese in the 
16th century. The Portuguese 
brought Catholicism and imposed 
much of it on the St. Thomas Chris- 
tians—Mariology, prayers for the 
dead, and allegiance to the Papacy, 
among others. In the early part of 
the 19th century, part of the 
Church broke away, attempting to 
reform itself by translating the Bi- 
ble and the liturgy into the native 
tongue and removing as much of 
the Roman Catholic influence as 
possible. This new Church survives 
under the name Mar Thoma and is 
the Church with which we were as- 
sociated in Kerala. Though it is in 
communion with the missionary-es- 
tablished churches of India, its lit- 
urgy remains very orthodox and 
vastly different from Western Prot- 
estantism. Being exposed to this 
Church gave us a chance to experi- 
ence Christianity from a completely 
new perspective. 

While in Kerala, we visited 
Dr. M. M. Thomas, an eminent In- 
dian Christian theologian who 
spent seven years at Princeton 
Seminary as a visiting professor. 
We talked about ecumenics within 
Indian and American society, the 
issues that concern Indian and 
American students, and the devel- 
oping Indian Christian theology. 

Dr. Thomas, like some other Indian 
Christian theologians, is concerned 
about exploring ways of worship, 
art, and language that incorporate 
Indian symbols, spirituality, and 
language. They are examining their 
own ways of understanding Jesus 
Christ and the revelation of God in 
Indian culture. If one believes in 
the ongoing revelation of God in the 
world, then this exploration of the 
Indian Christians is very exciting. 

The Hardship of Converts 

Most of the Christian converts from 
Hinduism are low-caste Hindus 
who are shunned by the higher 
caste and have difficulty entering 
and worshipping in the temples. 
Christianity offers them freedom 
from some of the barriers of the 
caste system as well as the chance 
to look toward the promise of for- 
giveness of past sins. But when a 
Hindu converts to Christianity, the 
family is often ripped apart and the 
convert becomes alienated from the 
cultural and traditional commu- 
nity. Furthermore, finding a mar- 
riage partner is extremely difficult 
as many Christian families are not 
interested in recently converted 
Hindus. The results of such conver- 
sions are often so devastating that 
the person converts back to Hindu- 
ism. 

Then there is the problem of 
name. A person’s name declares 
that person’s religion. Thus, many 
Christians in India have names 
such as Matthew Thomas. Converts 
are often encouraged to change 
their old Hindu names. When they 
do this, however, they lose any gov- 
ernment subsidy they might have. 

After five weeks apart, all five 
of us gathered again to spend a 
week with Dr. Ryerson in the state 
of Tamil Nadu. We talked with a 
Hindu friend of Dr. Ryerson who 
shared with us the deepness of his 
spirituality and love of God in his 
everyday life. We also talked with 
students at the American College 
in Madurai, who had many probing 
questions about our government, 
our economy, and our society. A 
subject that seemed to fascinate 
them was what they called our 
“love-marriages” and the compari- 
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son between them and their ar- 
ranged marriages. We talked for a 
long time about the pros and cons of 
each. 

Before leaving Madurai, we 
spent some time in the beautiful 
and huge Meenakshi temple watch- 
ing the different forms of Hindu rit- 
ual and worship, ranging from de- 
votional singing groups to 
individual worship at the many 
shrines in the temple. This experi- 
ence gave us a sense of Hindu spiri- 
tuality, which is often realized 
through images, symbols, myths, 
and rituals. 

Our subsequent visits to Ma- 
dras, Calcutta, Varanasi, Delhi, 
Agra (to see the Taj Mahal, of 
course), and Mussoorie (in the foot- 
hills of the Himalayas) gave us 
some idea of the vastness and diver- 
sity of India. Each region has a dif- 
ferent geography, native language, 
history, and tradition. The land 
ranges from the lush, green farms 
of Kerala to the deserts of Rajas- 
than; from the flat, dry plains of 

Each region of India has a different native language, history, and tradition. 

“SF i 
ye 

Tamil Nadu to the eternally snow- 
covered peaks of the Himalayas. In 
each of these areas, the people look 
and dress differently. We visited 
temples; talked to Buddhists, Hin- 
dus, Sikhs, Jains, and Christians; 
walked endless streets watching the 
marvelous chaos of children, cows, 
goats, water buffalo, cars, and rick- 
shaws weave in and out; and we 
looked out the train windows at the 
miles and miles of people working 
in the fields and selling their pro- 
duce. We saw women of the villages 
carrying water for miles to their 
homes and businessmen stopping at 
the neighborhood shrine before go- 
ing to work. 

A New Vision 

As our Western civilization ad- 
vances, we dispose of the old and or- 
der our society with the newest, the 
most modern, the “best.” But India 
maintains a wonderful, sometimes 
exasperating, often chaotic blend of 
the age-old and brand new that con- 
nects one not just with the present 

and future but with the rich past as 
well. 

We learned a great deal in In- 
dia, yet I feel we learned so little. 
One thing I have brought home is 
an awareness that there are mil- 
lions and millions of people in the 
world who see and comprehend life 
and the world in ways that are al- 
most incomprehensible to me. My 
vision of God’s creation has in- 
creased a thousandfold. My perspec- 
tive of our pampered lifestyle has 
become that much more critical. I 
believe more strongly than ever be- 
fore that we, as Christians and citi- 
zens of the world, have a mission to 
open ourselves to others and to 
grow stronger and wiser from our 
encounter with them. Only in this 
way can we establish the relation- 
ships that will truly build a world 
community. 

Susan MacDonald Roddey is a 
member of the Class of 1990 at 
Princeton Seminary. 

Below, bathing in the Ganges at Varanasi. 



_ Sunday School on Wednesday 
Cedar Grove tried a different approach to a familiar problem 

By K. Edward Brandt 

edar Grove Presbyterian 
( Church is a small but grow- 

ing church on the outskirts of 
New Holland, Pennsylvania. The 
church building is surrounded by a 
housing development to the south, a 
picturesque farm complete with 
swans and a pond and buffalo to the 
north, and Route 322 stretching 
across its doorstep east and west. 

For more than 225 years, this 
congregation (which now numbers 
137) has proclaimed the Gospel of 
Jesus Christ to the Eastern Lan- 
caster area. During much of Cedar 
Grove’s long history, its Sunday 
school — which was established in 
1820 — has played an important 
role in the ongoing life of the 
church. In the past five years, how- 
ever, the church has had a difficult 
time enlisting people to participate 
in its educational program. For ex- 
ample, attendance at the 9 a.m. 
Sunday school hour in 1987 aver- 
aged 17 to 20 people. They were 
mostly adults who studied the inter- 
national lesson. Few children and 
youths attended these classes al- 
though they and their families were 
present for worship. 

A Committee Is Formed 

That Sunday school attendance 
should be down while worship was 
going up puzzled the members of 
the Christian Education Committee 
who began to ask some obvious 
questions. Why worship and not 
Sunday school? Is the 9 a.m. hour 
too early? What good is it to be the 
longest running Sunday school in 
Lancaster County if it is poorly at- 
tended? These questions needed an- 
swers and the committee wasted no 
time in addressing them. 

The findings of the committee 
revealed that Christian education 
at Cedar Grove was turning off 
members of the congregation for a 
number of reasons. The classes 
were not intellectually stimulating. 

ve sora ee eas 

The teaching style was Rare 
nantly by lecture. The 9 a.m. Sun- 
day school hour was too early for 
families with small children. 

The most significant recommen- 
dation about Sunday school was 
that it would serve a more useful 
purpose if it were held on some day 
other than Sunday. 

By making such changes, the 
committee believed, the church 
would provide its congregation with 
a better opportunity to make Chris- 
tian education a part of their lives. 
Moreover, such changes would help 
reach some of the goals the com- 
mittee developed, among them: help- 
ing people define their own moral 
standards; communicating to people 
that the church is a caring and sup- 
portive community; enabling fami- 
lies to deal with changes and chal- 
lenges which accompany life; 
assisting individuals in exploring 
and understanding the tenets of 
their faith. 

A New Program and Its Results 

In September of 1988, the church’s 
Christian education program was 
moved to Wednesday evening and 
renamed ELF (Evening for Learn- 
ing and for Fellowship). 

Since the new program was 
launched, participation has in- 
creased from an average of 15 on 
Sunday morning to between 35 and 
40 on Wednesday evening. 
Moreover, more children and youths 
are involved. Teachers are now 
asked to commit themselves to a 15- 
week period rather than an entire 
year, which has made them more 
available. Guest speakers, too, seem 
to be more available on Wednesday 
evenings than on Sunday. 

During the past year, the cur- 
riculum has been varied. A profes- 
sor from a local seminary taught a 
four-week course on “The Church 
as a Healing Community.” A local 
hospital chaplain lectured on 

“Coping and Caring for Dying 
Friends and Relatives.” A survivor 
of the Auschwitz concentration 
camp discussed his experience and 
the silence of the Western Church 
on Holocaust Memorial Day. Cur- 
rently, the adult class is studying 
how to become askable parents 
about sex and why the church 
needs to address that topic. 

A Long but Rewarding Process 

The process of developing this pro- 
gram has been a long but reward- 
ing one. However, there is more 
work to do. One of our objectives, 
for example, is to make our educa- 
tion program more relevant to 

world issues and events. In the 
meantime, Cedar Grove will con- 
tinue to proclaim the Gospel to this 
growing community as it has 
throughout its long and colorful his- 

tory. 

K. Edward Brandt (85) is pastor of 
the Cedar Grove Presbyterian 
Church in East Earl, Pennsylvania. 
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On Being Stretched and Challenged 

s missions pastor for the So- 
lana Beach (California) 
Presbyterian Church, I 

count myself fortunate to be one of 
the handful of full-time missions 
pastors for our denomination. There 
are only about 16, I think. While I 
participate in all areas of ministry, 
the weekly worship service, some 
counseling, teaching, etc., the 
thrust of my work is missions. 

The Solana Beach Presbyte- 
rian Church is an amazing institu- 
tion whose membership has doubled 
in the last five years. Its 1,500 
members as well as its friends are 
very active in its life and work. 
There is about 125 percent atten- 
dance at the three Sunday morning 
worship services. 

It is my job to lead these peo- 
ple in mission and to communicate 
an enthusiasm for mission to the 
entire church. 

Supporting More than 53 
Ministries 

The church supports, through finan- 
cial giving and/or hands-on involve- 
ment, more than 53 ministries, 
with the number promising to in- 
crease dramatically in 1989. I 
screen all requests for financial 
support from agencies and individu- 
als seeking funding. I also work 
with church people who are plan- 
ning short-term mission work. Last 
year, for example, members of our 
congregation joined East Berlin 
Fellowship, Mexican Medical, Cam- 
pus Crusade, and World Uplift. 

One of the first big projects we 
worked on was a missions confer- 
ence held in late October 1988. The 
20 members of the Missions Com- 
mittee, with which I work closely, 
had this as one of their goals as 
soon as a missions pastor was on 
staff. All of the missions supported 
by the church were invited to ex- 
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By Olive Haynes 

hibit and we had a 100 percent pos- 
itive response. Every group in the 
church was involved and a special 
effort was made to involve the 
church school children. 

One of our mission projects 
has been an Alternative Christmas 
Market, such as the one we held 
this past December. Inside the 
church’s Debin Hall, decorated in a 
Christmas motif, there were exhib- 
its where one could buy the gift of 
vaccine to inoculate a Third World 
child against killer diseases, super 
flour for our Presbyterian Medical 
Missionaries to distribute to the 
hungry people of the world, water 
buffaloes for a farmer in Indonesia 
to farm his land, windmills and 
pumps for villages to have a source 
of pure drinking water. You could 
buy an hour of nursing care for 
AIDS patients at a San Diego AIDS 
hospice, study materials so that 
Hispanic field workers in our coun- 
try can learn basic English and 

<gee 
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Olive Haynes is one of 16 full-time mis- 
sions pastors in her denomination. 

survival skills, and chickens and 
fish to start a food supply for some 
of the world’s neediest people. It 
raised more than $60,000 for the 
world’s needy people. The Market 
helped children in the church 
school develop a new understanding 
of what it means to be part of a 
global village and what it means to 
be young world ambassadors for 
Jesus Christ. 

Focus on AIDS and Medical 
Mission 

Of all our mission work, two areas 
are of particular interest to me: the 
AIDS crisis and medical mission. To 
help fight the first of these prob- 
lems, we held an AIDS Conference 
in January, with the goal of reach- 
ing a large portion of the congrega- 
tion, especially young people. We 
also made an effort to reach the 
community, including the junior 
high school, which is right across 
the street from Solana Beach Pres- 
byterian. 

The conference was designed 
to educate people about the dangers 
of AIDS and the ways in which we 
will all be touched by this problem 
in years to come. I am deeply con- 
cerned that a high proportion of 
church people are still avoiding the 
issue, which includes moral and 
theological questions. Far too many 
of them are still polarized and see 
AIDS as a homosexual concern or 
related to drug use. 

It was also our desire to de- 
velop some concrete ministries as a 
result of the conference, such as 
support groups in North County, 
San Diego, for families of AIDS pa- 
tients or for those afflicted with 
ARC or AIDS. We also want to see 
a church library section devoted to 
AIDS and to hear more about it 
from the pulpit. We want the 
church members already affected by 

| 



AIDS and those in the community 
to know that at the Solana Beach 
Presbyterian Church they will find 
a loving, supportive, caring Chris- 
tian community to share their pain. 
I am pleased that the local Chris- 
tian AIDS home (where I am on the 
board) has been receiving more and 
more funding from our church and 
that members of our congregation 
are willing to serve it as trained 
volunteers by helping with cleaning 
and renovating and by providing 
residents with food, vitamins, and 
clothing. 

I am becoming more and more 
involved as an AIDS educator, 
speaking to different churches and 
organizations on the subject of 
AIDS and what people can do to 
combat this killer virus. 

My other strong interest, med- 
ical mission work of the Presbyte- 
rian Church, is, unfortunately, one 
of the best-kept secrets of the 
Church. Presbyterians are the lead- 
ers in this field. This should be a 
cause for pride and for redoubling 
our efforts to do even more. 
Through medical mission, we not 
only cure people of physical ills, but 
we have a powerful evangelistic 
tool: in areas closed to the procla- 
mation of the Gospel, the medical 
mission station or hospital is often 
the only avenue for telling the Gos- 
pel message. With mission projects 
in distant places, it becomes espe- 
cially important to find a way to 
know how they are progressing and 
to educate the church congregation 
as to how their money and other 
mission gifts are being used. We 
have found that missions tours do 
this job. Our Missions Committee 
plans about four tours each year to 
some of the missions we support. In 
1988, tours were made to sites in 
Mexico. 

In April, we hosted the confer- 
ence of The Medical Benevolence 
Foundation, the medical arm of the 
Presbyterian Church. It was the 
first time the conference had been 
held in a church, as opposed to a 
large hotel or convention center. I 
was in charge of overall local plan- 
ning as well as a presentation on 
AIDS and on mission opportunities 
for the local church. Medical mis- 

Aa “ y os eS 

Those attending the church’s Alternative Christmas Market bought gifts such as 
windmills, water buffaloes, flour, and vaccines for Third World countries. 

sionaries and support personnel 
came from all over the world. Dr. 
Navin Amin, one of the world’s 
leading authorities on AIDS, pre- 
sented a two-hour seminar, and I 
had the unique opportunity to in- 
troduce Dr. Jonas Salk to the con- 
ferees. 

Using Art and Journalism in 
Ministry 

I am convinced that none of our 
skills are lost when we enter the 
ministry. I have great fun prepar- 
ing radio and television announce- 
ments for all our major mission 
events. My art background also 
comes in handy when I help to de- 
sign exhibits, make posters, or cre- 
ate promotional material. My jour- 
nalistic background has also been 
an asset to my present situation. I 
write mission articles for our 
church newsletter and mission 
news that is inserted every Sunday 
into our Order of Worship. I also 
write newspaper articles on special 
events such as our January AIDS 
Conference. 

Before I came to Solana 
Beach, I was a solo pastor to 
churches with small congregations 
in Ohio and Illinois, where I served 
after my graduation from Princeton 

in 1973. But even before I went to 
seminary, throughout my public re- 
lations and journalistic careers, I 
found myself more and more drawn 
into mission work, which to me was 
and is the living-out of God’s love in 
a suffering world. 

Every time the phone rings 
and someone expresses a desire to 
be involved in hands-on mission 
(and it happens every day), I re- 
joice, for I know that another per- 
son has felt the call of God to share 
in Christ’s suffering for and with 
the hurting, oppressed, and for- 
saken people of the world, and that 
the perfect kingdom of our God is a 
little closer to fulfillment. What a 
joy it is to lead a group of God’s 
saints in mission. 

Being a missions pastor is the 
most demanding and exhausting 
work I have ever done. However, I 
enjoy being stretched and chal- 
lenged and I am really being 
stretched now. And I love it. 

Olive Haynes (73) is missions pas- 
tor of Solana Beach Presbyterian 
Church in Solana Beach, CA. 
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A Community within a Community 

he children and adults shown 
on these pages are part of a 
community within a commu- 

nity. Their community comprises stu- 
dents, faculty, spouses, and offspring 
at Princeton Seminary. They are 
shown here in the heart of their com- 
munity, the Seminary’s Child Care 
Center. 

The Center had its beginning a 
decade ago when the members of the 
Class of 1979 decided to dedicate 
gifts to the class project to establish 
and support such a facility. Its pur- 
pose was three-fold: to provide imagi- 
native and reliable care for the 
children of the Seminary; to give 
spouses of students with children 
some freedom during the day to at- 
tend chapel or classes; and to give 
M.Div. and M.A. students an oppor- 
tunity to gain some experience in 
working with pre-schoolers. 

Located on the Seminary’s 
Tennent Campus, the Center is open 
in the mornings when classes are in 
session and is attended by children 
whose ages range from 2 to 4 1/2 
years. Two coordinators, the only 
members of the staff who are paid, 
recruit student assistants, plan ac- 
tivities, and take care of other ad- 
ministrative details. The Center is 
governed by a board of directors con- 
sisting of parents. 

In addition to fulfilling its three 
major purposes each year, the Cen- 
ter has also served to bring together 
students from different countries 
and cultures who have become 
friends through their children. 

This was the final year of 
the Class of ’79’s project. In May, 
class members who were present at 
the Alumni/ae Reunion Gathering 
agreed to establish an endowment of 
approximately $25,000 for the Cen- 
ter in the hope of eventually expand- 
ing its staff and facilities. 
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A Salvation Army officer 

is helping to shape the future 
of the movement 

By Nancy Kressler Murphy 

: he Church does not exist for 
its own sake,” says Major 
Philip D. Needham of the 

Salvation Army. “It exists for the 
sake of its mission in the world.” 
A member of Princeton’s Class of 
1967, Needham is a self-described 
“son of the regiment,” representing 
the fifth generation of his family to 
belong to The Salvation Army. His 
parents were officers, as were his 
paternal grandparents; previous 
generations were soldiers in En- 
gland dating back to the time the 
Army began. 

12 The Princeton Spire: Winter 1990 

Needham wasn’t always cer- 
tain, however, that The Salvation 
Army was the path for him. When 
he first came to Princeton on a 
Rockefeller Brothers Theological 
Fellowship, he became disillusioned 
with what he considered the Army’s 
lack of theological sophistication 
and “came very close to becoming a 
Presbyterian minister,” he says. 

A few conversations with the 
late Sam Blizzard, who was then on 
the faculty, helped to bring him 
back to his original intention of be- 
coming a Salvation Army officer. 

According to Needham, Blizzard 
“really helped me take another look 
at The Salvation Army, appreciate 
my roots, and claim the distinct 
place of the Army in the Christian 
spectrum.” Believing in the impor- 
tance of the Army’s mission, Need- 
ham enrolled in the officers’ train- 
ing program after completing his 
studies at Princeton. 

Needham sees himself as a 
missional leader in The Salvation 
Army, working in a variety of roles 
to shape the future of the organiza- 
tion. As pastor, educator, writer, 
and administrator, he has worked 
to define and promote The Salva- 
tion Army’s mission, and now, as 
principal of the School for Officers’ 
Training in Atlanta, a position he 
has held since 1985, he is in charge 
of preparing future officers to carry 
on that mission. 

Needham claims one of the 
greatest challenges of his career 
has been to help The Salvation 
Army understand its roots. “One of 
my special joys is writing,” says 
Needham. He writes for Salvation 
Army publications and his sermons 
have been published in The Pulpit 
and The Pulpit Digest. 

His book Community in Mis- 
sion: A Salvationist Ecclesiology, 
published in 1987, was intended 
primarily to provide an understand- 
ing “that will give Salvationists to- 
day a vision of the missionary fu- 
ture into which their Lord is 
leading them.” 

The Early Mission 

Although in the United States The 
Salvation Army is most commonly 
associated with its network of social 
services, its original and enduring 
mission is evangelical—leading peo- 
ple to God and salvation. The orga- 
nization began in England as a 
Christian revivalist group, founded 
in 1865 by William Booth, a Meth- 
odist minister, who set out to bring 
the word of God to the slums of 
London’s East End. His purpose 
was to awaken the poor and work- 
ing classes to Christ and then refer 
these converts to local churches. 
However, when these converts were 
not welcomed by the congregations, 
the group itself became a church, a 



“permanent spiritual home” for the 
converts, many of whom were re- 
cruited to help, says Needham. The 
early social programs, such as the 
mission stations providing food to 
the poor, grew out of the need to re- 
lieve some of their physical suffer- 
ing in order to reach their souls. 

Known as the Christian Mis- 
sion in the early years, the rapidly 
expanding revivalist group went 
through several name changes until 
it became The Salvation Army in 
1878. When the original form of 
government by committee became 
too ponderous, the committee mem- 
bers asked Booth to take over as 
leader. His first title-the general 
superintendent, a Methodist term— 
eventually gave way to “the gen- 
eral.” 

The militaristic orientation 
was more than metaphorical, for in 
those days, saving souls was often a 
bloody battle. Their outdoor ser- 
vices were opposed by some local 
governments and the owners of 
drinking establishments in front of 
whose doors the teetotaling group 
often congregated. According to 
Needham, some pub owners got to- 
gether and hired bands of ruffians, 
which became known as Skeleton 
Armies, to attack the Salvationists 
during outdoor services. “It was 
open warfare,” says Needham; there 
were injuries and even some 
deaths. 

The Salvation Army Today 

Needham believes the Army’s basic 
mission is essentially the same to- 
day as it was in the early days. “I 
think the Army’s mission is to 
reach people with the Gospel of 
Christ expressed in word and in ac- 
tion—the word being evangelism 
and the action being the social 
work or social action.” 

The Salvation Army attempts 
to reach those people who are “most 
cut off from the ministry of the 
Church in general, and also most 
cut off from the benefits of the so- 
cial system,” he explains, adding 
that the Army has always had a 
special calling to the poor and still 
does. 

Numbering approximately 
three million worldwide, The Salva- 

tion Army carries out its ministry 
in about 90 countries under its own 
denominational government. Salva- 
tion Army officers are ordained as 
ministers by their territorial com- 
mander after completing a two-year 
officers’ training program. There 
are four training schools in the 
United States, located in Atlanta, 
New York, Chicago, and Los Ange- 
les. 

The committed laity, called 
soldiers, sign the Articles of War, 
promising to abide by the Army’s 
doctrines and disciplines. They may 
take on volunteer responsibilities 
within the social service outreach 
or the congregation, such as direct- 
ing youth groups or participating in 
musical activities. Other members 
of the congregation are adherents 
who participate in the church but 
have not signed the Articles of War. 
Adherents may take on some lay 
responsibilities, such as teaching 
Sunday school classes. 

Today’s Salvation Army offers 
many of the same kinds of minis- 
tries and programs that other Prot- 
estant congregations provide, ac- 
cording to Needham. Some corps 
enjoy a large community center 
equipped with a gymnasium and fa- 
cilities for many community pro- 
grams. These may be recreational 
activities, including organized team 

sports and competitions, and/or se- 
nior citizen programs including ed- 
ucation, meals, and trips. 

Social welfare services, pro- 
vided regardless of race, class, or 
creed, can vary from one corps to 
the next. Almost every corps offers 
the traditional emergency services 
usually associated with the Army, 
such as emergency food, clothing, 
and furniture. Corps offering disas- 
ter relief often work in conjunction 
with the Red Cross and other orga- 
nizations to provide counseling and 
material support. In a number of 
communities, the Army works with 
state or local governments which 
release certain prisoners to the Ar- 
my’s care, according to Needham. 
There are also drug treatment pro- 
grams, and in some large communi- 
ties, adult rehabilitation centers for 
homeless, alcoholic, or drug-depen- 
dent individuals. 

Balancing Many Roles 

During Needham’s first appoint- 
ment in Fort Myers, Florida, he and 
his wife, Keitha, who is also an offi- 
cer, “were in charge of the total 
mission of the Salvation Army in 
that community, which included 
both a local congregation and our 
social service outreach.” 

If husband and wife are offi- 
cers, they form a ministry team, al- 

The founder’s purpose was to awaken the poor and working classes to Christ. When 
churches would not accept them, The Salvation Army provided shelters like the one 
depicted in this 1880 drawing. 
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At PTS, Needham came “very close to 
becoming a Presbyterian minister.” 

though the husband is the com- 
manding officer. As Needham 
explains, each partner assumes the 
responsibilities best suited to his or 
her own strengths, whether that be 
administrating, pastoring, preach- 
ing, or any of the other necessary 
roles. 

In fact, balancing the many 
roles of a Salvation Army officer is 
one of the most difficult challenges 
of the position. Needham points out 
that for the Army officer, or minis- 
ter, the conflict may be even more 
complex than for other ministers in 
that the corps officer is pastor of a 
congregation on the one hand and 
often the administrator and fund 
raiser for an array of social services 
on the other. 

“I experienced some frustra- 
tion in the first appointment be- 
cause, of course, I had my seminary 
training at Princeton, and I saw 
myself very much in a pastoral 
role,” says Needham, adding that 
he wanted to spend most of his time 
pastoring and preaching. “It 
dawned on me very early on in our 
appointment in Fort Myers that the 
role was much more complex.” 

At that time, Needham had 
plenty of ideas for programs but not 
the staff or money to carry them 
out. What helped him through the 
frustration was discovering the im- 
portance of his role as leader, he 
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says. Learning about leadership, 
management, and the development 
of personnel and volunteers enabled 
him eventually to find this and fu- 
ture appointments more rewarding 
as well as productive. 

Because the congregations are 
generally not wealthy, The Salva- 
tion Army pursues various sources 
of funding. In locations where the 
United Way is established, the 
Army is a participating agency and 
receives some funding for specific 
services. 

In addition, The Salvation 
Army also conducts several fund- 
raising appeals, including a letter 
appeal for funding of the summer 
day-camp programs for children of 
low-income families. In order to 
raise money for the Christmas pro- 
gram, which includes meals and 
toys for poor families, The Salva- 
tion Army “puts the kettles out,” 
says Needham, and it also conducts 
a Christmas mail appeal. Some- 
times the Army receives govern- 
ment grants. 

When corps officers are not or- 
ganizing social services or raising 
money, they play an important role 
as pastors in their communities. A 
typical corps has Sunday school, 
Sunday morning worship, a Sunday 
evening salvation service, which is 
normally an evangelical service for 
the unchurched, and weeknight 
prayer meetings. 

Music, an important element 
in Salvationist services since the 
early days, is still prevalent. “We 
have a choir—we call it songsters,” 
says Needham, “and in corps where 
we have the musical resources, 
we'll have a band.” (Brass bands 
were originally used to appeal to 
the working class, says Needham.) 
Some bands are “more in tune than 
others,” he admits. 

While worship services have 
not been the Army’s strong suit in 
the past, the organization is at- 
tempting to amend that, says Need- 
ham. “The Salvation Army does not 
have a worship tradition,” he says. 
“We began as a revival movement, 
and in a revival movement, a ser- 
vice is a means to an end, and we 
have difficulty seeing worship as an 
end in itself.” Moving toward 

change in this area is one of Need- 
ham’s personal concerns. 

Leading Future Officers 

In addition to his administrative re- 
sponsibilities as principal, Need- 
ham teaches courses in theology, 
leadership, and pastoral care and 
serves as a consultant for staff offi- 
cers, assisting in their personal and 
professional development. 

One of Needham’s goals has 
been, and continues to be, the inte- 
gration of the academic and practi- 
cal aspects of the program. “The 
early Salvation Army training col- 
leges were very much like battle 
schools—the training was exceed- 
ingly practical,” he says. Over the 
years, the program has become 
more sophisticated with the addi- 
tion of necessary academic courses; 
however, “the field training pro- 
gram and the academic program 
have tended to grow apart and be- 
come separate entities,” and there’s 
been a lack of integration between 
the two. 

Needham believes that inte- 
grating coursework with practical 
experience will help future officers 
more effectively meet the chal- 
lenges of their ministries. His own 
experiences in the corps have 
helped him see where improve- 
ments might be needed. 

Looking back on his career, 
he’s certain he made the right 
choice. Although he had been un- 
certain earlier whether he would fit 
it, or whether the contribution he 
wanted to make would be accepted 
or acceptable, he feels now that the 
questions have been answered for 
him. 

Confident and gratified in his 
ability to contribute, he seeks to 
continue to “play a part in helping 
The Salvation Army claim the fu- 
ture for its mission that God has in 
mind” and to help the Army con- 
tinue to cross social, cultural, and 
racial barriers in new settings. 

Nancy Kressler Murphy is a free- 
lance writer who lives and works in 
Lawrenceville, New Jersey. 



Fourth Presbyterian Church of Pittsburgh began ministering to the homeless several years ago when, 
under the leadership of Pastor James Stobaugh, the congregation purchased an apartment building, 

which it named Isaiah 58 House, as a shelter for street people. Today, the homeless make up more than 8 
percent of the congregation of this church. Stobaugh has been working with the homeless since his grad- 

uation from Princeton Seminary in 1983. His description of a day in the life of one such street person 
appears below. It was reprinted from Leadership magazine. 

“Jesus loves his little Jessie” 

By James Stobaugh 

etween the blue, acrid haze of Pall Malls 

B and the shiny, stainless-steel coffee pots 
sit the fallen angels of East Pittsburgh. 

Street people languish in the dawn of an in- 
ner-city diner, mercifully permitted by man- 
agement to stay. 

A country breakfast or the deluxe waffle 
belongs to the clean-shaven postman, but not 
to the street person. He waits for his 10 a.m. 
mushroom soup at the soup kitchen. It is 
5 a.m., so street people wait. 

Waiting is a way of life for a street per- 
son. If he is fortunate enough to have an ad- 
dress, he waits for a welfare check. At busy 
emergency rooms he waits for medical care. 
He waits for the dawn. 

At dawn it is time to leave, time to wan- 

der. The night is dangerous for a street person. 
Always weak, undernourished, and expenda- 
ble, he fears shadows that maim and destroy. 
Daylight brings safe sleep. Messy things can 
happen to street people at night, but daytime 
people won’t allow messiness. 

At dawn, all over Pittsburgh, street peo- 
ple begin to wander. By 9 a.m. they are asleep 
on a bench, under a bridge, or in front of the 

soup kitchen. Normal people rarely see them. 
Street people do not want to upset normal peo- 
ple; they are the providers, and street people 
need provision. 

“Jesus loves his little Jessie,” a bag lady 
sings as she limps out of Eat N’ Park. “When 
she’s good, and when she’s bad, when she’s 
happy, and when she’s sad.” With this simple 
childhood affirmation of faith, Jessie greets 
each new day. She has leaned heavily on her 
God since her husband abandoned her fifteen 

years ago. Jessie unceremoniously places some 
essential clothing, a picture of her unfaithful 
husband, a jar of Oil of Olay, and sixty dollars 
into a J.C. Penney shopping bag reinforced by 
a Giant Eagle grocery bag. Then she disap- 
pears at Penn and Negley. 

Street people are created slowly. A repos- 
sessed car. An unpaid mortgage. A lost job. 
Eventually the street person is born, and all 
that remains are wistful intrusions into the real 
world, long gazes at the television in Sears. 

Jessie is dying and she knows it. Two 
months ago her left foot was severely cut by a 

piece of a Pepsi Cola bottle thoughtlessly 
thrown against the library wall by youths. It 
still bothers Jessie that kids would waste a 
nickel. “Kids,” she growls. “Everything is 
given to them!” 

St. Francis Hospital emergency-room phy- 
sicians sutured her wound, but walking the 
root-cracked sidewalks, her oversize shoes, and 

too many days without a shower have doomed 

her. Her friend Sally had the same problem 
last year, and her foot was amputated. Jessie 
would rather die, and the awful smell coming 
from her foot reminds her that she soon will. 
“Jesus loves his little Jessie ...” she continues 
to sing. 

Dawn is past, noon is over, and the soup 

kitchen just closed. Night is returning. Com- 
muters rush by. 

Street people are moving, too. Jessie is 

stepping into a 71C bus. She will sleep ina 
downtown women’s shelter tonight. A child on 
the bus is screaming. Jessie gives her a choco- 
late-chip cookie carefully saved in a napkin. 

Night is here. Tomorrow, if they’re alive, 
they will again stagger into downtown. 
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LIFE INSURANCE AS A MEANS OF SEMINARY SUPPORT 

taxable estate. 

your taxable estate. 

ing the gift. 

In today’s increasingly complex and sophisticated society, most people own some form of life 
insurance to provide protection in a number of areas they consider important to them. A fur- 
ther use of life insurance, not as well known to many, is in charitable giving. 

A policy no longer needed for its original purpose can be the means of a gift to a chari- 
table institution such as the Seminary when the charity is named both owner and beneficiary 
of the policy. An advantage of such an arrangement is that a rather substantial gift may 
thereby be made with a relatively modest financial outlay. If the policy given is a paid-up 
policy, you would be entitled to an immediate deduction for income tax purposes. The amount 
of that deduction would generally equal what it would cost you to replace the policy at the 
time the gift is made. The full face amount of the policy would also be removed from your 

If you are still paying premiums on a policy given to the Seminary, your income tax 
charitable deduction would approximately amount to the policy’s cash surrender value at the 
time of the gift. If, after giving the policy to our institution, you elected to continue paying 
the premiums, you could do so by making charitable gifts to the Seminary in the amounts 
due. As with a paid-up policy, the full face value of the policy given would be removed from 

Another use of life insurance in charitable giving is for the purpose of wealth replace- 
ment. In that instance, a life insurance policy replaces the value of an asset that has been 
given to a charitable institution. The savings realized through the charitable deduction re- 
sulting from the gift are used to purchase the policy and pay the premiums on it. Through 
this process, the interests of family members are protected and not adversely affected by giv- 

For further information about gifts of life insurance or other arrangements available 
through the Seminary’s Planned Giving Program, please contact the Reverend Chase S. 
Hunt, the director of development of the Seminary, at (609) 497-7756. 

Gifts 
In Memory Of: 
Alfred Christie to the 

Scholarship Fund 

The Reverend Dr. Charles T. Fritsch 
(35B) to the Charles T. Fritsch 
Memorial Scholarship Endow- 
ment Fund 
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In Honor Of: 
The Reverend Chase S. Hunt (’61B) 

to the Education Fund 

The Reverend Philip R. Magee 
(’52B) to the Philip Rodgers Magee 
Scholarship Endowment Fund 

The Reverend C. Frederick Mathias 
(57B) to the Scholarship Fund 

The Reverend Roger A. Ruhman 
(58B) to the Scholarship Fund 

The Reverend Dr. Thomas A. Sebben 
(’70B) to the Scholarship Fund 

In Appreciation Of: 
The Reverend William R. Forbes 

(72B) to the Education Fund 



Continuing 
Education 
Calendar 

DECEMBER 

4 “A Seminar on 
Preaching” 
(R. Maurice Boyd) 

4-7 “Early Christian 
Responses to the 
World: I Corinthians 
as Case Study” 
(Vincent L. Wim- 
bush) 

4-7 “The Church and 
Social Change” 
(Richard K. Fenn, 
Carl H. Geores, Jr.) 

JANUARY 

8 “Popular Move- 
ments, Christian 
Base Communities, 
and Liberation 
Struggles in Central 
America: The Chal- 
lenge to the Church” 
(Richard Shaull) 

8-10 “Christian Educa- 
tion and Scientific 
Culture” 
(James E. Loder) 

8-11 Off-Campus Semi- 
nar: Seattle, WA 
“The Full Wealth of 
Conviction” 
(Diogenes Allen) 

8-11 “The Letter to the 
Hebrews” 
(Bruce M. Metzger) 
International 
Seminar: 

15-18 

15-18 

19-21 

22-25 

22-25 

22-25 

22-25 

29-Feb 1 

“Jesus in His Own 
Land: a Seminar” 
(James H. 
Charlesworth) 
“Church-Based 
Community Organ- 
izing” 
(Wesley Woo, Holly 
Holcombe) 
“With the Eyes of 
Faith: Appreciating 
the Content of 
Christian Art” 
(Karlfried Froehlich) 
“Leadership II (A 
Course for Laity)” 
(Roy Pneuman, 
Margaret Bruehl) 
“Effective Group 
Leadership” 
(Margaret Bruehl) 
“Human Interaction” 
(Roy Pneuman) 
“Christ in Context” 
(Daniel L. Migliore) 
“The Personal 
Dimension of 
Evangelism” 
(Ben C. Johnson) 
“Bioethical 
Quandaries and the 
Christian Faith: 
Ethical Issues and 
Theological 
Perspectives” 
(Jack McConnell, 
Abigail Rian Evans) 

FEBRUARY 
5 

12-15 

12-15 

19 

19-22 

19-23 

“Childhood Cancer: 
Why It Is Different” 
(Catherine Bicker- 
ton, Beverly Ryan, 
Alice Renick-Ettin- 

ger, George Handzo) 
“Ministering to the 
Emotional Needs of 
Congregations” 
(John Talbot) 
Off-Campus Semi- 
nar: Sarasota, FL 
“Prayer and the 
Bible” 
(Patrick D. Miller, 
Jr.) 
“Pastoral Care and 
Counseling with 
Women” 
(Christie C. Neuger) 
One-Day Retreat: 
“* Steal Away to 
Jesus’: The 
Discipline of 
Solitude” 
(Kent I. Groff) 
The Stone Lectures: 
“Prophetic Thought 
in Post-Modern 
Times” 
(Cornel West) 
“The Question of 
Ordained Ministry: 
Current Ecumenical 
Dialogue” 
(David R. Adams, 
David Bartlett, 
Michael Root, 
George Stroup) 
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A Message from the President 

Dear Friends of the Seminary: 

This issue of The Princeton Spire bears the sad news of the death of 
President Emeritus James Iley McCord on February 19 here in Princeton following an extended 
illness. The fourth president of the Seminary was 70 years of age. 

A memorial service for him was conducted in our Miller Chapel on the following 
Saturday morning. The hymns, Scripture readings, and participants were of his selection. The service 
was thus Dr. McCord’s final witness to his faith in the risen Jesus Christ. Friends and colleagues from 
over the years and across the world joined the McCord family in a grateful tribute to the one who led 
this institution with such great distinction for 24 years (1959-1983). 

The memorial to Dr. McCord included in this issue was prepared by Dr. Hugh Thompson 
Kerr, Benjamin B. Warfield Professor of Systematic Theology, Emeritus, here at the Seminary and 
adopted by the faculty at its meeting on February 21. In a beautiful way, it attests to the enormous 
achievements of this special man who devoted his professional life to the continuing task of theological 
education in the service of the Church. 

Always keenly aware that he was building on the heritage transmitted to him by his 
predecessors, Dr. McCord nonetheless made his own unique contribution to Princeton Theological 
Seminary and left an indelible impression upon its character. The strengths of the institution today 
are due in large measure to his remarkable leadership. 

With gratitude to God for the life and ministry of James Iley McCord, I remain 
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On and Off the Campus 
A Look at Student 

Publications 
“'.. | believe that we students could 
do a much better job of talking to 
each other. Last year’s attempts at 
communication, be they the letters 
of the S.G.A. [Student Government 
Association], student conversations 
or the ‘Sitz,’ did not show a maxi- 
mum effort. ...” 

With those (and many other) 
words, the editors of the successor to 
the student-run Sitz im Leben intro- 
duced Testament, the new student 
publication, last fall. Described on 
its masthead as “A Publication of the 
Princeton Theological Seminary 

oe 
Seniors Kinney (left) and J ohnston 
(right) are the Testament editors. 

Community,” it is intended to serve 
Princeton’s campus community as 
well as alumni/ae, interested clergy, 
and other friends of the Seminary. 

Its format is more that of a jour- 
nal than of a newspaper. Among the 
five articles in its first issue, for ex- 
ample, are “The Congregation and 
the Academy: Who Shapes Who?” by 
Kenneth E. Kovaks and “AIDS and 
the Academy” by Lisanne Finston. 
Both authors are in the Master of 
Divinity program. In addition to 
editorials and a letters section, the 
new publication will include other 
departments, such as: 

e@ “The Pastor’s Desk” — a column 
of practical advice by pastors 

@ “The Library Shelf” — suggested 
readings on a particular topic 

@ “Open Pulpit” — a forum for no- 
ted individuals in politics, acade- 
mia, the media, and other fields 
to discuss “what they think are 
the problems facing the world to- 
day — and the servants of God 
who minister to those problems.” 

Testament is edited by A. Kirk 
Johnston and William Lee Kinney. 
Johnston, an M.Div. senior, 

graduated with a degree in English 
from Kenyon College and has 
worked in sales management for 
B.F. Goodrich Company and in the 
entertainment industry. Kinney, 
who was an executive in the health 
food industry, was previously an 
editor-at-large for The Presbyterian 
Outlook and is currently writing a 
book on human rights and Islam for 
Edwin Mellon Press. 

Testament will be published six 
times a year. All correspondence, in- 
cluding inquiries about possible ar- 
ticles and subscription requests, 
should be addressed to the Editors, 
Testament, Princeton Theological 
Seminary, CN 821, Princeton, New 
Jersey, 08542-0803. 

Not for Graduate 
Students Only 

It’s nice to feel needed and lately the 
editors of Koinonia: The Princeton 
Theological Seminary Graduate 
Forum, whose maiden issue ap- 
peared last spring, have been feeling 
pretty good. One of the most fre- 
quent responses to the semi-annual 
journal, says Reinhilde Ruprecht, ex- 
ecutive editor, is that it meets an im- 
portant need in providing graduate 
students with an opportunity to 
publish. 

Edited by Princeton doctoral 
students, Koinonia has been dis- 
tributed to Seminary graduate 
students and faculty in addition to 
alumni/ae who hold doctorates from 
Princeton or elsewhere. It’s being 
read across the country. A copy of 
Koinonia has been spotted in a 
graduate student lounge at Drew 
University in Madison, New Jersey, 
and is being subscribed to by more 
than a dozen institutions, including 
Graduate Theological Union in 
Berkeley, California, and Union Theo- 
logical Seminary in New York City. 

According to Ruprecht, whose 
doctoral studies are in Christian 
ethics, Koinonia is intended “to 
promote vigorous interdisciplinary 
dialogue” among graduate students, 
teachers, and others involved in 
religious studies at seminaries and 
schools of religion. The journal 
stimulates this dialogue by using 
editorial formats such as the special 
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Koinonia, edited by PTS doctoral 
students, offers graduate student 

scholars an opportunity to publish. 

“forum” that will appear in each 
spring issue: a central article 
presents a problem or topic from a 
particular discipline and is then fol- 
lowed by “responses” that focus on 
the same issue from the perspectives 
of different disciplines. 

The fall/winter issue of Koinonia 
will offer “interdisciplinary insights” 
in its articles, such as one recently 
written by Princeton student Scott 
R.A. Starbuck who draws upon 
poetry by Theodore Roethke to show 
a connection between an ancient 
Hebrew psalm and the modern com- 
munity of faith. 

‘With start-up pressures behind 
them, Koinonia’s editors are now fo- 
cusing their attention on encoura- 
ging graduate student colleagues to 
submit articles and on increasing 
their subscriber list. (A year’s sub- 
scription is $12.00 for students, 
$18.00 for others, and $24.00 for in- 
stitutions. The first-year rate is half 
price.) They welcome inquiries, 
which should be directed to Koino- 
nia Journal, Princeton Theological 
Seminary, CN 821, 
Princeton, New Jersey 08542-0803. 
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Celebrating the Legacy of 
Martin Luther King, Jr. 

Saxophone playing is not a tradition- 
al part of worship services at Miller 
Chapel but, on January 16, the soar- 
ing, rich tones of an alto saxophone 
provided an obbligato to the foot- 
stomping, hand-clapping singing, 
the praying, preaching, and dancing 
that made up the program honoring 
Martin Luther King, Jr., the civil rights 
leader and Nobel Peace Prize winner. 

Deborah Wolfe, professor of 
education at Queens College of the 

mm 
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At the commemoration birthday Martin Luther King, Jr, Eric Belt prouiaed a 
saxophone obbligato to the dancing of Karen Frederick and Shannon White (off camera). 

City of New York, chair of the Board 
of Education of the State of New 
Jersey, and visiting scholar at Prince- 
ton, preached the sermon, which ad- 
dressed the legacy that King left to 
the Civil Rights movement. “The 
struggle of blacks against injustice 
is a real test of American democracy 
and, as such, blacks stand in solidarity 
with all oppressed peoples of the 
earth,” she said. She recalled her own 
struggle with racial injustice “up 
south” in Princeton, when, as a black 
woman, she was barred from teach- 
ing jobs in the white schools in town. 
= 

Bo 

Princeton Seminary Media Services 

The commemoration, attended 
by members of the Seminary and 
outside community, was sponsored 
by Princeton’s Association of Black 
Seminarians, many of whom were 
young children when King was as- 
sassinated in Memphis, Tennessee, 
on April 4, 1968. Karen Frederick, a 
black student from Edison, New 
Jersey, and Shannon White, a white 
student from Winston-Salem, North 
Carolina, danced a tribute to King in 
the center aisle of the chapel while 
Eric Belt, a senior from Houston, ac- 
companied them on alto saxophone 
with the anthem of the Civil Rights 
movement, “We Shall Overcome.” 

Alumnus Freed from 

Vietnamese Prison 

After spending six years ina 
Vietnamese prison, including a year 
in solitary confinement, Nguyen 
Huu Cuong, Princeton’s only 
Vietnamese alumnus (Class of 
1971), was released from jail on 
January 12 and is now living in 
California. 

Cuong served as pastor of the 
Evangelical Church of Vietnam in 
his homeland from 1973 until his ar- 
rest by the Communist government 
in his country, which claimed that 
he was printing religious materials 
without government permission. He 
was sentenced to eight years for 
“conspiring to propagandize against 
the revolution.” 

Cuong’s freedom was the ap- 
parent result of efforts by various 
groups and individuals. These in- 
cluded Amnesty International, 
World Relief Canada, and readers of 
the Alumni/ae News, who wrote to 
the Vietnamese ambassador to the 
United Nations on Cuong’s behalf. 

According to Cuong, he and a fel- 
low prisoner, also a Vietnamese mini- 
ster, led about 200 other prisoners to 
Christian faith during their time in 
re-education camps. 

Cuong and his family are now 
living in San Diego, where his 
brother is pastor of the Vietnamese 
Alliance Church. Under the condi- 
tions of his prison release, he may 
not return to Vietnam unless he 
receives permission from that 
government. 



JAMES I. McCORD 

or nearly 25 years, 1959-1983, 
James I. McCord served 
Princeton Theological Semi- 

nary with distinction and en- 
thusiasm as its fourth president. 
During those years, tumultuous in 
many ways in both church and 
society, he was clearly the right per- 
son, in the right place, at the right 
time. 

The decades of the ’sixties and 
‘seventies, when Jim McCord came 
on the scene, will always be as- 
sociated with student unrest and 
protests against all kinds of estab- 
lishments, including theological 
education and the Church itself. 
Those were the years of Vietnam, 
the cold war against Communism, 
the Death-of-God theology, and the 
pervasive fear in society at large 
that we had lost our direction. 

In an early presidential letter, 
Jim McCord stated bluntly that 
“theology is now a shambles.” In 
1968, he presided over a Seminary 
conference that included such 
newsmakers as John A. T. Robinson 
(Honest to God) and James A. Pike 
and Eugene Carson Blake (co-initiat- 
ors of the Council on Church Uniting). 

Ten years into his presidency, he 
opened the academic year with an 
address on “Ministry ina 
Revolutionary Time.” Somewhat 
later, he spoke to churches around 
the country on our “theological am- 
nesia.” His “Words of Farewell” to 
the class of 1975 warned about “the 
barbarians” at the gate. 

These scattered but typical 
events and comments reveal a mind 
finely attuned to the changing times 
and alert to fads and trends. Jim 
McCord never ran with the latest 
theological headline and he never 
lost faith in people, the Church, or 
the Seminary. He outlined specific 
signs of hope when theology seemed 
“a shambles”; if ministry is situated 
in “a revolutionary time,” he 
proceeded to say what kind of minis- 

L91I9-1990 

try that should be; if the Church suf- 
fers from doctrinal “amnesia,” then 
let us establish a Center of Continu- 
ing Education for pastors and 
others; whether there are “bar- 
barians” at the gate or not, he urged 
graduating seniors to “seize the 
initiative.” 

This was Jim McCord’s style as 
he went about the business of being 
president of the Seminary. And 
what was that business? 

1. Without publicity and in his 
own personal way, Jim McCord as- 
sumed a pastoral oversight of the 
whole Seminary community. He was 
the first to visit the sick or to 
mediate a personal problem or dis- 
pute. He knew everyone by name 
and was never in too big a hurry to 
stop for a chat or ajoke. And he ex- 
tended this pastoral role as he repre- 
sented the Seminary and the cause 
of theological education wherever he 
spoke in churches across the country. 

2. He gave specific administra- 
tive structure to the Seminary com- 
munity by initiating written 
contracts, a code of faculty by-laws, 
and by insisting that students and 
faculty should organize and monitor 
their own affairs. He could take per- 
sonal criticism and be patient, up to 
a point, with malingerers, but when 
someone criticized the Seminary or 
the Church, he could dig in his heels 
and stand his ground. In the midst 
of whirlwind activity that demanded 
incredible physical and nervous ener- 

gy, he was always known to answer 
a letter or a memo, no matter how 
trivial, the next day. 

3. Although he disliked being 
described as a money-raiser, he 
spruced up the grounds, refurbished 
the dormitories, and found funds to 
underwrite most of the major profes- 
sorships. This side of his presence is 
evident to anyone today who strolls 
around the campus, enters Speer 
Library, takes a course at Adams 
House, lives in a dorm or in the 
Charlotte Rachel Wilson Apartments 
or on Ross Stevenson Circle. If, as 
Emerson said, “An institution is the 
lengthened shadow of one man,” 
Princeton Seminary in recent years 
has enjoyed the gracious shade of 
Jim McCord’s life and work among us. 

4. When Jim McCord retired as 
Seminary president in 1983, he had 
time to pursue his dream of estab- 
lishing a Center of Theological In- 
quiry on the campus but distinct and 
independent from the Seminary. It 
was to be a center and forum for 
scholars working on similar projects 
who could enrich each other as they 
worked under the same roof. He 
lived to see the building finished and 
the carrels for resident fellows filled. 
Special projects on theology and 
science were initiated, and books, ar- 
ticles, and exhibits began to emerge 
from the research. But when he 
retired from the Center in 1989 for 
health reasons, Jim McCord knew 
that the dream in its full potential 
must be left to others. 

It is the glory and, in some 
respects, the unfinished symphony 
of Jim McCord’s legacy that his 
reach often exceeded his grasp. But 
as the poet reminds us, “What’s a 
heaven for?” 

—Hugh T. Kerr 
Benjamin B. Warfield Professor of 
Systematic Theology, Emeritus 
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Pastors of large churches 
are facing the problems 
of most community 
builders plus a few of 
their own 
By Nancy Kressler Murphy 

hink of a “tall steeple” church 
and you may envision a solid, 
trouble-free mega-church with 

a burgeoning congregation and a 
budget to match. Look more closely 
and you will see an organization 
facing many of the difficulties of 
other community builders plus some 
of its own. 

“A church is first and foremost a 
community,’ according to Frederick 
Cassell (M.Div.’54), Princeton’s vice 
president for seminary relations, 
who has pastored a number of chur- 
ches, large and small. “It’s a com- 
munity of God’s people, and that 
should mean that there is a ... sense 
of community and a feeling of caring 
about one another.” 

Eugene Bay (M.Div.’62), pastor 
of Bryn Mawr (Pennsylvania) Pres- 
byterian Church, describes his con- 
eregation of 3,600 as consisting of 
many “smaller communities” that 
center on specific activities or spe- 
cial-interest programs within the 
congregation. While these groups 
provide the opportunity for intimacy 
“because people can find a niche for 
themselves and build relationships,” 
he believes the overall size of the 
congregation makes it “easy for 
people to be anonymous if they want 
to be.” 

Donald Meisel (47) is senior pastor of 
Westminster Presbyterian Church, located 
in a pedestrian mall in downtown 
Minneapolis. The Birth of Freedom 
(at left) by sculptor Paul Granlund was a 

gift to the church. 
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Under the 
Tall Steep 

Robert Battles (Th.M. ’64, 
D.Min. ’80), pastor of the First Pres- 
byterian Church in Mount Clemens, 
Michigan, sees a certain segmenta- 
tion in his congregation of 800 as 
well. He believes that some mem- 
bers of his congregation are 
frustrated when “they find them- 

selves part of a choir program or a 
youth group and realize there are 
other circles of people out there with 
whom they might never have any 
contact ...” 

To create a sense of congregation- 
al unity, Battles tries to organize ac- 
tivities that “pull people from the 

Haga Photography 



smaller subgroups.” For example, 
his church recently organized a pro- 
gram that dealt with the challenge 
of aging and how it affects the entire 
family. He hopes it will bring people 
together — not only the aging parents, 
but their middle-aged children who 
must take care of them. 

While worship is a crucial part 
of unity-building, it may also be a 
hindrance in a large congregation. 
People tend to sit in the same sec- 
tion of the church each week or, as 
Bay points out, if there are two Sun- 
day services, people invariably at- 
tend the same one “and they don’t 
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Once a month, Meisel has a “moment with the children” when the youngest come 

Large, urban congregations with 
their often heterogeneous composi- 
tion face an added problem in commu- 
nity building, according to Donald 
Meisel (47), pastor of Westminster 
Presbyterian Church in downtown 
Minneapolis. While a diverse con- 
gregation is attractive to many mem- 
bers, he believes, “our problem and 
challenge is that there’s no natural 
affinity between and among the 
kids, high school or otherwise. I 
think every youngster in our high 
school fellowship goes to a different 
high school.” Very often, suburban 
families with children will leave 

Roger Woo 

forward to hear a children’s sermon while their older siblings remain with the parents. 

b) 
even see who is at the other ...’ 

Fellowship programs, coffee 
hours, and other social events aimed 
at the church as a whole may help, 
but are not a panacea. Despite 
numerous efforts, Battles, for one, 
feels he hasn’t yet found the best 
way to truly overcome the problem 
of segmentation, “and I don’t think 
there really is a way, just given the 
mix and numbers.” 

Westminster in favor of a local 

church where youngsters can be 
with their schoolmates. 

Maintaining Strength 

In the 17 years Meisel has served as 
pastor, the size of his congregation 
has remained about the same (about 
3,000). “In one way, that could be per- 
ceived as a defeat,” he says, “and in 
another way, it could be ... a major 

victory. In one sense, it’s holding 
your own. ... You have to constantly 
replenish to maintain that member- 
ship. We have to get 250 or so new 
members every year just to stay 
even.” 

Meisel believes that in order to 
maintain his church’s membership, 
his congregation has to find better 
ways to reach out to new people. 
“Presbyterians really aren’t very 
good at that,” he says. “ They tend to 
leave people alone and let them 
make up their own minds about 
things religious ...” 

Primarily, reaching out boils 
down to encouraging members to in- 
vite other people to services. “The 
statistics show that most people 
come to a church because somebody 
asked them, somebody encouraged 
them,” Meisel says. In addition, the 
church has reverted to its old prac- 
tice of using a “friendship pad” 
which church-goers sign and send 
down the pew, allowing the church 
to obtain the names of any visitors. 

Overcoming Complacency 

Battles admits that “reaching out 
and looking for new members is 
something that I’ve not been able, 
quite yet, to motivate many people 
to do.” He believes that people hear 
about the church largely because of 
its programs and “enough people 
walk in to maintain a modest 
growth. If this church were smaller, 
then I think people would be actively 
involved in recruiting ...” 

At Bryn Mawr, Bay sees some 
complacency as well. When the 
church conducted a planning survey 
several years ago, he received a clear 
message: “We're big enough; we 
don’t need to be any bigger.” 

An important part of nurturing 
a sense of community, Bay believes, 
is making members realize they are 
important and needed in the overall 
workings of the church. He points 
out that it’s difficult for large chur- 
ches to discern when people are dis- 
enchanted because two indicators — 
a decrease in attendance or in giving 
— are not immediately obvious on 
an individual basis. “In a large 
church, frankly, it’s easy to miss both 
those signs.” 
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Bay is working to get feedback 
from the congregation and to foster 
leadership, both of which he has 
found difficult. Getting feedback re- 
quires an instrument or mechanism, 
he says, because “it’s not possible to 
have the whole congregation stay 
after worship, as it is in a smaller 
church.” In order to gather opinions, 
the church has relied on strategies 
such as formal surveys of its members 
and has involved a number of its coun- 
cils in the overall goal-setting process. 

Bay notices that in a large con- 
gregation, there tends to be “an ex- 
pectation ... that leadership is going 
to come from the pastoral staff, the 
session, or the trustees. There’s al- 
most a sort of corporate mentality 

that says, ‘Well, you’re the CEO, so 
you're supposed to have some wisdom 
about what’s supposed to happen.” 
The church is trying to encourage its 
program units to function on their 
own. 

Another challenge is making 
members feel their financial con- 
tributions are needed. Bay believes 
“larger churches probably have to 
work harder to motivate individual 
members to do what they can do. ... 
It’s easy for people to say, ‘ They 
don’t need me.’... So while we tend to 
have large budgets and our giving 
looks pretty good, on a per- capita 
basis, it may not be so terrific.” 

Stewardship is always a chal- 
lenge, no matter what the size of the 
congregation, according to Cassell. 
“There’s always more work for the 
church to do than there is money to 
do it with. ... After you get all the 
fixed costs out of the way — that is 
to say, the staff paid and the place 
heated and lighted — there’s always 
more mission to be done, more 
benevolence,” he believes. “You con- 
tinually try to stretch people for 
good reasons, whether it’s a con- 
gregation of 100 or 1,000.” 

One of the great strengths of a 
large congregation — a large array 
of programs — is also one of the big- 
gest expenses requiring substantial 
contributions of money and time. 
Moreover, large congregations have 
sizable physical structures to sup- 
port, which often require their own 
fund drives. 
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Handling Conflict 

First Presbyterian Church is now 
filled to capacity, Battles says, and 
the congregation faces a difficult 
decision about whether to renovate 
and add on to their existing struc- 
ture or to relocate. Battles and his 
staff have solicited opinions from the 
congregation and have noticed some 
division among members as to which 
path to take. He notes that, “the 
larger the church, the more division 
there will be because you've got 
smaller sub-groups and it’s more dif- 
ficult to reach everybody with the 
best information on which they can 
make a decision.” He believes that 
the church’s body of officers will 
need to take a leadership role in 
“helping the congregation live with 
conflict and work toward some 
resolution.” 

Meisel believes that a larger 
church has an advantage because a 
group of dissidents cannot “garner 
control” as easily as they might in a 
smaller church. “There’s a buffer 
there. It’s not that they’re not heard, 
but they’re less apt to really take 
over ...” 

Cassell remembers that a col- 
league once described this situation 
by saying, “When you get on a stormy 
sea, you'd rather be on a battleship 
than in a rowboat.” Larger congrega- 
tions can better “roll with” the con- 
flict. “If you have a very dynamic, 
authoritarian, and outspoken person 
who may be divisive ... in a large con- 
gregation, he or she may stir up a 
small tempest, but it’s going to be 
more of a tempest in a teapot, and 
the church is going to survive it 
much more easily. In a small church, 

you've really got a problem.” 

On the other hand, size can 
make division less visible, which 
may lead to other dangers. “If there’s 
disenchantment or a negative move- 
ment under way, it’s hard to know 
about it until it’s built up some 
momentum,’says Bay. “My belief ... 
is that a large church has to be a lot 
more careful to inform and communi- 
cate and to try to be open to the 
congregation.” 

Maintaining unity also entails 
keeping staff relations running 

smoothly. “Multiple-staff churches 
have not been famous for having suc- 
cessful staff relationships," says Bay. 
“T think a lot of us are working a lot 
harder at that now. Here, we’re 
working on a model of collegiality, as 
opposed to a hierarchical kind of 
model.” In pursuit of a cooperative 
effort, Bay and the seven associate 
pastors meet often. “We try to be 
clear about roles and respon- 
sibilities,” he says, and they ensure 
that the most and least desirable 
responsibilities are divided fairly. 

“One thing we do at Bryn Mawr 
is to make sure all the pastoral staff 
has the opportunity to baptize and 
to officiate at communion. Those are 
visible signs of their leadership; in 
other words, I’m not the only one ...” 

The core staff, which includes 
eight pastors, a fine arts director, 
and the business administrator, 
meets once a week for about two 
hours. “The agenda belongs to 
everybody,” Bay explains, and any in- 
dividual can bring up a topic for dis- 
cussion. Retreats are another 
method of building staff unity. 

Cassell believes that in order to 
build successful staff relationships, 
pastors must first ensure that job 
descriptions are clear and agreed 
upon before an associate pastor ac- 
cepts the call. All individuals must 
“work at building a relationship 
with each other, and not expect that 
somehow it’s just going to happen,’ 
he says. “In some sense, it’s a little 
bit like a marriage relationship. 
... You try to choose someone you're 
compatible with and try to keep the 
lines of communication open ... so 
you re not only close-working col- 
leagues, but youre also friends.” 

Nancy Murphy is a freelance writer 
who lives in Lawrenceville, 
New Jersey. 



Students are using PTS technology to create their own 
curricular resources 

ong before it opened its doors 
last year, Templeton Hall was 
known as “the multi-purpose 

building.” One purpose, which has 
generated a good deal of activity 
among the Seminary’s student body 
in recent months, is the development 
of class projects. Under the guidance 
of Wayne Whitelock, the Seminary’s 
director of educational communica- 
tions and technology, a number of 
students have been using the elec- 
tronic facilities of the Media Center 
to produce their own curricular 
resources. Here are some examples: 

e@ For a college Bible study 
course: Three students, Ken Sunoo, 
Shigaihisa Homsher, and Tom 
Gastil, have produced a 25-minute 
videotape designed for students of 
the Book of Amos. Divided into 
three parts, the videotape includes 
what the authors call “contemporiza- 
tion” segments in which the topics 
and episodes from Amos are com- 
pared with similar events on and off 
campus. For example, in one seg- 
ment, Sunoo and Homsher, portray- 
ing media reporters, interview the 
prophet played by Gastil. In another, 
all three authors enact stories from 

the book, and another features a 
reading of the text by Gastil against 
a motion picture background. This 
videotape was developed as a class 
project for the course called “Intro- 
duction to Exegesis, Amos” given by 
C. Leong Seow, assistant professor 
of Old Testament. 

Wayne Whitelock 

e@ For a Bible study for teenagers: 
Students Steve Cureton and Joicy 
Becker dramatized the social events 
of Amos’ day in the context of today’s 
news by combining news clips and 
their own location shots with 
modern music and narrated pas- 

Chuck Robison 

Princeton Seminary Media 

John Melsness contributed a photography 
display and Joicy Becker a multimedia 

presentation to a course in theology. 

sages from Amos. Amos’ passages on 
the “manifold transgressions and ... 
mighty sins” were reflected in 
footage ranging from deaths of the 
innocent in El Salvador to the 
misuse of wealth and power by Jim 
Bakker. The prophet’s wrath at 
those who “oppress the poor” and 
“are at ease in Zion” was illustrated 
with clips of Leona Helmsley and 
oppression in South Africa. The 
voice of William Brower, acting direc- 
tor of speech,was used to represent 
the voice of Amos. This project was 
also prepared for Seow’s exegesis 
course. 

e@ A program on theology: Work- 
ing with first-year student Mike 
Bongart, a professional photog- 
rapher, Joicy Becker prepared a mul- 
timedia presentation using slides, 
music, narration, and sound effects 
focusing on such subjects as the use 
of water as a symbol of Christian 
theology. This was used in “ Theol- 
ogy as Christian Insight” taught by 
Hugh T. Kerr, Benjamin B. Warfield 
Professor of Systematic Theology, 
Emeritus. 

Noelle Damico is using the 
Media Center’s synthesizer to com- 
pose a requiem and John Melsness 
is using his photography, both for 
Kerr’s course. 

e An historical documentary: 
Matthew Robinson is preparing a 
film on the social ethics of John 
Mackay during his tenure as presi- 
dent of Princeton Seminary. This 
project is part of Robinson’s Th.M. 
thesis on religious media. 

e@ For clergy and church: Joicy 
Becker is preparing a video to sen- 
sitize the clergy and the Church to 
the realities of domestic violence. 

"Seminary faculty whose 
students have been involved in these 
projects are finding that using 
electronic media seems to help the 
learning process,” says Whitelock. 
“Students are increasingly aware of 
the need for communication skills in 
ministry and they consider this kind 
of experience an essential part of 
their education at the Seminary.” 
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enyon J. Wildrick is the son 
K: an advertising executive 

who believed that learning to 
sell is important in a person’s 
development. So Wildrick spent his 
first two summer vacations from 
Trinity College in Hartford, Connec- 
ticut, selling Fuller brushes door-to- 
door. Although a successful sales- 
man, Wildrick chose instead to enter 
the ministry, which, in his opinion, 
is not all that different from door- to- 
door selling, a point he emphasized 
in his application to PTS: “During 
my years at college, I have been sell- 
ing a lot of tangible products and I 
have learned that it is a rather easy 
thing to do. But I have also found it 
less than satisfying. I would like to 
come to seminary to learn to sell an 
intangible, the greatest ‘product’ the 
world has ever known.” 

Most members of the faculty 
took such a dim view of his approach 
to the ministry that Wildrick, who 
had begun his classes, was soon 
ready to quit. But one did not. “The 
person who kept saying to me, ‘Stay, 
we'll work it out; there’s a place for 
this type of thinking in the pulpit 
today’ was Donald Macleod [then 
professor of homiletics and now 
Francis Landey Patton Professor of 
Preaching and Worship, Emeritus]. 
So I enrolled in every course he had 
and it was a tremendous help to me,” 
Wildrick recalied recently. 

Wildrick spent his last two years 
of seminary doing field education 
work as an assistant to H. Otheman 
Smith, the minister of the Short 
Hills Community Congregational 
Church in Short Hills, New Jersey. 
At that time (the late 1950s), the 
Short Hills church, which had been 
formed in 1953, was holding Sunday 
services in members’ living rooms, a 
bowling alley in nearby Milburn, 
and any other shelter that could be 
found. Wildrick plunged into the 
task of helping to build up the con- 
gregation. When he was graduated 
from PTS in 1958, he returned as as- 
sociate minister. 
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His Eye Is 
on the Pulpit 

An alumnus and his 
congregation are honoring 

His early years were much like 
his Fuller brush days, going door-to- 
door trying to entice people to join 
the new church. In 1966, after he 
had been there for eight years, 
Smith announced his retirement 
and the congregation asked Wildrick 
to serve for a year as acting minister 
until they could find a replacement. 
A year later, he accepted their invita- 
tion to become their senior minister. 

A Continuing Interest in 
Preaching 

Today, almost three decades later, 
Wildrick is still senior minister of 
the Short Hills Community Con- 
gregational Church, whose congrega- 
tion now numbers 1700 and whose 
facilities include a magnificent 
sanctuary, a chapel, a recently 
renovated education wing, and an 
administrative wing dedicated in 
January. Still there, too, is the 
church’s financial support of Prince- 
ton Seminary: in addition to its 
generous support of Princeton’s 
Scholarship Endowment Fund, the 
congregation has also established a 
special fund in Wildrick’s name that 
provides an award each year toa 
graduating student who has shown 
excellence in homiletics. 

a PTS professor of homiletics 

Princeton Seminary Media Services 

“T decided in seminary,” said 
Wildrick, “that all roads in the 
Church were going to lead through 
the pulpit. If that pulpit had little to 
say, inevitably fewer and fewer 
people would respond to the 
Church’s invitation to worship, 
serve, and teach. Preaching is the 
catalyst that ignites all three, and it 
must be done well.” This interest led 
him back to PTS in the 1960s to 
earn a Th.M. in homiletics. 

Wildrick’s congregation was 
interested enough in good preaching 
to sponsor a series of guest 
preachers at Short Hills. Hearing 
the relevance of those speakers, 
Wildrick became increasingly con- 
cerned about the irrelevance of so 
much of our preaching today: “I kept 
saying to myself, ‘If only we had 
something more to say in a little 
more enticing way on Sunday morn- 
ing, we could bring many, many 
more people into the Church.’ I be- 
came convinced, and so did the con- 
eregation, that what we need more 
than anything else today is to estab- 
lish a lectureship in which people 
like me — those who've been 
through this — and young ministers 
still in the impressionable stage can 
go back to an outstanding center of 
learning and hear how it is done.” 

Another concern involved his 
mentor at PTS: “Don Macleod has 
done more to change the image of 
preaching than any other person I 
have known,” he explained. “ There 
was certainly good reason to honor 
him.” 

So Wildrick took his idea to 
President Gillespie at Princeton 
whom he has known over the years 
as a friend and fellow board member 
of the Center of Theological Inquiry 
in Princeton. The result is the 
Donald Macleod-Short Hills 
Community Congregational Church 
Preaching Lectureship, which will 
feature a week-long series of lec- 
tures by an outstanding preacher 
every two years. The first series will 

be presented in the fall of 1992. 



Donald Macleod and the Princeton Preaching Tradition 
By Thomas G. Long 

n the summer of 1922, a young 
Karl Barth, only 36 years old at 
the time, addressed a group of 

pastors on the theme “The Need of 
Christian Preaching.” The new 
professor, barely a year out of the 
pastorate himself, knew well the ur- 
gency of the Sunday sermon. “On 
Sunday morning when the bells ring 
to call the minister and the congrega- 
tion to church,” he told his hearers, 
“there is in the air an expectancy 
that something great, crucial, and 
even momentous is to happen.” He 
went on to describe the progression 
of events in worship, how they build 
to a climax: the gathering of the 
people, the prayers, the reading of 
the Scripture, and then, said Barth, 
the minister will enter into the pul- 
pit “and — here is daring! — 
preach ...” 

What Barth named as the 
urgency and the daring of preaching 
have been constant themes 
throughout the long history of 
Princeton Theological Seminary. 
Established in a time of tumultuous 
change in American religion, 
Princeton Seminary quickly 
developed its own theological voice, 
one which included from the begin- 
ning a strong emphasis upon the 
need for clear and learned preaching 
in the church. 

The classical “Princeton 
Theology” was, of course, a product 
of a day now past, but what his- 
torian Sydney Ahlstrom named as 
its strengths — its theological sub- 
stance, its emphasis upon education, 
and its insistence upon a faithful 
Christian message that is not simply 
an expression of the prevailing cul- 
ture — have continued to shape the 
vision for preaching that the Semi- 
nary desires to give to its graduates. 

For 36 years, that vision was 
nurtured and embodied in the teach- 
ing of Professor Donald Macleod. He 
arrived in Princeton from Toronto in 
1945 to work on his doctoral disser- 
tation in New Testament studies. 

By the time his thesis was com- 
pleted, however, Macleod had dis- 
covered homiletics as his true 
intellectual home. 

He joined the Princeton faculty 
in 1946 as an assistant professor in 
preaching. A native of Nova Scotia, 
Macleod was raised in the vigorous 
preaching environment of Canadian 
Presbyterians, fueled by currents 
from the British Isles, especially 
Scotland. 

Nearly four decades of Princeton 
Seminary graduates remember 
Macleod’s crisp teaching style and 
his love for well-crafted language, 
and they took to heart his demand 
for excellence in preaching. Always 
leery of shallow fads, Macleod, as a 
teacher of preaching, had a strong 
preference for the sturdy, thought- 
ful, solidly constructed, clearly ex- 
pressed sermon. Any student who 
dared to preach a rambling, illogical 
sermon in one of his classes would 
find Macleod raising a sandy 
eyebrow in bemusement and then 
gently, but firmly, sending a warning 
to “spend more time in the books.” 

Macleod was also instrumental 
in establishing Princeton Seminary‘s 
Ph.D. program in homiletics, provid- 
ing well-trained scholars for teach- 
ing and research in preaching. 
Macleod’s doctoral graduates are 
now scattered throughout the con- 
tinent, some as parish ministers and 
others as professors of preaching. 
Three of the five members of Prince- 
ton Seminary’s current preaching 
faculty were themselves Ph.D. stu- 
dents of Macleod. 

The doctoral students who 
studied under Macleod were par- 
ticularly impressed by his 
knowledge of the breadth and depth 
of the preaching tradition 
throughout the history of the 
Church. Macleod sent them search- 
ing through the documents of his- 
tory, searching for the winding trail 
of preaching as it moved from the 
house churches of the New Testament, 

through the cathedrals and open 
piazzas of Europe, into the meeting 
houses and frame churches of North 
America. 

Though the majority of his 
career was spent in the classroom, 
Macleod was no stranger to the 
realities and rigors of preaching in 
the parish. A pastor himself in his 
younger days, Macleod kept, as a 
professor, a demanding schedule of 
preaching appointments in churches 
large and small, a practice he con- 
tinues in retirement. Macleod’s 
emeritus status has also not 
diminished his productivity as an 
author. “The Problem of Preaching,” 
an essay describing the challenges 
confronting the contemporary pul- 
pit, appeared recently in the distin- 
guished Fortress Resources for 
Preaching series and is but one of 
the several books that Macleod has 
produced since retiring from Prince- 
ton Seminary in 1983. His 11th 
book will soon appear from C.S.S. 
Press. 

The newly established Donald 
Macleod-Short Hills Community 
Congregational Church Preaching 
Lectureship is a fitting tribute to the 
substantial role of preaching in the 
history of Princeton Seminary, to 
Macleod’s distinguished career as a 
teacher, and to his deep regard for 
the crucial role of preaching in the 
life of a congregation. “Faith comes 
from what is heard, and what is 
heard comes by the preaching of 
Christ,” Paul wrote to the Romans. 
“The church in the past,” said 
Reformed theologian John Leith, 
“has generally been revived by great 
preaching.” Donald Macleod has 
been unwavering in his commitment 
to great preaching, and the creation 
of the lectureship bearing his name 
will give that commitment even 
more prominent visibility. 

Thomas G. Long is Francis Landey 
Patton Professor of Preaching 
and Worship. 
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profiles appear below. 

William 
Scheide: 

Collector and Scholar 

(): board one of the tall ships 
that sailed into New York 
Harbor as part of the centen- 

nial celebration of the Statue of 
Liberty in 1986 were 
William Scheide, his wife, Gertrude, 
and their copy of a first printing of 
the Declaration of Independence. 
The document, which is part of the 
Scheide Library in Princeton 
University’s Firestone Library, is 
one of about 20 first printings of the 
Declaration of Independence in 
existence. 

Scheide has been an avid book 
and manuscript collector since his 
graduation from Princeton 
University in 1936. He is the only in- 
dividual in the world who owns a 
Gutenberg Bible. 

A musicologist who earned his 
master’s degree from Columbia 
University in 1940, he has devoted 
much of his life to a study of the 
works of Johann Sebastian Bach. 
His pamphlet “J.S.Bach as Biblical 
Interpreter,” published by Princeton 
Seminary in 1952, is still read by 
scholars throughout the world. He 
has also been a frequent contributor 
to the Bachjahrbuch, a journal 
devoted to the composer and his 
work. 

In addition to owning one of the 
world’s great collections of Bach 
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‘Two Friends 
of Princeton Seminary 

A vital part of the Seminary’s Capital Fund Campaign is to finance a new wing of Speer Library. 
The new facility will house the Library’s Department of Archives and Special Collections with 
reading rooms, offices, exhibit areas, study spaces, a temperature-controlled vault, and 
accommodations for the rare book and archive collections. The two friends of PTS whose 
generosity has made this new wing possible are William H. Scheide and Henry Luce II whose 

manuscripts, Scheide also owns one 
of the two portraits of the composer 
painted during his lifetime. The 
painting, which hangs in Scheide’s 
living room in Princeton, has been 
back and forth from Germany once 

ancuso /The Times, Trenton,NJ 

and out on loan to persons and in- 
stitutions in this country on several 
occasions. 

One of his proudest accomplish- 
ments was the founding of the Bach 
Aria Group in 1946, an organization 
of seven singers and instrumen- 
talists, often accompanied by an 
orchestra and chorus, which has 
performed in the United States and 
abroad. 

A loyal Princeton alumnus, 
Scheide endowed the Scheide 
Professorship of Music History at 
the university in 1981. A large part 
of his collection is housed in the 
Scheide Library, a large and impres- 
sive room in the Rare Books and 
Special Collections department of 
the university’s Firestone Library. 

Other Responsibilities 

Scheide is active in other areas as 
well. Amember of the American 
Musicological Society and the Bibli- 
ographical Society of America, he 
was also on the board of the New 
York Opera Company, the New York 
City Center of Music and Drama, 
and the Westminster Choir College. 
Several years ago, Scheide was 
made an honorary member of the 
Bach Society in Germany, one of the 
two non-German members ever to 
be so honored (the other was Albert 
Schweitzer). 

Scheide joined the Princeton 
Seminary Board of Trustees in 1958 
and served for many years as chair 
of the Library Committee. He retired 
in 1989. 



Henry Luce III: 
More than 

a Philanthropist 
Ithough best known as a 
philanthropist and president 
f the Henry Luce Foundation, 

Henry Luce III is also a professional 
who spent two decades earning his 
working papers as a journalist and 
magazine executive. Beginning as a 
reporter for the The Cleveland Press, 
he spent two years in Washington as 
correspondent for Time and two 
more in the New York office as a 
writer of national and foreign news. 
During the 1960s, before he was 
named Bureau Chief of Time-Life 
News Service’s London office, he 
served as circulation director of 
Fortune, Architectural Forum, and 
House and Home. In 1968, he became 
publisher of Fortune and later, of 
Time (1969-72). 

During those years, Luce 
also held responsibilities in other 
management areas of Time, Inc. In 
1958, for example, he was in charge 
of planning and constructing the 
company’s new Time & Life Build- 
ing. As director of Research and 
Development in the 1960s, he estab- 
lished Time-Life Records, which be- 
came a corporate division. 

The Henry Luce Foundation 

Luce has presided over the Henry 
Luce Foundation for more than 30 
years of its 54-year existence. The 
foundation was established by his 
father, the late Henry R. Luce, co- 
founder and editor-in-chief of Time, 
Inc., as a tribute to his parents, the 
Reverend Dr. Henry W. Luce (PTS, 
1896) and Elizabeth R. Luce, who 
spent many years in China as Pres- 
byterian missionaries. 

The foundation’s programs 
reflect the interests of all three 
generations of Luces, focusing on 
higher education and scholarship 
(The Henry R. Luce Professorship 
Program and the Luce Scholars 
Program), Asian affairs (the Luce 
Fund for Asian Studies), public af- 
fairs and theology (individual 

projects), and the arts (Luce Fund 
for Scholarship in American Art). 

The new Speer Library wing is 
not the first Seminary building 
project the Luce Foundation has 
helped fund. In 1965, it was the 
major contributor of funds for the 
construction of the Seminary’s power 
plant. 

In other areas, the Foundation 
helped establish the Seminary’s 
Program for Asian-American 
Theology and Ministry as well as 
programs to strengthen the faculty 
and to identify and catalogue 
materials relating to Christianity 
in China. 

Luce’s activities and respon- 
sibilities outside the foundation in- 
volve primarily the arts and higher 
education. An art collector since his 
twenties, he is president of the board 
of trustees of The New Museum of 
Contemporary Art in New York City 
and a former member of the board of 
the Skowhegan School of Painting 
and Sculpture in Maine. 

He served as president of the 
board of trustees of St. Bernard’s 
School in Gladstone, New Jersey, for 
12 years and was chairman of the 
board of the China Institute in 
America from 1975 to 1978. He isa 
member of the boards of the Pan 
American Development Foundation, 
the United Board for Christian 
Higher Education in Asia, the 
American Federation of Arts, and 
the College of Wooster in Ohio, 
among others. 

Long Association with PTS 

Luce has had a long personal 
association with Princeton 
Seminary, having served on its 
Board of Trustees since 1965. He has 
been a member of the Board’s Long 
Range Planning Committee since 
1982 and its chairman since 1985. 

A long-time resident of New 
York City, Luce is a ruling elder of 
the Madison Avenue Presbyterian 
Church. Recently married, he has 
two children from a previous mar- 
riage. Christopher, a photographer 
and collector of Chinese paintings, 
lives in New York City and Lilais a 
logician on the faculty of St. John’s 
College in Annapolis, Maryland. 
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The Silent Crisis 
A minister/film producer is trying to help churches respond to AIDS 

By Nancy Kressler Murphy 

C C IDS truly is a disease that 
A touches every aspect of a 

patient’s life. In the 
Church, it’s a silent crisis that no 
one talks about. The Church can 
easily turn its back on it because 
AIDS raises difficult ethical issues,” 
according to Keith Wintermute 
(M.Div. ’78), producer and director of 
a film entitled AIDS and the 
Church’s Role. He believes that “the 
Church has been struggling with 
what to do and how to respond.” 

Three years ago, Wintermute 
and his father-in-law, Charles 
Brohammer, founded CARD, Inc., 
which stands for Community Al- 
cohol-Related Diseases. Based in 
Channel Islands, California, the com- 
pany grew out of a recognized need 
among churches for information on 
drug and alcohol abuse. Brohammer, 
a recovering alcoholic who has 
served as commissioner and a mem- 
ber of the Ventura County Alcohol 
Advisory Board, wanted to form the 
production company to answer 
repeated requests for information 
about alcohol and drug abuse by 
local church leaders. Their sub- 
sequent research on the problems of 
teen-age sexuality led them to ex- 
pand their production to include 
materials on AIDS. 

Since that time, CARD has 
produced several films on this sub- 
ject. AIDS and the Church’s Role, 
released in 1989, “was born out of a 
desire to do an interdenominational 
piece that would encourage the 
Church to play a much more compas- 
sionate role in response to people 
with AIDS," says Wintermute. “Our 
desire was to, in a sense, get AIDS 
out of the closet and to recognize 
that the Church has an enormous op- 
portunity and a driving need.” 

But lack of interest forced the 
company to expand its sales efforts 
to the health community, where the 
film has enjoyed “a phenomenal 
response,” says Wintermute. The 
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producers now focus their marketing 

effort on health departments, al- 
cohol/drug abuse agencies, schools, 
and other organizations. 

Humanizing AIDS Patients 

The film points out that AIDS 
patients are often treated as modern- 
day lepers, losing their jobs and the 
support of family and friends, due to 
the fear, ignorance, and prejudice as- 
sociated with the disease. “AIDS 
raises sensitive subjects, such as 
homosexuality, drug use, and ter- 
minal disease, while forcing us to 
confront some of the fundamental is- 
sues of faith, including life, death, 
sin, and eternal destiny," he says. 

Featuring persons with AIDS, 
support groups, and representatives 
of several denominations, the film il- 
lustrates the vast need for spiritual 
support among patients as well as 
the ways in which some congrega- 
tions and church-sponsored organiza- 
tions have responded with 
assistance and love. One goal, ac- 
cording to Wintermute, was to 
“humanize” the patients and “give a 
taste of them as real people, not 
statistics and information.” 

The company has produced 
other AIDS-related films including 
What Parents and Kids Need to 
Know About AIDS, originally an 
ABC-affiliated documentary 
designed to educate the public and 
help prevent the spread of the dis- 
ease. In addition to explaining AIDS 
and how it is spread, the film also 
confronts social and ethical issues 
such as prejudice and discrimination. 

“T think the Church has a 
responsibility to its young people 
and to its parish to talk openly and 
frankly about the issue of AIDS," 
says Wintermute. “There is a mis- 
conception that by talking about 
these things (sex and drug use) 
somehow we promote them, and 
that is not the case." 

On the subject of AIDS, 

Wintermute believes, “knowledge is 
life and ignorance is death ... and 
there is an enormous amount of ig- 
norance out there.” 

Wintermute says that 
marketing AJDS and the Church’s 
Role to churches has been “very 
frustrating.” He believes the 
videotape’s cost ($89.95) may be part 
of the problem. Although some of 
CARD’s videos are sold in retail out- 
lets, the major sales efforts are 
through direct marketing. A portion 
of the profit from each sale is 
donated to organizations providing 
hospice care for AIDS. 

Although Wintermute served a 
congregation for approximately 
eight years, his role in the Church is 
now that of parishioner while he 
devotes his time to CARD. “This is 
my full-time ministry," he says. “We 
feel we have a real opportunity to 
help ... that’s really what’s driving 
us. We’re hoping to break down bar- 
riers and get help for people." 

Recommended Reading for 
Ministers 

Donald E. Capps, Princeton’s 
William Harte Felmeth Professor 
of Pastoral Theology, recommends 
the following books to ministers 
interested in learning how to help 
individuals with AIDS: 

AIDS: A Manual for Pastoral 
Care by Ronald H. Sunderland 
and Ear! E. Shelp (Westminster/ 
John Knox Press, $6.25) 

When Someone You Love Has 
AIDS: A Book of Hope for Family 
and Friends by Betty Clave 
Moffatt (New American Library, 

$9.95) 
Women and AIDS by Bonnie 
Lester (Crossroad/Continuum, 
$15.95) 



en Robert Sanders, who 
retired last August as pas- 
tor to the Seminary and 

director of the chapel, was a 
teenager growing up in Steubenville, 
Ohio, he set up a small radio trans- 
mitter in his bedroom and launched 
the “ United Broadcasting System.” 
It featured a nightly program of 
news, sports, and music intended for 
the enjoyment of those who lived 
within several blocks of his house. 
When he later learned that his un- 
licensed programs were reaching lis- 
teners within a 25-square-mile area, 
including staff members of the 
Federal Communications Commission, 
he took the antenna off the roof and 
the United Broadcasting System 
came to an abrupt end. 

But not his enthusiasm for 
radio. Four years after his gradua- 
tion from Miami University in 
Oxford, Ohio, and work as an an- 
nouncer on the Steubenville station, 
Sanders had helped establish a new 
radio station across the river in 
Weirton, West Virginia, and was 
doing well as one of its salesmen. 
But something was wrong. “I had 
this gnawing feeling that I wasn’t 
doing what I was supposed to be 
doing,” he explained in an interview 
last winter. What he was supposed 
to be doing, he decided, was working 

Robert Sanders: 
From Microphone to Pulpit 

in the Church. This feeling was not 
something sudden: it grew out 
of his life-long activity with the 
Presbyterian Church in Steuben- 
ville, where his father was an elder, 
and it had manifested itself once or 
twice during his college years. This 
time he decided to do something 
about it and enrolled at PTS in 1952. 

Off to Englewood 

Although he left the Seminary after 
his graduation in 1955, Sanders was 
never far from it as assistant pastor 
of the First Presbyterian Church of 
Englewood (NJ) whose members in- 
cluded several Trustees of PTS. Two 
years later, he was back on campus 
as administrative assistant to (then) 
President Mackay. After Mackay 
retired, he spent two more years 
with the incoming President McCord. 

During his time with Mackay 
and McCord, Sanders had continued 
his broadcasting activities as chair- 
man of the committee on radio and 
TV of the Synod of New Jersey. 
Then, in 1961, he left PTS to become 
eastern area director of the Radio 
and Television Division of the 
Presbyterian Church in New York City. 

After four years of broadcasting, 
Sanders once again felt the need to 
get back to parish work and 
answered a call to the First Pres- 
byterian Church in Utica, New York, 
where he and his wife, the former 
Isabelle Peck, whom he married in 
1963, spent five years. During that 
time, their two sons were born. 

Sanders’ experience as pastor 
of the First Presbyterian Church of 
Ann Arbor, Michigan, will be difficult 
to forget. For 32 days in 1971, repre- 
sentatives of the Black Economic 
Development League occupied his 
church demanding reparations. 
Their leader, Charles Thomas, a 
short-tempered, six-foot ex-marine, 
threatened Sanders who, on the ad- 
vice of the police, moved his family 

out of the manse. Despite the 
threats, Sanders believed that 
Thomas was sincere in his campaign 
to help the poor of the community. 
He and other clergy formed the In- 
terfaith Coalition of both Catholic 
and Protestant churches in Ann 
Arbor, which raised several hundred 
thousand dollars that were dis- 
tributed through Thomas to the poor. 

After the occupation, Sanders 
continued to work with Thomas 
whose rage, he discovered, was the 
result of seeing his uncle lynched 
and burned in Arkansas while 
several clergymen looked on. In 
time, Thomas began to attend ser- 
vices, was baptized, joined the 
church, and became chairman of its 
self-development committee. 

Back to Princeton 

In 1981, Sanders was again called to 
Princeton, this time to become full- 
time pastor to the Seminary, the 
first such position in PTS history. 

The appointment turned out to 
be one of the most challenging of his 
career. Living up to the expectations 
of students who represented more 
than 50 different denominations — 
many with a different image of what 
a pastor is and what a pastor should 
do — he found to be often taxing but 
rewarding as well. 

Now, at 65, in his first year of 
retirement, Sanders is pursuing 
American history, another life-long 
interest, as a volunteer for the His- 
torical Society of Princeton and will 
soon help PTS archivist William 
Harris sort through and (they hope) 
identify the hundreds of old 
photographs in Speer Library. 

Meanwhile, he wouldn’t mind 
returning to his first love. He’s been 
thinking about paying a visit to a 
local FM classical music station he 
likes. Who knows? They may need 
an experienced announcer. 
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Life Income Plans Offer a Number of Advantages 

Giving Program. 

our Trustees. 

Seminary policy specifies that all donors entering into these life income agreements and any 
beneficiaries they include must be at least 50 years of age. Minimum dollar amounts must also be observed 
in establishing one or another of these arrangements. It should be noted, moreover, that while this article 
has been devoted to agreements becoming effective during the donor’s lifetime, they can also be established 

Life income plans as a vehicle for charitable giving are receiving increasing attention these days. That being 
so, you might well wonder what their attraction is and whether or not they are something you should con- 
sider. Such plans take a variety of forms and are available to friends of the Seminary through our Planned 

A life income plan is expressed in the form of a written agreement between the donor and the 
Seminary when the gift is given. In return, the donor receives income for life (or, in some cases, a term of 
years). It is usually paid on a quarterly basis. The donor is also entitled to a charitable deduction for income 
tax purposes in the year of the gift. If the deduction is greater in amount than can be taken that year, the un- 
used portion may be carried over for up to five more years. If the gift is made in the form of appreciated 
property, it is valued at its fair market value and, in most instances, the capital gain tax that the donor 
would otherwise have to pay is avoided. The exceptions are Charitable Gift Annuity and Deferred Payment 
Gift Annuity arrangements. In those cases, the capital gain tax is significantly reduced and is spread over a 
period of years instead of being due the year the gift is given. In addition, the donor is free of investment and 
management responsibilities and is entitled to federal estate tax benefits. 

Upon the death of the donor and any beneficiary who may be covered by the agreement (or the 
completion of the term of years), the principal becomes the property of the Seminary to be used according to 
the donor’s wishes. Where no such preference has been expressed, the principal is used at the discretion of 

in a person’s will to benefit a spouse and/or other survivor‘(s). 

The Seminary’s Planned Giving Program is administered by the Reverend Chase S. Hunt, director of 
development. For specific information about the life income plans offered by the Seminary and their distinc- 
tive characteristics, please call him at (609) 497-7756 or write to him at Princeton Theological Seminary, 
CN 821, Princeton, New Jersey 08542-0803. 

Gifs 
In Memory Of: 

The Reverend Arthur M. Adams 
(34B) to the Arthur M. Adams 
Scholarship Endowment Fund 

E. Stanley Barclay to the William 
Harte Felmeth Chair for Pastoral 
Theology 

The Reverend Dr. Willis A. Baxter 
(38B) to the Scholarship Fund 

Dr. and Mrs. Hunter B. Blakely 
(?19B) to the Annual Fund 

Edward M. Butler to the Annual 
Fund 

Ovie Lee Carlton to the Miller 
Chapel Fund 

Frank Cross to the Frank Cross 
Memorial Scholarship 
Endowment Fund 
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The Reverend Alfred H. Davies 
(44B) to the Annual Fund 

Patti Davis to the Annual Fund 

Wilhelm G. Felmeth to the Field 
Education Scholarship Fund 

Emma Fourqurean to the Annual 
Fund 

Ernest C. and Matilda Hahn to the 
Annual Fund 

The Reverend Dr. Ki Bum Han 

(61M) to the Asian-American 
Theology and Ministry 
Endowment Fund 

Dr. Seward Hiltner to the Seward 
Hiltner Collection at Speer 
Library 

The Reverend and Mrs. Leo D. Horn 
to the Annual Fund 

The Reverend Dr. Paul W. Johnston 
(?41B) to the Paul W. and William 
R. Johnston Scholarship 
Endowment Fund 

The Reverend Joseph J. Lemen 
(50B) to the Annual Fund 

Mark Marbet to the Arthur J. and 
Gladys M. Marbet Scholarship 
Endowment Fund 

J. Andrew Marsh and Frank Marsh 
to the Annual Fund 

The Reverend Dr. Clifford G. Pollock 
(37B) to the Annual Fund 

Elizabeth Price to the Presbyterian 
Church in Morristown - The Rev. 
Dr. Thomas S. Mutch Scholarship 
Endowment Fund 



The Reverend Dr. A. Lorin Ridings 
(32B) to the Lorin and Virginia 
Ridings Scholarship Endowment 
Fund 

James Samuels to the Scholarship 
Fund 

The Reverend Dr. W. Sherman 
Skinner (30B) to the Scholarship 
Fund 

In Honor Of: 

Dr. David R. Adams to the 
Alumni/ae Roll Call 

Mr. and Mrs. Ovie Lee Carlton to 
the Miller Chapel Fund 

The Reverend Mark A. Chidley 

(81B) to the Annual Fund 

The Reverend William H. Craig 
(63B) and The Reverend Steven 
H. Craig (88B) to the Scholarship 
Fund 

The Reverend Augustus S. Feather 
(63B) to the Annual Fund 

In Appreciation Of: 

The Reverend Joseph N. Gray (89B) 
to the Scholarship Fund 

The Reverend W. Trevor Wagg (60U) 
to the Annual Fund 

The Reverend Dr. Raymond C. 
Walker (10B) to the Annual Fund 

The Reverend Franklin T. Wheeler 
(1889B) to the Annual Fund 

The Reverend Robert A. N. Wilson, 
Jr. (26B), to the Annual Fund 

The Reverend Dr. William Harte 
Felmeth (42B) to the Scholarship 
Fund 

William R. Johnston (’42B) to the 
Paul W. and William R. Johnston 
Scholarship Endowment Fund 

The Reverend Margaret Grun 
Josselyn (86B) to the Annual 
Fund 

Ann Lindahl to the Alumni/ae Roll 
Call 

Continuing 
Education Calendar 
APRIL 

2 “The Threats to our 
Preaching” 

(David H.C. Read) 

2-5 “Speech Workshop” 

(William J. Beeners) 

16-19 “Our Daily Bread: 
Searching for a Christian 
Response to the Farm 
Crisis” 
(C. Dean Freudenberger, 
Gordon Douglass) 

16-19 “Meeting the Challenge 
of the Small Church” 
(Carl M. Geores) 

23-24 “Praying and Practicing 
Paradox (A Lord’s Prayer 
Retreat)” 
(Kent I. Groff) 

23-26 “Productive Leadership” 
(John C. Talbot) 

25-27 “Liberation Theology 
Reshapes Educational 
Ministry” 
(Daniel S. Schipani) 

30-May 3 “Isaiah 40-55: An 
Inquiry Into the 
Writings Ascribed 
to the Great Prophet 
of Israel’s Exile“ 

(Cullen IK Story) 

30-May 3 “Managing Conflict” 

(Margaret Bruehl) 

30-May 3 “Personal Power” 
(Roy Pneuman) 

MAY 
4-5 “Peacemaking Over 

the Long Haul” 
(Charles McCollough, 
Robert Moore) 

5 “Re-envisioning Vocation” 
(Kent I. Groff, 

L. Guy Mehl) 

7-10 “Planning a New 
Beginning” 
(Harold A. Clark, 
Barbara Clark) 

Marcus S. Wright, Jr., to the First 
Presbyterian Church of Cranbury, 
New Jersey Scholarship 
Endowment Fund 

Charles D. Robison (67B) to the 
Capital Campaign Fund 

Sir John M. Templeton to the 
Templeton Hall Fund 

Yoshiko Watari (53e) and the 
Reverend Keiko Obara (’53b) to 
the Annual Fund 

8-11 “Renewing Your Passion 
for Long-term Youth 
Ministry” 
(Earl Palmer, 
Emily Anderson, 
Mark Devries, 
Kendy Easley, 
Robert Morris, 

Ron Scates) 

14-17 “Helping Couples in 
Distress: A Systems 
Approach for Pastors” 
(A.J. van den Blink) 

28-30 “History of Exegesis 
Symposium” 
(Paul Rorem, 
Mark Burrows) 

For information, contact: 

Center of Continuing Education 
12 Library Place 
Princeton, New Jersey 08540 

(609)497-7990 
toll-free: (800)622-6767 ext. 7990 
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A Message from the President 

Dear Friends of the Seminary: 

From my own reading during the past academic year, I am pleased to commend the 
following volumes for your profit and enjoyment: 

A splendid orientation to the current interaction between philosophy, science, and 
theology is provided by William C. Placher in Unapologetic Theology: A Christian Voice in a 
Pluralistic Conversation (Westminster/John Knox Press, 1989). Equally helpful is Imagining 
God by Garrett Green, subtitled Theology & the Religious Imagination (Harper & Row, 1989). 

Thinking the Faith by Douglas John Hall (Augsburg, 1989) and The Actuality of the 
Atonement by Colin E. Gunton (T. & T. Clark, 1989) are also important contributions to the 
present theological discussion, as is The Reformed Imperative by John H. Leith 
(Westminster/John Knox Press, 1988). 

In Princeton and the Republic, 1768-1822 (Princeton University Press, 1989), 
historian Mark A. Noll records the influence of the Scottish Enlightenment upon the University 
directly and the Seminary indirectly in the nineteenth century. 

Diogenes Allen charts the changing contours of twentieth century scientific culture 
and the impact of this change upon religious faith in Christian Belief in a Postmodern World 
(Westminster/John Knox Press, 1989). 

PTS alumnus Robert G. Crawford provides insights into the troubled situations of 
Northern Ireland and South Africa, respectively, in Loyal to King Billy: A Portrait of the Ulster 
Protestants (St. Martin’s Press, 1987) and Journey into Apartheid (Epworth Press, 1989). 

Two books by homiletics professors at the Seminary, The Witness of Preaching by 
Thomas G. Long (Westminster/John Knox Press, 1989) and Weaving the Sermon: Preaching in 
a Feminist Perspective by Christine M. Smith (Westminster/John Knox Press, 1989), articulate 
their respective visions of the preaching task. 

With every good wish for a renewing summer and profitable reading, I remain 

Thomas W. Gillespie 
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On and Off the Campus 
Alumni/ae Hear 
Czechoslovakian Leader 

At a dinner at the General Assembly 
in Salt Lake City on June 2, more 
than 200 PTS alumni/ae heard an 
address by Milan Opocensky, the 
newly elected general secretary of 
the World Alliance of Reformed 
Churches. Opocensky was the assis- 
tant to Joseph L. Hromadka, the 
founding father of the Christian- 
Marxist dialogue in the 1960s, who 
spent eight years in Princeton 
during and after World War II (see 
Alumni/ae News, fall, 1989). It was 
Hromadka, said Opocensky, who in- 
troduced Czechoslovakian 
Christians to Princeton. 

Opocensky spoke about “the 
deep crisis in Western civilization” 
that is manifested in his country. 
Situated at the crossroads between 
East and West, Czechoslovakia is, he 
believes, an integral part of Western 
civilization whose cultural identity 
has been shaped by Western Chris- 
tianity. But during WW II, he said, 
the Christian faith lost its leading 
position and its moral authority in 
Europe. The direct link between 
church and state disappeared and 
the Church as a result lost its 
privileges and its respect. 

Opocensky also pointed to the 
radical secularization taking place in 
Eastern Europe and to the continu- 
ing encounter with Marxism, which, 
he warned, must still be taken 
seriously. 

Given this context, he believes 
that the Church must play an impor- 
tant role in shaping the “new” 
Europe. “Christians contributed to 
the nonviolent character of the 
revolution in my country,” he ex- 
plained. “Because of their history of 
spiritual values and concern for 
human rights, they provided a cer- 
tain equilibrium during the upris- 
ings.” After years of oppression and 
silencing, the people started “to long 
for a life of truth and love. This long- 
ing for truth broke through, like a 

beautiful flower blooming, and 
solidarity and mutuality reigned. 
Consciously or unconsciously, the 
people sided with Christ, not Caesar, 
and God’s mercy kept Prague from 

violence when Romania was suffer- 
ing such loss.” He called the revolu- 
tion in Czechoslovakia a “revolution 
of lights and candles,” a “ tender, 
velvet” revolution. 

Will the spirit of solidarity be 
maintained? Opocensky believes 
there is danger that it will not. 
“Concern for public affairs is already 
diminishing, personal responsibility 
lessening,” he said. “People in the 
West are euphoric, but you must 
look at the ambiguity of the situa- 
tion. People in my country have new 
temptations. They rush to catch up 
with the developed countries. They 
join the hunt for profit.” 

The international, ecumenical 
Christian community must now help 
the Eastern European nations to be 
“contributing partners in the com- 
munity of nations,” Opocensky ex- 
plained. “ It would be tragic if the 
present positive changes in Eastern 
Europe mean more poverty and suf- 
fering in other parts of the world. 
Eastern Europe must not become an 
ally in the undeclared war against 
the poor. 

“The most important task of 
North American and European 
churches now is to be a prophetic 
voice, to keep the humanity of the en- 
tire world in the forefront of 
concern.” 

Princeton Student Honored 

Long before she was offically 
honored last spring, those who know 
Berlinda Love were aware of her 
gifts and service to her community. 

Berlinda Love 

A resident of Trenton and a Princeton 
third-year student, Love earned her 
bachelor’s degree from Trenton 
State College and a master’s degree 
in educational administration from 
nearby Rider College. As a teacher 
of science and biology in the Trenton 
schools, she helped develop and im- 
plement curriculum guides for gifted 
and talented students in science and 
mathematics. She organized and 
modernized the Junior High School 
Number Three laboratory and won a 
grant that funded the school’s com- 
puters for science courses. 

Love has been equally active as 
a Sunday school teacher and superin- 
tendent, director of Christian educa- 
tion, and choir member of the Union 
Baptist Church of Trenton. In March, 
Love was honored by the Trenton 
chapter of the Top Ladies of Distinc- 
tion, Inc., a national educational and 
interracial organization composed of 
distinguished women throughout the 
nation who each year give a lunch- 
eon “In Recognition of Unheralded 
Heroines.” This honor was followed 
by proclamations by the New Jersey 
Board of Chosen Freeholders of 
Mercer County and by the New Jer- 
sey General Assembly which cited 
“her tireless efforts as a conscien- 
tious citizen” and commended her 
“many praiseworthy accomplish- 
ments.” 

Three Awards at Alumni/ae 
Reunion 

At this year’s Alumni/ae Reunion 
Gathering, which took place on May 
31 and June 1, the Alumni/ae 
Association presented special 
awards to one alumnus and two 
friends of Princeton Seminary. 

John M. Templeton, who 
received an Honorary Alumnus 
Award, was a member of Princeton’s 
Board of Trustees for 39 years and a 
former president of that body. One of 
the world’s leading financiers and 
founder of the Templeton Fund, he is 
currently chairman and coordinator 
of investment research of Templeton, 
Galbraith and Hansberger, Ltd. and 
advisor to 10 mutual funds. 

Templeton founded Templeton 
Theological Seminary in the 
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Bahamas and endowed Templeton 
College at Oxford University. The 
Templeton Prize for Progress in 
Religion, which he established in 
1972, is awarded each year to the in- 
dividual who has found new ways to 
increase our love or understanding 
of God. 

Archibald R. Crouch, a member 
of the Class of 1933, received a 
Distinguished Alumnus Award. 
Pastor, missionary, editor, and 
church statesman, Crouch spent 
much of his career in China where 
he was engaged in missionary work 
and studies of the Chinese language. 
After World War II, he served as a 
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pastor at the University of California 
at Berkeley, as a member of the 
Board of Foreign Missions of the 
Presbyterian Church, and as direc- 
tor of the China Program of the 
National Council of Churches. Since 
his retirement in 1973, he has com- 
piled Christianity in China: A 
Scholar’s Guide to Resources in the 
Libraries of the United States, a '708- 
page volume of information about 
papers, letters, and other documents 
sent to the United States by mis- 
sionaries in China. 

The Alumni/ae Association also 
gave an Honorary Alumnus Award 
in memory of James I. McCord who 

Alumni/ae Recital 

A highlight of the Alumni/ae 
Reunion Banquet on June 1 was a 
recital by two choirs of alumni/ae 
who were recruited and rehearsed 
that afternoon by David Weadon, 
C.F. Seabrook Director of Music 
(at piano in photo). The mixed 
choir shown here sang “With a 
Voice of Singing” by Martin Shaw. 
That group was followed by 
veterans of the male choirs that 
toured under the direction of 
David Hugh Jones. They sang 
“Lift Thine Eyes” from 
Mendelssohn's Elijah. 

died last spring. McCord served as 
president of Princeton Seminary 
from 1957 until 1983 when he be- 
came chancellor of the Center of 
Theological Inquiry in Princeton. 
The award cited his “vision for 
theological education at Princeton 
Seminary ... his deep and abiding 
faith in Jesus Christ that was rooted 
and grounded in the Reformed tradi- 
tion, his commitment to ecumenical 
relations among Christian churches, 
and his leadership of the world 
Church as president of the World Al- 
liance of Reformed Churches ...” 

The awards were presented at 
the Alumni/ae Banquet on June 1. 

Visitor from the Past 

The Reverend Jiri Carda, from 
Chrudim, Czechoslovakia, and his 
wife, Marie, visited Princeton in 
June for the first time since his 
graduation in 1947. Carda is a 
retired pastor of the Evangelical 
Church of Czech Brethren. “I 
would never have believed I 
would see Princeton again,” he 
said. 



By Jo Anne Cassell 

riving over the Han River at 
5:00 a.m. on a Sunday morn- 
ing, all we could really see 

were hundreds of red neon crosses 
sprinkled over the city of Seoul, 
Korea, like stars. At first, we weren’t 
sure that all the red signs were cross- 
es, there were so many. But as we 
drove closer, each red diamond be- 
came another cross atop a Christian 
church. It is an impressive witness 
in a nation where only 25 percent of 
the citizens are Christian. 

The Princeton Seminary Singers 
were on tour and heading for a 5:30 
a.m. worship service in the 
Myung-Sung Presbyterian Church. 
We had wondered how many people 
would attend a 5:30 a.m. service on 
an ordinary Sunday morning. The 
answer became clear as we entered 
the sanctuary and took our places 
along with nearly 3,500 others. 

The Princeton Seminary Singers 
performed at a 5:30 a.m. service at the 
Myung-Sung Presbyterian Church (right) 
in Seoul. They visited Itaewon (below 
left), one of Seoul’s busier shopping 
districts, and the Korean Folk Village 
where a wedding was in progress (below 

A Gift of Music 
Memories of a ten-day singing tour of South Korea 

Members of the congregation from 
the 4:30 prayer service were just 
leaving. 

A Goodwill Tour 

During the spring break in 1990, the 
Princeton Seminary Singers were 
visiting Korea for 10 days for the 
same reasons PTS singers have 
toured in past years: to share their 
musical gifts with the Church, to 
give a human face to a theological in- 
stitution that is known to Christians 
in many parts of the world, and to 
promote goodwill between Princeton 

and other Christians institutions. 
The purpose was also to give 
American seminary students an op- 
portunity to experience a part of 
Asia and to see Christianity as it is 
practiced in another part of the 
world in the hope that it will enrich 
their ministry in the future. 

There were 25 visitors —19 choir 
members as well as: Brenda Day, the 
accompanist; David Weaden, C. F. 
Seabrook Director of Music; Michael 
Livingston, chaplain of the Semi- 
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nary; Sang Lee, associate professor 
of systematic theology; Fred Cassell, 
vice president for seminary relations, 

and I. 

After an 18-hour flight to Seoul, 
we were greeted by the Reverend 
and Mrs. Dong Bin Kim (the parents 
of Paul Kim, one of the choir mem- 
bers) and Dr. Yang-Cha Lee, the’ 
sister of Sang Lee. They were the 
first of our many gracious hosts 
during the ten-day visit. On the way 
into the city, we passed rice paddies 
and skyscrapers, condominiums and 
parks, wooden totems and neon 
lights, crowded, noisy freeways, and 
graceful bridges across the Han 
River — the first of many contrasts 
we were to observe between the 
traditional Korean culture and the 
very Westernized, commercial city. 

At a buffet lunch hosted by the 
Reverend and Mrs. Kim on our first 
day, Ken Page, one of our singers, 
thanked them in Korean for the deli- 
cious lunch, the first public effort by 
any of us to speak in our halting 
Korean, and we all applauded his 
bravery. That evening, we enjoyed a 
Korean dinner hosted by a group of 
Presbyterian lay leaders, all of 
whom had attended seminars at PTS. 

The next day, Sunday, the choir 
was scheduled to sing at four services 
at three different churches. Before 
the service at the Young-Nak 
Church, the Cassells and Sang Lee 
spent some time with its founding 
pastor, Dr. Kyung-Chik Han. Dr. Han, 
now 87 years old, was honored as a 
Distinguished Graduate of PTS in 
1985. In his name, the Young-Nak 
Presbyterian Church recently 
presented PTS with $500,000 to 
endow a professorial chair. Dr. 
Lee is the first professor to occupy 
the Kyung-Chik Han Chair in 
Systematic Theology. 

It is a thrilling experience to wor- 
ship in a sanctuary crowded with 
3,500 people knowing that 3,000 
others are watching on closed-circuit 
television. The choir for the 10:00 
a.m. service was composed of ap- 
proximately 200 high school and col- 
lege-age students. There was a 
completely different 200-voice choir 
at 11:30. We learned later that the 
10 o'clock choir would be traveling to 
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the United States in July to sing in 
New York as well as other American 
cities. We hope to have them in 
Princeton. 

Dr. Cassell preached at both 
morning services at the Young-Nak 
Church (his words were translated 
by the Reverend Sung-Hee Lee). 
When the Reverend Young-Soo Lim, 
the senior pastor, announced that the 
Seminary Singers would be singing a 
well-known Korean arrangement of 
the 23rd Psalm, there were muffled 
exclamations of surprise and delight 
from the congregation. This hap- 
pened each time the choir sang this 
particular psalm throughout the 
tour. When the anthem began, and 
the listeners realized the choir was 
singing in Korean, there was the 
same delighted response. At the con- 
clusion of the singing, there was al- 
ways a slight pause, as if the people 
were Savoring every note, and then 
tremendous applause. Won Lee, the 
soloist, also received applause. 

The Saemoonan Presbyterian 
Church, like the Young-Nak Church, 
is located in the heart of Seoul. It 
was founded in 1887 and is the 
oldest of the Presbyterian Churches 
in South Korea. The pastor, 
Dr. Dongik Kim, is a graduate of 

The Singers were taken inside the 
demilitarized zone at Panmunjom. 

PTS. The church’s 200-voice choir 
for the 3:00 service has won many 
awards in choir competitions and 
their music was inspiring. 

That evening, the choir sang at 
the Hallelujah Church in Seoul 
where Dr. Sang Lee was the 
preacher. 

The pace of this day, and many 
of the experiences, were repeated 

Members of the Seminary Singers 

Valerie L. Allen 
Peter J. Balaam 
Sandra Booze-Bailey 
Christopher J. Carter 
Frances J. Hayes 
Suzanne Watts Henderson 
Hyun Chul (Paul) Kim 
Richard E. Kimmer 
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during our ten-day visit. The choir 
sang 16 times (at six churches and 
three university chapels). We met 
hundreds of Koreans, but had too lit- 
tle time for much in-depth conversa- 
tion. Fortunately, there was some 
time to visit the National Museum 
and the Korean Folk Village. On one 
occasion, eight of the choir members 
traveled into the country for moun- 
tain climbing and a chance to meet 
some people outside the church 
setting. As the week went on, spring 
began to arrive. Each day, more 
and more of the trees and shrubs 
began to bloom and by the time we 
left, the countryside was full of life 
and color. 

A Visit to Panmunjom 

One day, the choir was taken north 
of the city to Panmunjom, inside the 
demilitarized zone (DMZ). While 

— each of us had our own perspective 
and reaction to that visit, all would 

testify to the strong emotional reac- 
tion it invoked. The conference room 
at Panmunjom is the site of current 
negotiations regarding the longest 
cease-fire in modern history. An ar- 
mistice agreement was never signed 
at the conclusion of the Korean con- 
flict (1950-1953) and troops remain 
on alert at that border to this day. 
There were so many things we will 
never forget: the very professional 
young American soldier who briefed 
us and escorted us on our tour; the 
North Korean soldier watching us 
through the window of the con- 
ference building; the sound of 
propaganda coming over the 
loudspeaker as we stood at the bor- 

_ der, the bridge of no return. Although 
the question of reunification for the 

_ Korean nation is complex, it is never- 
_ theless hard to imagine anyone 
_ standing in the DMZ and not feeling 
_ the pain of separation. 

The choir sang for the chapel 
service at Yonsei University in 
Seoul, which was founded by 
Dr. Paik Nak Joon, a PTS graduate. 
We visited the Presbyterian 
Theological Seminary and learned of 
its long and respected history and its 
close ties with PTS. There were 
other performances in the chapel of 
Han Shin University in Su Wan, 
south of the city of Seoul, Soong-Sil 

University and the Kang Nam 
Church, both in Seoul. 

Many of the choir members were 
troubled by the limited roles avail- 
able for women in the leadership of 
the Korean Presbyterian Church. 
We were able to meet briefly with 
two women serving on the national 
board for women and learn some- 
thing about their work and efforts to 
expand the role of women. On other 
occasions, we talked with women 
who were working in local churches, 
teaching in university theology 
departments, or in one of the semi- 
naries. Sometimes it was hard to 

The members of the choir have 
all expressed deep gratitude for 
this nch expenence and 
opportunity to witness to ther 
faith. As one student said, 
“Now we have walked the 
Korean streets, eaten Korean 
food, visited Panmunjom. 
It is very difficult to articulate 
the changes inside us because of 
this expenence, but we are 
different now. ...” 

remember that we had come to ob- 
serve and learn and not to impose 
our own standards and convictions 
on another culture. 

On Friday evening, the choir 
sang for a meeting of the PTS alum- 
ni/ae. Ablack PTS chair, carried all 
the way from Princeton, was 
presented to Dr. Kyung-Chik Han as 
a visible symbol of the new academic 
chair bearing his name. There was 
a Korean buffet (by now we were all 
getting very proficient with chop- 
sticks) and the usual good fellowship 
of an alumni/ae meeting held 
anywhere in the world. Among 
those in attendance were three 
recent graduates, two women and 

one man. 

After the choir returned to their 
seats during the first of the three 

services at the Myung-Sung Church 
mentioned at the beginning of this 
article, the man sitting behind David 
Weadon leaned forward and offered 
David his Bible. It was in Korean 
and filled with study comments and 
underlined passages, clearly a prized 
and special possession. David 
smiled and tried to hand it back but 
the man insisted that David have 
the Bible. It was a moment filled 
with love and gratitude, and one 
that David will never forget. 

The final worship service at 
which the choir sang was in the 
So-Mang Presbyterian Church in 
Seoul, whose pastor, Dr. Sunhee 
Kwak, is also a graduate of PTS. As 
they sang “When I Survey the 
Wondrous Cross,” there was almost 
total silence from the congregation of 
3,500. Although the choir was sing- 
ing in English, the congregation was 
familiar with that hymn and leaned 
forward to hear the softly sung 
words. As the music swelled from 
the magnificent pipe organ, you 
could almost feel the depth of emo- 
tion inside the sanctuary. 

A Rich Experience 

The members of the choir have all ex- 
pressed deep gratitude for this rich 
experience and opportunity to wit- 
ness to their faith. As one student 
said, “Now we have walked the 
Korean streets, eaten Korean food, 
visited Panmunjom. It is very dif- 
ficult to articulate the changes in- 
side us because of this experience, 
but we are different now. ...” 

None of us will forget the en- 
thusiasm and love we encountered, 
the evidence of deep spirituality, the 
zeal for evangelism. We will remem- 
ber the generosity with which we 
were received and the countless ex- 
pressions of thoughtfulness. 

Church sanctuaries built for 
3,000 or 4,000 worshipers and filled 
to capacity five, six, and seven times 
on a Sunday provided testimony 
that the Presbyterian Church in 
Korea in 1990 is alive, dynamic, 
vibrant, and growing rapidly. 

Jo Anne Cassell is a freelance writer, 
consultant, and editor of the journal 
Topics in Clinical Nutrition. 
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By Mark Orlando Elliott 

uring the summer of 1989, I 
spent nine weeks in Brazil as 
part of Princeton Seminary’s 

Cross Cultural Mission Program. 
I was invited by the Independent 
Presbyterian Church of Brazil (IPIB) 
to preach and teach in their churches 
in the southern state of Sao Paulo 
and to observe programs they sup- 
port in prisons, orphanages, and 
shelters. The IPIB separated from 
the parent Presbyterian Church of 
Brazil in 1903 because of its convic- 
tion that the church should not 
depend on foreign missionary person- 
nel or funds. At present, it has over 
55,000 members and 450 ministers, 
a small minority in Brazil whose 
population is 90 percent Roman 
Catholic. 

A Look at Brazil 

Brazil is actually two countries dif- 
ferentiated by money. The affluent 
dine in stylish restaurants while the 
poor sleep under cardboard on the 
streets. The average annual income 
in Brazil is $2,000; over 40 percent 
of the population live under the 
poverty level established by the 
United Nations. The inflation rate, 
which is 5,000 percent annually, has 
plundered the middle class, leaving 
only two large groups — the wealthy 
and the poor. 

The situation for children in 
Brazil seems hopeless. The streets of 
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its cities house thousands of young 
people whose lives are short and 
bleak. Over 50 percent of the 
children in the juvenile detention 
center in Sao Paulo have AIDS. 

Introducing Carlos 

Carlos and his wife maintain a day 
care center in a ghetto of Sao Paulo. 
He came to this occupation out of 
tragedy. After the death of his 
daughter, he channeled his grief into 
working with neighborhood children. 

One day, Carlos led me through 
his mission field, a garbage dump 
that 70,000 people call home. Men 
were sitting drinking beer under 
awnings in front of shacks made of 
strips of cardboard and metal, 
license plates, and pieces of wood. In 
the distance, some teen-agers were 
flying home-made kites. 

In his center, a small building 
with peeling walls, Carlos, a white- 
haired, athletic man in his 40s, 
moved among the children who 
clapped and sang and kicked their 
feet. It seemed as if the love of 
Christ was pouring into that dim lit- 
tle room. 

But the day care center was 
dying. The government has ceased 
funding it. Pastors, too, are faced 
with a lack of funds and are strug- 
gling to help poor families. Many 
have ceased giving food and clothes 
and are concentrating instead on 
education and employment. Mean- 
while, the Independent Presbyterian 

The day-care center run by Carlos 
(center) and his wife in a ghetto of Sado 

Paulo is dying for lack of government 

funding. 

Church is supporting orphanages as 
well as the only home for abused 
mothers in the State of Sao Paulo. 

Sharing the Love of Christ 

Like Carlos, Gordon Trew (44) made 
a difference in the lives of the people 
he met. I met Gordon at a retreat for 
Presbyterian missionaries 1n 
Londrina, a city in the southwest. 
Gordon has spent almost his entire 
life in Brazil. 

After the retreat, I traveled with 
him to the Caiua Indian Mission in 
southwest Brazil where he still 
works with his wife, Hope. In the 
last few years, they have built a 
polio hospital and a Bible college at 
the mission. 

Leaving Brazil 

I left Brazil with a new respect for 
my fellow humans. I learned that 
the homeless person on the street 
curled up in rags is a child of God. 
She is my sister. He is my brother. If 
I neglect to treat this person as I 
would want to be treated by my 
brother, then I forfeit my claim to be 
a follower of Jesus Christ. 

I shall always be troubled by the 
memory of so many desperate 
children. But a story I once read by a 
native of Bombay made me grateful 
for being able at least to visit some 
orphanages and perhaps to have 
made one child happy for a while, 
the child who led me through one 
such temporary home. This is the 
story: 

An old fisherman was walking 
along the beach one morning and 
saw a young boy picking up starfish 
and tossing them into the sea. “Why 
are you doing that?” he asked. The 
boy replied that the starfish would 
die if the morning sun found them 
on the sand. “But the beach goes on 
forever,” said the fisherman. “There 
must be millions of starfish. How 
can your effort make any difference?” 
The boy looked at the starfish in his 
hand, flung it into the surf, and said, 
“Tt makes a difference to this one.” 

Mark Orlando Elliott is a member of 
the Class of 1990. 



Princeton alumni/ae 
are helping to 

change the shape of 
military chaplaincy 

By Nancy Kressler Murphy 

any and varied, the roles of 
the military chaplain have 
evolved in recent decades in 

response to certain societal changes 
and the needs of the military’s own 
structure. 

Perhaps the most noticeable 
change is the increasing presence of 
women and minorities in the 
chaplaincy, a reflection of changes in 
the military as a whole. When the 
first female chaplains joined the 
military in the mid-seventies, they 
generated a great deal of attention, 
not all of it positive or well- mean- 
ing, says Mary Washburn (’81), now 
serving as chaplain at the Naval 
Hospital in Great Lakes, Illinois. 
While some women have faced chal- 
lenges and resistance in penetrating 

this traditionally male bastion of the 
military, she says, others have found 
it particularly rewarding and full of 
opportunity. 

Although she has been chal- 
lenged occasionally by individuals 
who opposed either the ordination of 
women or the presence of women in 
military chaplaincy, Washburn feels 
that “99.9 percent of the reaction I’ve 

For Margaret Grun Josselyn, the first 
woman chaplain at the U.S. Naval 
Academy, being a woman has never 
presented a problem in her seven years in 
the Navy. 
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received has been a kind of positive 
curiosity.” From the time of her first 
tour of duty in 1981, she has felt a 
growing acceptance. 

Margaret Grun Josselyn (86), 
who is completing her first year as 
the first female chaplain at the U.S. 
Naval Academy in Annapolis, 
Maryland, claims she has never’ 
faced any problems resulting from 
being a woman in the seven years 
she has served in the Chaplain 
Corps. Although she occasionally 
meets people “ who need to adjust’ 
to a female chaplain, on the whole, 
her gender has not been an issue. 

Advantages for Women 

In fact, Josselyn believes that 
military chaplaincy offers women 
certain advantages over a civilian 
church. For one thing, she notes, 
women have greater opportunities 
for advancement and leadership in 
the military. “Many women, from 
what I can see, don’t often get the 
chance to be a senior minister (in a 
civilian church). ... Many civilian 
women aren’t considered for more 
than associate positions and there- 
fore may not be getting as much pay 
as they could.” 

As an Air Force chaplain, Ray 
Hart believes, “ women clergy in the 
Air Force have far more freedom ... 
than they'd have in a civilian 
church. ... One problem with women 
chaplains is the same ... as with 
minority chaplains: we don’t have 
enough to go around.” 

Women, Catholic priests, and 
rabbis are needed most within the 
chaplaincy, he says. “If clergy in 
general, and women in particular, 
knew what an exciting ministry it is, 
they’d be lined up to get in.” On the 
whole, he adds, males are lined up. 
The chaplaincy operates on a quota 
system by denomination, and once a 
denomination has filled its quota, no 
one else may be brought on until a 
slot opens up. Many males in the main- 
line Protestant churches wait for years 
for a commission. Each denomina- 
tion must endorse its candidates, 
and females often have the edge, as 
do other minorities, says Hart, who 
completed a year of postgraduate 
study at the Seminary last year. 

“ ..about 10 years ago, there was 

> 
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a big push for black chaplains, and 
now,” says Hart, “that has subsided.” 
In his opinion, “the door is still 
open, but not as wide as a decade 
ago.” Speaking as a black minister, 
Hart says, “The Air Force is light 
years ahead of the civilian sector, I 
think, in racial equality, in minority 
participation, upward mobility, and 
in the ability to address racial 
prejudice.” 

With all of its advantages, how- 
ever, military chaplaincy offers some 
obstacles as well. Chaplains are 
commissioned officers and their as- 
signments change often; generally, 
they can expect to be transferred 
every two to three years. This can 
pose a problem for married 
chaplains, whether male or female, 
if both spouses work. If husband 
and wife are in the service, the 
military tries to find assignments 
that will keep the couple together. 
On the other hand, chaplains’ 
spouses who work in the civilian sec- 
tor may find it difficult to switch jobs 
so frequently in order to follow along 
or they may have trouble locating 
work in their field near a post or 
base. Add to that the possibility of 
an unaccompanied tour of duty 
when the chaplain must leave 
spouse and family behind or the 
problem of balancing children and 
career, and you have a challenging, 
if not daunting, situation. 

Pastor, Liaison, and Advocate 

While always a major responsibility 
of the military chaplain, pastoral 
counseling has changed and ex- 
panded. In times of peace as well as 
in war, the military by its very nature 
requires that service personnel must 
be willing to risk their lives on com- 
mand. This heightens the importance 
of the chaplain’s pastoral role, accord- 
ing to Wayne Whitelock (’64), the 
Seminary’s director of educational 
communications and technology and 
a chaplain in the New Jersey Army 
National Guard. 

The military requires extreme 
forms of discipline in order for 
people to do what is demanded 
without regard for personal safety. 
For example, he notes, when his 
reserve aviation unit is doing night 
exercises using night-vision goggles 

or piloting helicopters through the 
treetops, “ our pilots can kill themsel- 
ves right then and there ... The 
chaplain is responsible for humaniz- 
ing the military experience. That’s a 
heavy duty, and it is much more im- 
mediate than any duty you'll find in 
the civilian world.” 

Whitelock believes that 
chaplains’ roles are becoming more 
clearly defined and that people ex- 
pect action. “ More and more, we are 
becoming direct interactional ele- 
ments in the command’s caring for 
their troops and their problems. We 
are expected to be pro-active in 
areas of human sexuality, sex and 
race discrimination, addiction, sub- 
stance abuse, and in ... helping 
people deal with AIDS and other life- 
threatening situations.” 

This switch from reactive to pro- 
active responsibilities reflects the 
military’s overall movement toward 
greater recognition of humanitarian 
needs within its ranks, according to 
Washburn. “There used to be an old 
adage in the Navy: if the Navy 
wanted you to have a family or a 
wife, they would have issued you one 



in your seabag,” she says. Although 
sacrifice is part of military dis- 
cipline, the military has now “be- 
come more and more attuned to the 
fact that a happily married sailor 
with a happy family is going to be a 
better sailor and do a better job ...” 

Humanitarian programs have 
increased and chaplains are an in- 
tegral part of these activities. One ex- 
ample is the Navy’s program of 
Family Service Centers, which are 
staffed by chaplains and other 
professionals who deal with family 
and quality-of-life concerns at the 
base, she says. This type of center is 
found throughout the military and of- 
fers programs on topics such as 
stress management, family rela- 
tions, and orientation for new 
families. 

_ Inher current position at the Na- 
val Hospital, Washburn works on the 
psychiatric and alcohol-rehabilita- 
tion wards where she sees further 
evidence of the Navy's pro-active ap- 
proach to helping its personnel. The 
alcohol rehabilitation services form 
“a Navy- wide program that the 
Navy is taking very seriously.” 

“If clergy in general, and women in 
particular, knew what an exciting 
ministry [military chaplaincy] is, they'd 
be lined up to get in,” says Air Force 

chaplain Ray Hart. 

Being on Constant Call 

“The only good chaplains are pastors 
at heart,” according to William 
Emery (50), executive director of the 
Military Chaplains Association. 
“Theyre with their men; they’re 
where they are. ... The men don’t 
have to make an appointment to see 
them because theyre out there ...” 

Being constantly available and 
“on call” is attractive to some 
chaplains, in spite of the demands 
on their time and energy. Josselyn, 
for example, entered the military 
primarily for this reason. Knowing 
since her early teens that she was in- 
terested in the ministry, she con- 
sidered various career paths. “In 
weighing all the options, I decided 
that I wanted to be with my con- 
gregation every day ... and that’s 
why I chose the military.” 

Counseling at a base, on a ship, 
or on the battlefield is often spon- 
taneous and intense. In the three 
years she served at Marine Corp 
Base, Quantico, Virginia, prior to the 
Naval Academy, Josselyn was one of 
12 chaplains pastoring approximate- 
ly 12,000 people. Many casual con- 
versations with people at the base 
turned into serious discussions of 
their problems at home. (Chaplains 
also minister to the families of 
military personnel.) 

“It’s not that they necessarily 
want you to pull out the Bible and 
start rattling out Scripture to them 
... what they want is just an ear and 
some sense of someone who has an 
answer, and that’s quite a challenge 
because it happens quite frequently. 
... It’s draining.” 

Washburn, who spent her first tour 
of duty on board a ship, enjoyed help- 
ing the sailors work through all 
kinds of personal problems but 
found the situation took some get- 
ting used to. “Imagine your entire 
congregation is within a couple 
hundred feet of you all day long, and 
you personally know the doctor, 
lawyer, and boss of every member of 

your parish. Then imagine that the 

vast majority ... claim no denomina- 
tional affiliation and it’s very 
strange. ... The whole shipboard en- 
vironment is intense because you're 
all so close together, living in each 
other’s pockets ... ” 

The intensity can be heightened, 
of course, during wartime. John 
Baxter (54) was a Navy chaplain 
during the Korean and Vietnam 
wars, serving in the latter with a 
Marine Corps medical battalion that 
treated the wounded as they were 
brought in from the battlefield. His 
was “a very needed ministry and one 
that was very significant. You’re 
dealing with people who are in pain 
and shock and losing their limbs ... 
and their lives.” Whenever the 
hospital received wounded, day or 
night, Baxter had to be there. Some- 
times the greatest comfort he could 
provide was simply to hold the hand 
of a wounded or dying marine, and 
in the face of so much suffering, a 
chaplain must be selfless. “You 
decide that you're there not for your- 
self but for them, and concentrate on 
them, because it’s a house of horrors.” 

The unchanging role in the chap- 
laincy is serving the faith, or as Baxter 
puts it, “raising the flag of the 
Gospel in a place where it’s not 
usually seen.” This may occur in the 
more obvious situations such as lead- 
ing worship services, performing 
weddings, baptisms, and funerals, or 
in the simple day-to-day discussions 
that make a difference in the lives of 
so many. 

Nancy Kressler Murphy is a 
freelance writer who lives in 
Lawrenceville, New Jersey. 
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Ministry in Alaska offers 
a creative challenge for 
two Princeton graduates 

By Willa Roghair 

4 Yhis August will mark the 
100th anniversary of missions 
in the Arctic. My husband, 

James Roghair (69), and I, co-pas- 
tors of the Utkeagvik Presbyterian 
Church in Barrow, Alaska, are con- 
tinuing the long tradition of minis- 
try and mission that was begun by 
Sheldon Jackson (1858) and con- 
tinued by other skilled and dedi- 
cated pastors, physicians, teachers, 
and lay preachers. 

Barrow is the hub of the North 
Slope Borough, a political entity 
larger than the State of Minnesota, 
which is now the seat of government 
and center of services and com- 
merce. The North Slope Borough 
has a population of more than 5,000 
and is made up of the villages of Pt. 
Hope, Pt. Lay, Wainwright, Atqasuk, 
Nuiqsut, Kaktovik, and Anaktuvak 
Pass. The native Alaskans in Bar- 
row are Inupiat Eskimos. Unlike 
many other Native American 
groups, they still speak their own 
language and have continuously 
practiced subsistence hunting. 

A Creative Challenge 

Ministry in this bicultural, bilingual 
setting has wonderful possibilities 
for creativity. Since English is now 
more widely in use, services at the 
Utkeagvik Presbyterian Church (95 
percent Eskimo) are in both English 
and Inupiaq. Hymns have been 
translated into Inupiaq and are an 
important part of worship. In addi- 
tion to worship services and Sunday 
school, all board and public meetings 
are conducted in both languages. 
Even counseling and other one-on- 
one situations are often conducted 
with a translator. 

Since 1987, when we came to 
Barrow, the membership of 
Utkeagvik Presbyterian Church has 
increased steadily. Most of the 
people returning to church are 
young parents. The Sunday school 
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Lots of 
Room 

has grown so dramatically that 
volunteers have had to enlarge class- 
room space twice in the past year. 
Last summer, the enrollment in the 
Vacation Bible School was one-third 
the size of the elementary school. 

At the same time this has been 
happening in Barrow, the chapel in 
Atqasuk (a village 75 miles away 
and accessible only by air or snow- 
machine) has grown to the point 
where it is ready to become an inde- 
pendent church. In August, a com- 
mission of Yukon Presbytery will 
offically organize the Atqasuk Pres- 
byterian Church. 

Work with the other villages has 
taken place through the Ahmaogak 
Memorial Parish. The most recent 
project is the Arctic Academy for 
Discipleship Training. The academy 
has been organized to provide train- 
ing for lay church leaders. In March, 
its first course was offered to 12 par- 
ticipants from three villages. Other 
projects have included a summer 
youth rally and vacation Bible 
schools in the villages. 

The co-pastors of the Utkeagvik 

Presbyterian Church pose with two of 
their younger parishioners. 

Barrow is blessed by having 
KBRW, a public radio station that’s 
a vehicle for outreach for churches, 
which get air time each week. 
Utkeagvik Presbyterian Church has 
a weekly two-hour broadcast on 
Sunday night. Songs, testimonies, 
prayer, and Scripture readings go 
out from Barrow to the North Slope 
and beyond. Stations in Canada, 
Europe, and even New Zealand have 
picked up KBRW’’s signal. 

The translation of Scripture into 
Inupiaq has been a long tradition in 
Alaska. Today, a committee from 
Utkeagvik is updating the first 
translation in cooperation with the 
American Bible Society. This version 
is expected to be published and avail- 
able soon. 

Translations into Russian and 
Siberian Yu-pik are also needed be- 
cause of the growing outreach and 
exchange with Siberians. In recent 
exchanges, we read Scripture in 
both Russian (which I translated) 
and Yu-pik. We’re planning more fre- 
quent exchanges with Siberians, 
which afford a wonderful oppor- 
tunity for faith sharing and 
peacemaking. 

In the back of the sanctuary in 
Barrow, there is a mural of the earth 
with its peoples gathered around it. 
Reaching out over the North is the 
figure of Christ. This mural, painted 
by previous pastors, captures the 
vision of outreach that is still alive 
in Barrow. Through the witness of 
the northern peoples, Christ’s good 
news is being spread to other parts 
of the world. In Barrow, the pastors 
and people are continually seeking 
new ways to answer the challenge 
“Go and tell.” 

Willa Roghair is a member of the 
Class of 1970 at Princeton Seminary. 



Two in the Pulpit 
Shared ministry results in distinctive joys and problems 

By Kevin Finch 

hough the idea of a couple 
sharing a pastorate is no 
longer new, many still resist 

it. Traditional expectations for 
ministers remain powerful in many 
local parishes. For this reason, Steve 
Quinlan (87) introduces himself as 
“the pastor’s husband” and pushes 
the baby downtown in a stroller on 
his day off. This is all part of the 
way in which Linda Rohr (’87) 
Quinlan and Steve have been trying 
to expand people’s ideas of ministry 
since they first came to the Pres- 
byterian Church of Bridgehampton, 
New York, three years ago: “to help 
people see you as you want them to 
see you.” 

Just as Steve Quinlan’s role as a 
father is reinforced when he pushes 
the baby downtown in a stroller, 
Linda’s second pregnancy, she says, 
has given her congregation a “com- 
fortable way to relate to her” not 
only as their minister but also asa 
wife and mother. “But it’s hard to be 
a professional when you're eight 
months pregnant and waddling up 
the steps,” she adds. 

Linda and Steve Quinlan are 
only one example of a growing num- 
ber of clergy couples choosing to take 
a call together. Gail Anderson (’73) 
Ricciuti and Anthony Ricciuti (71) 
pastored separate churches until 
1975 when they accepted a joint call 
to Byron, and later to Rochester, 
both in New York; Carol Fleming 
Loomer and Scott Loomer (both ’80) 
are serving at the Park Central 
Presbyterian Church in Syracuse, 
New York; Brenda Halbrooks and 
Paul Fulks (both ’84) are at the First 
Presbyterian Church of Bryn Mawr, 
Pennsylvania. Stacy Ikard and Alan 
Krummenacher (both ’87) serve a 
church in Richardson, Texas. 

Steve Quinlan (above), who co-pastors the 

Presbyterian Church of Bridgehampton, 
New York, with his wife, Linda, often 
introduces himself as “the pastor’s husband.” 

Finding a Job 

Search committees in the PC 
(U.S.A.) rarely request clergy 
couples. Moreover, few churches are 
willing to pay for two full-time mini- 
sters. That means the position or the 
position and a half must be divided 
between the couple. No matter what 
the responsibilities or the salaries in- 
volved, many congregations that ac- 
cept clergy couples expect to get two 
ministers for the price of one. And 
churches large enough to support a 
clergy couple usually expect ex- 
perienced pastors, not recent semi- 
nary graduates. 

Distinctive Joys and Problems 

Clergy marriages come packed with 
a full complement of the advantages 
and disadvantages of any two-career 
marriage. But shared ministry gives 

an ecclesiastic twist that results in 
distinctive joys and problems. 

Anthony Ricciuti says that two 
congregations, two session meetings, 
two Sunday services—two of every- 
thing—was too crazy. For the 
Ricciutis, taking a call together 
was a relief. 

For the Loomers, sharing a pul- 
pit has side stepped the difficulty of 
finding separate calls near each 
other. Having the same church also 
has allowed both of them to take an 
active part in raising their three 
children. They also enjoy a flexibility 
in their schedules that would be im- 
possible in separate jobs. At the 
same time, both are freer to spend 
more time doing the parts of their 
job they most enjoy. 

Perhaps the most important ad- 
vantage of a shared ministry, all 
agree, is mutual understanding and 
support — “working with a very 
trusted and trustworthy partner,” as 
Anthony Ricciuti says. 

There is, of course, an underside 
to shared ministry. Ideally, a clergy 
couple should complement one 
another, but nearly every couple con- 
fronts the rough edges of such an 
ideal. Professional jealousy, for ex- 
ample. Congregations cannot help 
but compare both ministers sharing 
a call and the husband and wife can 
easily begin to measure themselves 
against one another. 

Steve and Linda Quinlan, who 
preach on alternate weeks, are 
aware that competition from such 
preaching could develop into a prob- 
lem, although it hasn‘t as yet. During 
their first year at Bridgehampton, 
members of the congregation 
regularly asked for tapes of Steve’s 
sermons but no one asked for 
Linda’s, a situation she “struggled 
with” for most of the year. 

Carol and Scott Loomer, who 
have shared calls since 1980, ac- 
knowledge that people often connect 
more closely with one or the other of 
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them and that it is unrealistic to ex- 

pect otherwise. 

Tradition often heats up 
problems of competition. Linda 
Quinlan tells of a mother who came 
to her to arrange for her daughter’s 
wedding. When Linda asked the 
mother why she wanted Steve to per- 
form the ceremony, the woman , 
replied, “Because it’s just more real.” 
Stacy Ikard and Alan Krummenacher 
have had similar experiences. Alan, 
for example, has done four times as 
many weddings as Stacy over the 
past year. Anumber of people, says 
Stacy, still think that “it just doesn’t 
look right ” to have a woman con- 
ducting marriages or baptisms. 

Although members of the con- 
gregation praised Stacy’s sermons 
for children during her first year, 
they never offered any opinion on 
her preaching or leading of worship. 
She said people seemed more com- 
fortable seeing a woman giving the 
children’s sermon. 

Specific job descriptions can 
relieve some of the pressure of com- 
petition by giving both pastors 
defined roles that are not measured 
by performance over and against 
that of a spouse. Moreover, jealousy 
and competitiveness are problems 
that can be anticipated and worked 
with. While they were studying at 
Princeton, Stacy Ikard and Alan 
Krummenacher took field education 
positions in the same church to work 
through conflicts of this kind. Brenda 
Halbrooks and Paul Fulks took this 
a step further by consulting coun- 
selors about competition before it 
could become a problem. 

Finding Family Time 

“Non-clergy couples have a spouse 
anchored in another part of the real 
world,” says Anthony Ricciuti. “In a 
clergy couple, there is no one to pull 
you back from the edge, give you 
perspective. Both of you are in the 
middle of it.” 

To prevent their shared ministry 
from dominating their family life 
(turning it into what one couple calls 
“a mom and pop business”), Brenda 
Hallbrooks and Paul Fulks have a 
standing date every Thursday night 
and a babysitter for their daughter. 
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Alan Krummenacher, ¢ pastor of the irst Presbyterian church of Richardson, Texas, 
has performed four times as many weddings as his wife, Stacy Ikard. She says some 
people think “it just doesn't look right” for a woman to perform marriages or baptisms. 

They have decreed, furthermore, 
that the bedroom is off limits for any 
discussion related to church. The 
Quinlans never discuss business 
during the dinner hour. 

Even good marriages are bumpy, 
but clergy couples face the added 
challenge of living out their life 
together before an attentive and 
demanding church audience. As 
divorce statistics rocket upwards, 
people in congregations desperately 
look for some example of a “perfect” 
marriage. Stacy Ikard recalls being 
shocked when a close married friend 
said, “I wish we could have the per- 
fect marriage that you and Alan 
have.” 

And the same congregations 
that look to these couples to hold 
together a model marriage and an 
exemplary family also expect them 
to be constantly available as mini- 
sters. 

Finances 

During their seven and a half years 
in Byron, the Ricciutis were each 
paid three quarters of a full salary, 
but Anthony admits that this was 
only an arbitrary figure on paper: “ 
We did what we needed to do,” he 
explains. In their present position in 
the Downtown Church in Rochester, 
the Ricciutis share one position. The 
Quinlans, who began at two-thirds 
time in 1987, now work three- 
quarters time. Both couples have 

found it impossible to accomplish 
what’s required in less than full time. 

The temptation is strong for a 
church to add the salaries of a clergy 
couple together before determining 
individual raises or needs. These 
couples maintain that such addition 
fails to take into account that both 
are trained and qualified as profes- 
sionals in their own right. 

New Life and Vitality 

The Quinlans maintain there is a 
richness and depth that comes from 
having a man and a woman in the 
pulpit. While some congregations dis- 
agree and still reject the concept, 
there are others that are convinced 
it is bringing new life and vitality to 
the Church. 

Kevin Finch is a member of the Class 
of 1992 at Princeton Seminary. 
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predisposition is to identify 
with the have-nots,” 

Geddes Hanson, associate profes- 
sor of practical theology and director 
of continuing education at Princeton, 
says he keeps re-reading The 
Predicament of the Prosperous by 
Bruce Birch and Larry Rasmussen. 
“T need the chastening reminder that 
in a broad scope of things, I am one 
of the prosperous. It is particularly 
valuable, then, for me to hear the 
Word of God addressed to my condi- 
tion,” he adds. 

Hanson, whose practice is “to 
keep several books going at the same 
time,” lists a number of works that 
have held his attention over the past 
few months. Two deal with African 
history: Martin Bernal’s Black 
Athena, the Afroasiatic Roots of Clas- 
sical Civilization, Vol. I (“a book that 
really pushed me”) argues, says 
Hanson, that the Greeks developed 
their culture by borrowing from ear- 
lier Eastern civilizations, especially 
the Egyptians, and shows how the in- 
heritors of the Greek civilization 
have found reason to go to pains to 
deny these origins. Bernal presents 
“an exciting excursion into the 
politics of knowledge.” The second 
book, Icons: Ideals and Power in the 
Art of Africa by Herbert Cole, is the 

catalogue of a recent exhibition of 
the same name at the National 
Museum of African Art in 
Washington, D.C. Stating the recur- 
rent themes or icons in the art of 
western sub-Saharan Africa, the 
author explores their social and 
political implications. 

In The Military Revolution: 
Military Innovation and the Rise of 
the West, 1500 - 1800 by Geoffrey 
Parker, Hanson found an attempt to 
explain why western Europe was 
able to extend a hegemony over one- 
third of the world by 1800. “Societies 
which were more sophisticated in 
other areas found themselves ata 
disadvantage before the weaponry of 
the invaders,” notes Hanson. 

After reading Albert Camus’ The 
Stranger (most recently in a new 
translation by Matthew Ward) for 
what he thinks is either the third or 
fourth time, Sang Hyun Lee, 
Princeton’s Kyung-Chik Han As- 
sociate Professor of Systematic 
Theology and director of the Program 
of Asian-American Theology and 
Ministry, says that it “is still one of 
those books that help keep 
theologians and preachers honest.” 
Why does he say that? Because in 
this 1942 novel and other works, the 
Nobel Prize-winning writer presents 
“a challenge to easy and complacent 
religiosity.” Lee found theologian 
Douglas John Hall’s God and 
Human Suffering interesting be- 
cause of the author’s presentation 
“of Christ in dealing with the prob- 
lem of evil.” Further, he found an 
“unusual and interesting” section at 
the back of the book, where Hall (a 
professor of Christian theology at 
McGill University) offers synopses 
and critiques of other recently pub- 
lished literature dealing with the 
problem of evil and human suffering. 

Lee has also been reading a book 
by an individual whom he describes, 
with a chuckle, as “my competition.” 
Robert W. Jenson’s America’s 
Theologian: a Recommendation of 
Jonathan Edwards was published in 
1988, the same year that Lee’s book 
The Philosophical Theology of 
Jonathan Edwards was published. 
Lee, who will be reviewing Jenson’s 

book for Christian Century and the 
Princeton Seminary Bulletin, 
describes the volume as “stimulat- 
ing: [Jenson] asks... whether 
Jonathan Edwards’ theology is 
relevant for today. ... He thinks that 
Edwards’ theocentric [God-centered | 
thrust is a needed antidote to the 
self-help types of religion that we 
find in our culture today.” 

Lee’s recent reading also in- 
cluded Korean Immigrants in 
America by Won Moo Hurh and 
Kwang Chung Kim (Fairleigh Dick- 
inson Press, New Jersey), one of the 
most up-to-date and definitive works 
on the Korean immigrant com- 
munity in America. 

A book with “tremendous implica- 
tions for preaching," according to 
Thomas G. Long, Princeton’s Fran- 
cis Landey Patton Professor of 
Preaching and Worship, is Garrett 
Greene’s Imagining God. “It is the 
most exciting book I have read 
recently, at least in terms of theologi- 
cal books .. .” he says. The author 
“moves beyond the Barthian/natural 
theology debate with an exciting 
description of how human imagina- 
tion is the place where Revelation oc- 
curs.” 

Long, who is one of the editors of 
Theology Today, reads a number of 
periodicals. In addition to a local 
newspaper and The New York Times, 
he subscribes to Christian Century, 
Atlantic Monthly, Interpretation, and 
Journal of Preachers. 

He also enjoys novels. “I’ve been 
very moved by the fiction of Anne 
Tyler,” he says, and cites her Dinner 
at the Homesick Restaurant, in 
which he found powerful Eucharistic 
symbolism, as a favorite. “It has the 
notion of a family meal as a healing 
event, one that transcends the ordi- 
nary and everyday.” 

Rounding out his list of reading 
he most enjoyed recently, Long says 
he’s very fond of Elmore Leonard’s 
crime fiction. His books are “relax- 
ing,” explains Long. “He’s a very 
keen and astute writer.” Leonard’s 
Glitz is his favorite. 
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Princeton Seminary and the Charitable Gift Annuity 

Princeton Seminary’s Planned Giving Program makes available to friends of our institution a number of ways to 
support the Seminary and receive income in the process. Such arrangements, commonly referred to as life in- 
come plans, vary in their particular features in order to accommodate the goals and circumstances of the in- 
dividual donor. Certain of our trust arrangements, for example, require a minimum gift of $50,000, while plans 
such as our pooled income fund, known as The Princeton Seminary Fund, and our annuity arrangements can be 
entered into with gifts of $1,000 or over. All these plans, however, offer you freedom from investment concerns. 
You and any beneficiaries must be at least 50 years of age. 

Of the life income plans mentioned above, the Charitable Gift Annuity is the focus of this discussion. For those 
individuals who wish to make a gift to the Seminary and receive a fixed income for life, this plan has much to 
commend it. Simplicity is one of its virtues. The transfer to the Seminary of cash or securities in the amount of 
$1,000 or more is all that is required to set this plan in motion and bring you income quarterly or at other inter- 
vals if you prefer. 

The amount of income you would receive depends on your age at the time this arrangement is made and the 
size of the gift. If the annuity is funded with cash, a portion of the income you receive will be tax-free for the 
period of your life expectancy as determined by government tables. If appreciated securities are used to fund 
the annuity, the tax-free portion of income will be less and some capital gain will be involved, but in an amount 
considerably lower than if you were to sell them. The payment of any tax on the capital gain will also be spread 
out over the period of your life expectancy, thereby further reducing its impact. 

Current rates of return for a one-life annuity are listed below. If a beneficiary is also to be provided for by 
the annuity, the rate of return will be somewhat less, depending upon that person’s age. 

Age Rate Age Rate Age Rate 

50 6.5% 65 7.3% 80 9.6% 
55 6.7% 70 7.8% 85 11.4% 
60 7.0% 75 8.5% 90 14.0% 

If you wish to give the Seminary the benefit of your support through a Charitable Gift Annuity or any of the 
other vehicles available through our Planned Giving Program, please contact the Reverend Chase S. Hunt, 
director of development at (609) 497-7756. 

Gifts 
In Memory Of: 
The Reverend Dr. Robert B. Berger 

(32B) to the Scholarship Fund 

Marion W. Boice to the Annual Fund 

Dr. Chandler McCuskey Brooks to 
the Hodge Hall Renovation Fund 

Edward J. Croot to the Scholarship 
Fund 

William C. Dilworth to the Charles 
J. Reller Abiding Memorial Fund 
Award 

Claire Flanigan to the Capital 
Campaign Fund and to the Graham 
Kislingbury - First Presbyterian 
Church of Burlingame Scholarship 
Endowment Fund 
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The Reverend Dr. Charles T. Fritsch 
(35B) to the Dr. Charles T. Fritsch 
Memorial Scholarship Endowment 
Fund 

The Reverend Dr. Norman Victor 
Hope to the Norman Victor Hope 
Memorial Scholarship Endowment 
Fund 

George J. Kroupa, Jr., to the 
Scholarship Fund 

Dr. J. Frederick Little (55M) to the 
Annual Fund 

The Reverend Dr. James I. McCord 
to the James I. McCord Presidential 
Chair, the International Students 
Emergency Fund, the Alumni/ae 
Roll Call, and the Capital Campaign 
Fund 

Mary Nagler to the Capital 
Campaign Fund 

Elizabeth Price to the Presbyterian 
Church in Morristown - The 
Reverend Dr. Thomas S. Mutch 
Scholarship Endowment Fund 

Isabelle Stouffer to the Speer 
Library Expansion Fund 

The Underhill Family to the 
Scholarship Fund 



In Honor Of: 
The Reverend Dr. Richard S. 

Armstrong (58B) to the Harwood 
and Willa Childs Memorial 
Scholarship Endowment Fund 

The Reverend Robert S. Beaman 

(’58B) to the Alumni/ae Roll Call 

The Reverend Dr. Charles J. 
Dougherty (54B) to the Scholarship 
Fund 

In Appreciation Of: 
The Reverend Dr. James D. Miller 

(77B) to the Scholarship Fund 

Continuing 
Education Calendar 

25-Jul5 Princeton Institute of 
Theology “Tongues as 
of Fire: 
Diversity in Unity” 

26 - Jul 14 Overseas Seminar to 
Uppsala, Sweden 
(Ralph E. Peterson, 
Birgitta E. Peterson) 

Dana Ferguson to the Scholarship 
Fund 

The Reverend Kenneth H. Forbes 

(’84B) to the Greek and Hebrew 
Tutorial Services 

Dr. Elizabeth A. Frykberg (77M) 
and John Berryman to the Annual 
Fund and to the Graham 
Kislingbury - First Presbyterian 
Church of Burlingame Scholarship 
Endowment Fund 

The Reverend Dr. Robert D. Young 
to the Robert Doran Young 
Scholarship Fund 

Overseas Seminar to 
Rome, Italy 
(Dr. and Mrs. Theodore Gill) 

Overseas Seminar to 
Leysin, Switzerland 
(Dr. & Mrs. Walter 
D. Wagnoner) 

16-19 “Effective Group 
Leadership” 
(Roy Pneuman) 

“Human Interaction” 
(Margaret Bruehl) 

16-19 

Patricia Havardansky to the John 
and Irene Templeton Hall Fund 

Henry and Leila Luce III to the 
Speer Library Expansion Fund 

Beryl Speer to the Class of 1970 
Scholarship Endowment Fund 

23-26 “Managing Conflict” 
(Margaret Bruehl) 

23-26 “Consulting Skills” 
(Roy Pneuman) 

30-Aug2 “Seminar for Heads 
of Staff’ 
(John C. Talbot) 

For information, contact: 

Center of Continuing Education 
12 Library Place 
Princeton, New Jersey 08540 

(609) 497-7990 
toll-free: (800) 622-6767 ext. 7990 
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A Message from the President 

Dear Friends of the Seminary: 

As the Seminary’s 179th academic year begins this fall, we welcome three new 
professors to our faculty. 

Dr. Ulrich W. Mauser is the new Helen H. P. Manson Professor of New Testament 
Literature and Exegesis. Born and educated in Germany, he has served the Church as a pastor, 
university pastor, and seminary teacher. Most recently, he was the vice president for academic 
affairs and dean at Pittsburgh Theological Seminary. Current plans are for his latest book, The 
Gospel of Peace, to be published sometime in 1991. 

Dr. Richard R. Osmer is associate professor of Christian education. He, too, brings 
pastoral experience to this key post, as well as academic service at Candler School of Theology 
and Union Theological Seminary at Richmond. His new book is entitled A Teachable Spirit: 
Recovering the Teaching Office in The Church. 

Dr. Nancy J. Duff is assistant professor of Christian ethics. A native Texan, she 
holds degrees from Austin College, Union Seminary at Richmond, and Union Seminary in New 
York. Her dissertation on the theological ethics of Paul Lehmann is due to be published some- 
time in 1991. Drs. Duff, Mauser, and Osmer are ordained ministers of the Presbyterian Church 
(U.S.A.). 

The Seminary is also proud to announce the promotion of Dr. Choon-Leong Seow to 
associate professor of Old Testament. Born in Singapore, Dr. Seow is an alumnus of Princeton 
Seminary as well as Harvard University. His published works include A Grammar for Biblical 
Hebrew (1987) and Myth, Drama, and the Politics of David’s Dance (1989). 

The faculty is grateful to God for these new colleagues in ministry. It is a pleasure 
to introduce them briefly here to alumni/ae of the Seminary. 
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On and Off the Campus 
First Korean Reunion 

For two days in September, Korean 
graduates of the Seminary as- 
sembled to take part in a conference 
of Korean alumni/ae at Princeton. 
In the first of what they hope will be- 
come an annual event, participants 
had the opportunity to worship 
together, share their ministry ex- 
periences, and simply be together. 

The conferees were greeted by 
President Thomas Gillespie and 
Conrad Massa, dean of Academic 
Affairs, and Sang Lee, director of the 
Program for Asian-American 
Theology and Ministry, as well as 
Frederick Cassell, vice president for 
Seminary relations, and Dean Foose, 
alumni/ae secretary. 

President Gillespie told the 
graduates that the Seminary, in its 
ministry to the Church, “serves a 
variety of racial/ethnic constituen- 
cies. One such are the fast-growing 
Asian-American congregations. 
Princeton’s campus is enriched by 

gone 

the presence of students from these 
traditions.” 

The 35 graduates in attendance 
heard a panel discussion on the 
theme of “Ministry and Theology” 
with panelists I. Henry Koh, pastor 
of Emmanuel Presbyterian Church 

in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; Sang- 
Kun Park, pastor of Young Nak 
Presbyterian Church in Baltimore, 
Maryland; and Jong-Hyuk Kim, pas- 
tor of San Sung Korean Pres- 
byterian Church in Fairlawn, New 
Jersey. On the second day, a panel 
of pastors and others involved in 
Korean-American ministry dis- 
cussed the challenges and needs 
they face in this work. 

Dr. Lee believes the con- 
ference was an important step for 
Princeton. “Korean-American 
graduates need a network for 
mutual encouragement,” he ex- 
plained. “Many Korean-American 
immigrant ministers graduated from 
seminaries in Seoul and have a net- 

One of the greatest challenges for Princeton’s new Korean alumni/ae group will be 

how to include both second-generation Korean-Americans and older first-generation 
Korean pastors, according to Sang Lee (far right). Lee is director of PT'S’s Program 
for Asian-American Theology and Ministry, shown with conference participants. 

photo by Kevin Birch 

work there that supports them. 
Korean-Americans from Princeton 

can be very lonely.” 

He also hopes that the conference 
will encourage interdenominational 
cooperation among the several 
Korean Presbyterian denominations 
in the United States. 

Hwain Lee, who lives in Franklin 
Lakes, New Jersey, and has been 
serving the Korean Presbyterian 
Church in the Bronx, New York, for 
20 years, expressed the feelings of 
his fellow graduates about the con- 
ference: “This is a great idea, alumni 
and alumnae getting together. It 
may lead to a new vision for the fu- 
ture with which we can contribute to 
the Church and...to the future 
generation of pastors.” 

Conference participants laid the 
groundwork for a PTS Korean Alum- 
ni/ae Association by electing I. 
Henry Koh as their president, Han 
Se Won as vice president, and In Soo 
Jung as general secretary. This 
cabinet will plan next year’s gathering. 

Institute of Theology 1990 

Speakers at this year’s Institute of 
Theology, reflecting its theme — 
“Tongues as of Fire: Diversity in 
Unity” — represented a diversity of 
faiths, traditions, and 
viewpoints within the unity of the 
Church. Among the topics speakers 
focused on in the first week’s session 
included prayer 
in the Old Testament, the prophetic 
voice of Simone Weil, family violence 
and the religious issues it raises, 
and the theological and faith dimen- 
sions of divorce. 

Speakers in the second 
week turned their attention to such 
topics as the Russian 
Orthodox tradition as it exists in 
Soviet life after glasnost, new ap- 
proaches to unity among 
Christians, a new look at biblical 
passages about the Creation, and 
the theological reasons for good 
stewardship in the congregation. 

This year for the first time, 
courses were offered for credit 
toward certification for Christian 
educators in the Presbyterian 
Church (U.S.A.). 
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This three-day conference at Princeton brought together representatives of the world’s major religious faiths to mobilize religious 
communities of the world on behalf of children. 

An International Conference 
at PTS 

For three days last summer 
(July 25 - 27), 150 religious leaders 
from 40 nations met at Princeton 
Seminary to draft a declaration and 
a plan of action to ensure the protec- 
tion, survival, and development — 
educational as well as spiritual — of 
the world’s children. The conference 
was sponsored and organized by the 
World Conference on Religion and 
Peace (WCRP) in cooperation with 
the United Nations Children’s Fund 

(UNICEF). 

A Unique Conference 

The Princeton meeting was the first 
interreligious world conference 
devoted to issues affecting children. 
What made it unique, explained 
William Thompson, executive 
secretary of the WCRP (and PTS 
Trustee), was that it brought 
together representatives of the 
world’s major religious faiths that 
have always been considered in con- 
flict with one another. Sikhs and 
Hindus, Muslims and Jews, Roman 
Catholics and Protestants worked 
side by side during the three-day ses- 
sion. Their purpose, said Thompson, 
was to mobilize religious com- 
munities throughout the world to 
press for long-term action on behalf 
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of children, including protection 
against family violence and abuse, 
hunger, disease, and illiteracy, as 
well as armed conflicts. 

On the final day, the conference 
participants succeeded in drafting a 
declaration and an action plan. As 
part of the latter, the conferees 
urged the political leaders of the 
world to “implement the Convention 
with all the resources at their dis- 
posal, including the diversion of at 
least 10% - 15% of their military 
spending to this task ...” They called 
on “religious bodies at every level” to 
give their earnest attention to: 

¢ the “dissemination of infor- 
mation about and the encouragement 
of organizations which monitor, 
advocate and act on behalf of the sur- 
vival, protection and development of 
children ...” 

e “ the recognition of the 
importance of religious tolerance, the 
avoidance of competition and the pro- 
motion of mutual understanding ...” 

e “... the creation of a powerful 
network and lobby to undergird the 
political and economic will in mat- 
ters relating to the survival, protec- 
tion and development of the child ... ” 

The July conference was in- 
tended to serve as a precursor to a 
two-day World Summit for Children 

to be held at the United Nations 
headquarters in New York in 
September. 

Douglass Elected President 
of WARC 

To replace Allen Boesak, who 
resigned as president of the World 
Alliance of Reformed Churches 
(WARC) in August, the Executive 
Committee of WARC elected Jane 
Dempsey Douglass, Hazel 
Thompson McCord Professor of 
Historical Theology at PTS. 
Douglass is the first woman to be 
elected president of a worldwide 
communion of churches. 

Douglass, who joined the PTS 
faculty in 1985, has been active in 
WAEC since 1979 when she was 
elected a member of the Alliance’s 
Caribbean and North American 
Area Council. She recently served as 
vice chair of a special committee of 
the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.) to 
write a Brief Statement of Reformed 
Faith, which was adopted by the 
General Assembly in June. 

A graduate of Syracuse 
University and Harvard University, 
Douglass was professor of church 
history at the School of Theology at 
Claremont in California before join- 
ing the PTS faculty. 



By Nathaniel Hartshorne 

sidered himself a better 
preacher, he might never have 

met Albert Schweitzer. Installed as 
assistant pastor at the First Pres- 
byterian Church of Bethlehem, 
Pennsylvania, in 1954, he gave it up 
two years later. “I decided I was 
never going to be much of a 
preacher,” he recalled in an inter- 
view last spring. “I was a pretty 
miserable sort of preacher and it oc- 
curred to me that I was much better 
doing things with my hands.” (It 
should be noted that those who 
heard him preach in Miller Chapel 
during the 1990 Alumni/ae Gather- 
ing do not share his view of his 
preaching ability.) 

So he went back to Davidson 
College for a year of pre-medical 
study and then enrolled in Duke 
University’s medical school. For the 
past two decades, he has been a suc- 
cessful plastic surgeon in Tampa, 
Florida. 

[: Joel Mattison (54) had con- 

During his second year in medi- 
cal school, Mattison wrote to Albert 
Schweitzer in Lambaréné, French 
Equatorial Africa (now Gabon), ask- 
ing if he (Mattison) and his wife, 
Jean, could work with him. It was 
not until three days before his 
graduation, however, that he 
received an invitation from 
Schweitzer. 

The Mattisons worked in 
Lambaréné — he as a general prac- 
titioner/ surgeon/ anesthetist, she as 
a laboratory technician — from 1961 
until 1963. In brief, intensive ses- 
sions over this course of time, 
Mattison took the remarkable 
portraits shown on the following 
pages. (His pictures, which were on 

Pastor, 
Surgeon, 

Photographer 
Joel Mattison gave up 
preaching to become 

a surgeon 

display this summer in Princeton’s 
Speer Library, were also exhibited at 
a special showing at the United 
Nations during the Schweitzer 
Symposium in August.) 

Schweitzer was not an easy sub- 
ject for photographers. He was ex- 
tremely shy about having his picture 
taken. To be certain not to irritate le 
grand docteur, Mattison was very 
careful to choose the right time for 
photography. “Many of my pictures 
were taken in just a few sessions be- 
cause once I got him at ease, then I 
tried to get all I could,” Mattison 
says. 

A Talent for Photography 

Mattison tends to be as modest 
about his photographs as he is about 
his preaching: “I found out a secret 

and that is you take a lot of pictures 
and you throw away the bad ones. If 
you take a couple of thousand pic- 
tures and get 30 good ones, that’s 
not hard. 

"P’ve been interested in photog- 
raphy since high school and still do 

On Photographing 
Schweitzer 

There was little that could not 
be captured of him from almost 
any angle. With most people, 
one can only record quintes- 
sence with frontal face views, 
particularly the eyes. Schweit- 
zer, however, was almost 
kaleidoscopic in that from 
whatever angle, there was 
some facet of interest that 
made him a veritable character 
study in a unique and peculiar 
sense. The photographer’s task 
was usurped by the subject. I 
learned to look at his body lan- 
guage and try to capture his 
powerful presence on film. It 
was easy because of his self-con- 
fidence combined with a 
humility that knows the self in 
the hight of the other. Although, 
like all photographic subjects, 
he became self-conscious in the 
presence of the camera, his 
period of adjustment was 
briefer than most. 

—- Joel Mattison 

some, as much as I can. It’s all self- 
taught. I just try to figure out the 
character.” How did he get started? 
“T just bought a camera,” he replied. 
For the results, see the following 
pages. 

Nathaniel Hartshorne is editor of the 
Alumni/ae News. 
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With Schweitzer in Africa 
The photographs on these pages were part of an exhibit 

on display this summer in Speer Library. The photos were 
taken by alumnus Joel Mattison (see previous page) when 
he was on Schweitzer’s staff in French Equatorial Africa 

(now Gabon) from 1961—1963. 

(At right) The main street of Schweitzer’s hospital at Lambaréne. 

(Top left) Schweitzer at his 88th birthday celebration. 

(Bottom left) This tin shed was Schweitzer’s first surgery. 

(Bottom right) Joseph was Schweitzer’s first and chief assistant. 

(Far right) Early to rise and late to retire, Schweitzer took 
frequent catnaps during the day. 
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A Call 
from Africa 

A black and a white 
pastor worked 

together to build 
racial harmony in 

Aimbabwe 
By Rebecca Price Janney 

ecil Rhodes, one of the 19th 
century’s powerful empire 
builders, envisioned a revised 

African continent, one under 
benevolent white rule. He once said, 
“If there be a God, I think what He 
would like me to do is to paint as 
much of the map of Africa British 
red as possible.” In that quest, 
Rhodes had the overall support of 
his countrymen, including Rudyard 
Kipling, who described the 
philosophy of imperialism in his 
poem “The White Man’s Burden”: 

Take up the white man’s 
burden— 
Send forth the best ye breed— 
Go bind your sons in exile 
To serve your captives’ need. 

Acentury later, Sturgis 
Poorman went to Africa on a very dif- 
ferent mission. 

The youthful pastor had enter- 
tained no dreams of changing the 
world until then. He was graduated 
from Princeton in 1970 and had pas- 
tored a small, yoked parish in 
Hebron, New York, for 14 tranquil 
years. 

But in 1980, a teenaged ex- 
change student from Cape Town, 
South Africa, sponsored by Poorman 
and his wife, Joanne, changed their 
lives radically. Margaret Worthington- 
Smith, a white, awakened her host 
family to the intense struggle of her 
black compatriots. Poorman says 
her mature Christian spirit and sen- 
sitivity sounded a call to action deep 
within him. “She opened my eyes to 
how powerful the Christians were in 
the white racist government,” he 
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said recently. “It upset me that 
people who were trying to live as 
Christians were also promoting and 
defending racist policies.” 

In the spring of 1982, Poorman 
found an article in Monday Morning 
by John Hawkridge, the moderator 
of the Presbyterian Church of 
Southern Africa, about how much 
his church valued the help and 
prayers of American Christians. 
Poorman regarded the brief article 
as “a Macedonian call, like that of 
Paul in the Book of Acts. However,” 
he added, “mine came as a written 
call, not a vision and, unlike Paul, I 
denied it at first. I’m a very 
cautious person. Paul was on his 
way in two hours; I took two years!” 

Stewed and Mulled, Denied and 
Fretted 

In fact, Poorman privately “stewed 
and mulled, denied and fretted” over 
his sense of call to go to Africa until 
June when he finally shared his 
struggle with his wife. Although she 
also hesitated because of the momen- 
tous changes such a move would 
make in their lives, she ultimately 
agreed that they should go. 

Poorman wrote immediately to 
Hawkridge offering his services 
anywhere in the three countries 
covered by his denomination: South 
Africa, Zimbabwe, and Zambia. The 
churchman’s response came within 
days: Poorman should consult one of 
Hawkridge’s colleagues, Alan Maker, 
aman with a reputation for getting 
things done fast, who was then work- 
ing on his Doctor of Ministry degree 
at Princeton Seminary. 

Maker told the American pastor 
the best way he could help in south- 
ern Africa would be to promote bet- 
ter race relations in Zimbabwe, 
where no apartheid existed and 
more social avenues were open. 
Maker did not believe the traditional 
missionary route would suit the 
situation because of its long associa- 
tion with racist imperialism. 

“I'm going to recommend you to 
the denomination to do pastoral 
work,” he told Poorman. 

Poorman waited anxiously for 
the results of a September General 
Assembly meeting in southern 

Africa in which his call was hotly 
debated. The delegates finally 
decided to accept him into their fel- 
lowship pending a call from a 
church. They wanted Poorman to 
work as an assistant pastor in a 
white church under a black senior 
minister to promote the spiritual 
and leadership potential of blacks. 
They also agreed with Maker that 
Zimbabwe would be preferable. 

Zimbabwe (formerly Rhodesia) 
had been independent for just two 
years at that time and was about 96 
percent black in a population of 
eight million. “The new Marxist- 
oriented government had seriously 
thought about shutting down some 
of the Christian churches because of 
their racism,” Poorman explained. 
“However, they would not intervene 
if individual churches participated 
in the new non-racist society.” 

In September 1983, the City 
Presbyterian Church in the capital 
of Harare called a black senior pas- 
tor, Herbert Chikomo, to its pulpit. 
At the time, the church’s member- 
ship (including former prime mini- 
ster lan Smith) was 99 percent 
white and strongly conservative. 
Following the dramatic call to 
Chikomo, City Church contacted 
Poorman to ask him to visit for three 
weeks to decide whether he’d like to 
be their assistant pastor. 

“After making that trip,” 
Poorman said, “I felt that my family 
could live there. I informed the 
church and the call was formally is- 
sued. It would mark the first time 
in the history of the Presbyterian 
Church of Southern Africa that a 
white would assist a black pastor.” 

Although the Hebron churches 
accepted Poorman’s new call, some 
of his family resisted out of fear for 
him, Joanne, and their two sons, 
Garth, then 10, and Aaron, 12. 
There had been sporadic killings of 
whites in Zimbabwe and some politi- 
cal rallies had taken place near the 
assistant pastor’s house in Harare. 
But in time, the resisters accepted 
the significance of Poorman’s call 
and supported him. 

In January of 1984, the Poormans 
flew across the Atlantic to their new 



home. “I found that Hebron [in New 
York] had been more like a mission- 
ary setting than Harare,” Joanne 
said. “There were 40 homes in 
Hebron, which was seven miles from 
another town...” On the other hand, 
Harare boasted a population of 
800,000. Their three-bedroom home 
was equipped with electricity, 
modern plumbing, and one of their 
greatest challenges in Zimbabwe: 
John Joya, their “houseperson,” and 
his wife, Monicah. When Joanne 
protested that she was an American 
and didn’t need domestic help, 
senior pastor Chikomo told her that 
without that job Joya would be un- 
employed. The new assistant pastor 
agreed to hire him but refused to 
allow Joya to call him “master.” 

Difficult Adjustments 

"The adjustments were especially 
tough for John," Poorman 
recalled. “I remember when Joanne 
had a party for my birthday when 
we first moved there. At one point, 
she got up to serve John and he had 
so much trouble with that. People in 
the church and the community ... 
continually warned John and us that 
the close relationship we were 
developing would eventually col- 
lapse.” 

The biggest threat to that 
relationship came one morning 

when Poorman drove Monicah to her 
work while dropping his boys off at 
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ministry in Zimbabwe. 

In 1984, Sturgis Poorman (70) and his wife, Joanne, began an unfo 

school. “Monicah did the normal 
thing for that culture: she rolled 
down the car window because whites 
had instilled in blacks that they 
smelled bad,” the pastor said. “The 
boys started to laugh because of how 
cold the car got, but Monicah 
thought they were making fun of 
her. She and John were on the verge 
of leaving us until we pleaded with 
them and explained what had really 
happened in the car. Monicah was 
so deeply hurt that weeks passed 
before things got better between us.” 

Despite such challenges, the 
bond between Poorman and John 
deepened. “Our oneness in Christ 
was the tie that bound us,” he said. 
Poorman gave Joya the opportunity 
to do more than clean the house: he 
took the African on many evangelis- 
tic assignments. Today, Joya serves 
as an elder-evangelist with the Pres- 
byterian Church of Southern Africa 
in Zimbabwe. 

As City Presbyterian Church’s 
assistant pastor, Poorman strove to 
reverse decades of discrimination by 
proving that a white can work for a 
black. “I had great ideas for the 
church but Herbert Chikomo was 
the leader and he really did know 
the situation better. ... Once, when 
Herbert was away, I took the initia- 
tive to invite a traveling evangelist 
from Ghana to speak at the Sunday 
morning service. I thought it might 

rgettable two-year 
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bring some variety to the usually 
staid worship. Unfortunately, it was 
also Women’s Association Recogni- 
tion Sunday. The W.A. was white 
and very reserved; the evangelist 
was neither. I'll leave the rest to 
your imagination.” 

Home Again 

In October 1986, Poorman’s govern- 
ment-approved work permit ran out 
and he returned to America. By that 
time, blacks made up 25 percent of 
City Church’s membership, a sig- 
nificant increase. Clearly, the 
pastor’s efforts at making blacks feel 
comfortable there had yielded great 
dividends. “I was to be a bridge be- 
tween the established white members 
and new blacks in the congregation,” 
he explained. “My being an outsider 
helped that process. I wanted to 
prove that two Christian ministers 
could work well together in a racial- 
ly sensitive situation. We achieved 
that. Herbert was cautious about 
making too many changes too quick- 
ly and was sensitive to the whites’ 
feelings. But the blacks did come, 
primarily because there was a black 
senior minister who was clearly in 
charge.” 

Poorman, who now serves the 
First Presbyterian Church of Phoenix- 
ville, Pennsylvania, as pastor, 
remembers the years in Zimbabwe 
with affection and satisfaction. “I 
went there because I wanted to 
give,” he said. “I do believe I was 
able to give some support to Chris- 
tians, both black and white, in that 
newly formed country. God, of 
course, saw to it that the Christians 
in Zimbabwe gave me and my family 
much, much more — namely, that 
we have a very personal sense of the 
wider Christian community and the 
assurance that wherever there are 
believers —regardless of their race — 
we have a home. In fact, I’'d en- 
courage anyone who might sense a 
call to minister in another country or 
culture to go for it. It’s worth the risk 
because what you have at the end is a 
lot more than what you started with.” 

Rebecca Price Janney (84) is a 
freelance writer and an instructor in 
history at Cabrini College in Radnor, 
Pennsylvania. 
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Introducin 
The New RSV was 
dedicated in churches on 
September 30th 

By Bruce M. Metzger 

n May 1, 1990, bookshops 
made available copies of the 
New Revised Standard Version 

(NRSV) of the Bible. This is a 
revision of the 1952 RSV Bible, 
widely used in the USA and Britain. 

In 1974, the Policies Committee 
of the Revised Standard Version, 
which is a standing committee of the 
National Council of Churches, 
authorized and charged the 
Standard Bible Committee to make 
necessary changes in the RSV in the 
following respects: (1) paragraph 

structure and construction; (2) 
elimination of remaining archaisms, 
while retaining the flavor of the 
Tyndale-King James Bible tradition; 
(3) changes in the interest of accuracy, 
clarity, and euphony of English ex- 
pression; and (4) the eliminaticn of 
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g tne RSV Bible 
masculine-oriented language relat- 
ing to people, so far as this can be 
done without distorting passages 
that reflect the historical situation of 
an ancient patriarchal culture. 

In order to accomplish this work, 
the committee was eventually en- 
larged so as to comprise 30 scholars, 
both men and women, of whom 20 
were allocated to the Old Testament 
section and 10 to the New Testament 
section. (Four of the 30 members 
were connected with Princeton 
Seminary: in addition to the chair, 
they were Patrick D. Miller, Jr., 
J.J.M. Roberts, and Katharine D. 
Sakenfeld.) In addition to scholars 
from 10 Protestant denominations, 
there were six Roman Catholic mem- 
bers, one Eastern Orthodox member, 
and one Jewish scholar who was at- 
tached to the Old Testament section. 
These contributed their time and ex- 
pertise, meeting for two weeks each 
year until 1988 when their work of 
revision was completed. 

In addition to lists of proposed 
changes that were suggested by com- 
mittee members, further lists for the 
New Testament were submitted by 
George S. Hendry, Charles Hodge 
Professor of Systematic Theology, 
Emeritus, at Princeton Seminary. It 
was Hendry who, in 1946, as mini- 
ster at Bridge-of-Allen in Scotland, 
initiated an overture to the Church 
of Scotland recommending that 
British scholars prepare a totally 
fresh translation of the Bible, a sug- 
gestion that resulted in the forma- 
tion of the New English Bible 
Committee, on which he served as 
secretary until he came to teach at 
Princeton. Having taken an honors 
degree in classics at Aberdeen 
University, Hendry provided the 
RSV New Testament committee 
with valued suggestions, some of 
which saved the committee from 
adopting what British readers would 
have regarded as unacceptable 
Americanisms. 

photo by Kevin Birch 



Bruce M. Metzger (left) was one of four 

scholars from Princeton Seminary who 

served on the 30-member Standard Bible 
Committee, which produced the New RSV. 

After an initial meeting of the 
committee in 1974 at Oberlin College, 
when Herbert May was chair of the 
committee, all the other sessions 
were held at Princeton Seminary. On 
one such occasion, the discussion in 
the New Testament section was 
prolonged far beyond the time of clos- 
ing (working days normally ran from 
9:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m.). On that day, 
Speer Library, in a room of which 
the committee members were work- 
ing, was to be closed at 5:00 p.m. 
Neither the chair nor the other mem- 
bers had been paying attention to 
the passing of time, and when they 
finally broke off for dinner, they dis- 
covered that the janitor had locked 
them in. Finally, they discovered a 
window and climbed through it, one 
by one. Fortunately, their meeting 
was on the ground floor. 

Following the work of the larger 
committee, two smaller editorial 
committees undertook to bring about 
a greater degree of consistency in the 
revision that had, to some extent, 
been developing over the years. 
These editorial adjustments having 
been made, the final text was put on 
computer floppy disks and sent to a 
typesetter. Three sets of galley 
proofs (a total of 67 pounds of paper) 
were examined by two professional 
proofreaders of the Bible and by the 
present writer. The resulting text is 
now in the hands of seven licensed 
publishers who expect to make 
copies available in various sizes and 
bindings. There is even an edition, 
bound in blue covers to match the 
new Presbyterian hymnbook, with 
the words “Presbyterian Church 
(USA)” printed on the spine. Copies 
are available from the Presbyterian 
Publishing House in Louisville, 
Kentucky (1-800-554-4694). The new 
version was dedicated in churches 
on Sunday, September 30th, which 
is the festal day for St. Jerome, the 
Latin Bible translator. 

What Kinds of Revisions 
Were Made? 

Something of the extent and charac- 
ter of the revision can be gleaned 

from the following: For Leviticus 
(which had not, it seems, received 
much attention in the 1952 RSV), 
about 2,200 changes were proposed, 
most of which were adopted — in- 
cluding “offering incense” instead of 
“burning incense,” “linen undergar- 
ments” instead of “linen breeches” 
for the high priest, and “choice flour” 
instead of “fine flour.” For the Gospel 
according to John, about 500 chan- 
ges were proposed, most of which 
were adopted — including the drop- 
ping of “man” and “men” from John 
2.10 (where the Greek text lacks 
both words) so as to read, “Everyone 
serves the good wine first, and then 
the inferior wine after the guests 
have become drunk.” In John 2.15, 
instead of implying that Jesus used 
the whip of cords on the money 
changers in the temple, the NRSV 
reads, “He drove all of them out of 
the temple, both the sheep and the 
cattle.” John 12.32 reads, “And I, 
when I am lifted up from the earth, 
will draw all people to myself” (the 
current RSV rendering is erroneous 
in restricting the statement to 
“men”). 

Other noteworthy changes in- 
clude the following: In Song of 
Solomon 1.5, the Hebrew word we is 
taken in its usual sense, and the 
young woman now says, “I am black 
and beautiful,” not “I am very dark 
but comely.” In Deuteronomy 29.5, 
the statement, “Your sandals have 
not worn off your feet,” has been al- 
tered to, “Your sandals have not 
worn out on your feet.” At the close 
of 1 Samuel 10, several sentences 
have been added because of the tes- 
timony of a Hebrew manuscript 
recently discovered at Qumran. In- 
stead of the current RSV rendering 
of Psalm 50.9, “I will accept no bull 
from your house,” the revision 
reads, “I will not accept a bull from 
your house.” In Luke 7.47, the sense 
of the whole context demands that, 
instead of “Her sins, which are 
many, are forgiven, for she loved 
much,” the rendering read, “... have 
been forgiven; hence she has shown 
great love.” Luke 19.3 is no longer 
ambiguous as to who was short in 
stature; it was Zacchaeus, not Jesus. 
In 2 Corinthians 11.25, Paul’s state- 

ment, “Once I was stoned,” now 
reads, “Once I received a stoning.” 

Occasionally, the NSRV returns 
to the traditional understanding of 
the text presented in the King 
James Version. For example, 

Romans 9.5 and 16.7. On the other 
hand, in 1 Corinthians 13.1, the 
traditional rendering, “tongues of 
men and of angels” becomes “of mor- 
tals and of angels.” In Philippians 
2.6, the NRSV reads, “Jesus Christ 
... did not regard equality with God 
as something to be exploited.” 

Finally, it should be said that, in 
accordance with the mandates given 
to the RSV Committee, no changes 
have been made in language pertain- 
ing to the Deity. God is still “our 
Father who is in heaven” (Matt. 6.9) 
and Genesis 1.27 reads, “God 
created humankind in his image, in 
the image of God he created them; 
male and female he created them.” 
It is the task of the Christian 
educator, not of the Bible translator, 
to explain that God transcends mas- 
culinity. 

Within the constraints set by the 
original text and by the mandates of 
the NCC, the committee followed the 
maxim “As literal as possible, as free 
as necessary.” As a consequence, the 
New Revised Standard Version 
remains essentially a literal transla- 
tion, expressed in reverent, dignified 
language. Paraphrastic renderings 
have been adopted only sparingly 
and then chiefly to compensate for a 
deficiency in the English language — 
the lack of a common- gender third 
person singular pronoun. 

Bruce M. Metzger is George L. Col- 
lord Professor of New Testament Lan- 
guage and Literature, Emeritus, at 
Princeton Seminary and chair of the 
Standard Bible Committee. 

(Portions of this article appeared in 
the August 1990 issue of Monday 
Morning.) 
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Spirituality 
a, Social 

Action 
An alumnus helped build 

a community out of a parish 
nobody wanted 

By David E. Murphy 

underground, paused to scan my 
street guide, and jogged off 

down the street, veering around a 
gang of youths loitering on the 
sidewalk. Five minutes left. The 
street sign on the wall of grimy brick 
had been spray-painted over with 
the slogan “Kill Paki.” Ahead, I saw 
the church, one of the four to which I 
had just been called in the Newham 
Group of United Reformed Churches. 

In the harsh glare of naked 
fluorescent tubes over dirty walls 
and faded linoleum was a cardboard 
notice smudged with decades of 
fingerprints: “Turn out the lights 
when you leave.” The place smelled 

of mildew. 

In a darkened hall, fifty chairs, 
half of them empty, were set out in 
rows in front of a country and 
western stage set. This was to be 
the annual concert of the “Young 
Songsters;” this year, the theme was 
“The Wild West” in honor of the new 
American minister. The Young 
Songsters entered singing “Oklahoma,” 
waving children’s cowboy hats and 
firing cap pistols. I slipped into a 
chair at the back, then leaned for- 
ward to look again. Not one of the 
Young Songsters was under 60! 

A Pastorate Nobody Wanted 

I had arrived in London’s inner city 
in 1984 straight from Princeton to 
take a pastorate that 19 English 
ministers had turned down. I had 
been warned that the East End had 
a high crime rate, high unemploy- 
ment, racial conflict, appalling 
schools, and substandard housing. I 

I bounded up the stairs of the 
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had also been warned that all four of 
the churches in the Newham Group 
(named after Newham, a borough of 
London) had been in decline for 
decades and were now facing 
closure. “What have I done?” I 
wondered. 

It was clear that I needed to un- 
derstand where these people had 
come from. Not only was I from 
another culture, but another genera- 
tion. I began by visiting. Over the 
first year, I visited each of them in 
their homes. I asked questions, saw 
how they lived, and listened. They 
told of being bombed in the war as 
the Luftwaffe tried to destroy the 
docks on the Thames; of the docks 
closing when shipping moved out to 
the deep water port of Tilbury; of 
jobs disappearing and the exodus of 
the young people; of the influx of im- 
migrants from all over what used to 
be the Empire. They told of the 
decline in Christianity in Newham, 
to the point that only one percent of 
the population attends church. 

The people felt so embattled 
and weakened that they needed 
some sense of stability and trust 
before they could even hear the call 
to reach out to others. For the first 
year, I mostly tried to help in practi- 
cal ways. I wound Winnie’s mantle 
clock, emptied Ada’s trash after she 
broke her hip, did Harry’s shopping, 
gave innumerable rides to the doc- 
tor, opened and closed the churches. 

The next step was to envision 
and empower by preaching, teach- 
ing, training, and encouraging. 
Then we began recruiting gifted 
people from outside. We needed a 
nucleus from which to build. 

Getting to Know the Community 
At the same time, I worked at get- 
ting to know the community beyond 
the churches. I made it a point to 
use local services, spending endless 
hours “queuing” to shop, bank, and 
doctor where the locals do. In this 
part of London, the sound of reggae 
competes with Bhangra, Indian- 
style rock. The street markets teem 
with people: sari-clad mothers with 
squalling babies on their hips, fast- 
footed gangs of youths looking for 
something to snatch, Africans in full 
tribal dress. Irish and Cockney ven- 
dors hawk their wares. Bobbies 
stroll in pairs through the crowds. 
Over it all wafts the scent of curry. 

I kept asking myself what were 
the meeting points — the bridging 
points — between the churches and 
this multicultural context. At the 
same time, members of the church 
and I were listening for God. One 
evening in 1985, as we met in the 
home of one of our members, we 
were arrested by this passage from 
Acts: 

They devoted themselves to the 
apostles’ teaching and to the 
fellowship, to the breaking of 
bread and to prayer. Everyone 
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was filled with awe, and many 
wonders and miraculous signs 
were done by the apostles. All 
the believers were together and 
had everything in common. 
Selling their possessions and 
goods, they gave to anyone as 

he had need. Every day they 
continued to meet together in 
temple courts. They broke 
bread in their homes and ate 
together with glad and sincere 
hearts, praising God and enjoy- 
ing the favour of all the people. 
And the Lord added to their 
number daily those who were 
being saved. Acts 2:42-47 

It dawned on us that this is 
church! Yet it was unlike church as 
any of us had experienced it. It 
seemed to be something like a huge 
extended family informally sharing 
a joyous life of love for one another 
which flowed out into the host com- 
munity. We believed that God was 
calling us to build such a family and 
to extend it to others. It would be an 
open, welcoming, and healing com- 
munity, a network of supportive 
relationships. 

We started an approach of both 
“inreach” and “outreach.” We read 
the Scriptures to learn what sort of 
principles of community could shape 
a positive life together. In time, we 
committed ourselves not to give or 
receive gossip but to go directly to 
any person with whom there is a 
problem, to help each other in finan- 
cial need, to pray for each other, to 
encourage each other, and to serve 
Christ together in some form of min- 
istry. Eventually, these principles 
were formulated into a membership 
course, which all newcomers have a 
chance to explore. 

A Common Commitment 

Through a common commitment to 
Christ, we created common grounds 
of commitment to one another. We 
also discovered, though, that it’s no 
good pretending there will never be 
conflict. We had 12 different 
nationalities in one congregation, as 
well as great socioeconomic diver- 
sity. Former street muggers were 
relating to young professionals. For 
commitment to succeed, there 

needed to be honesty and reality as 
well as goodwill between us. The 
Bible says, “Speak the truth in love.” 
We realized that too often in the 
past we had not spoken the truth to 
one another or if we had, it had been 
in anger rather than love. We spent 
considerable time studying, role- 
playing and then working out a 
loving honesty among us. 

Outreach, rather than an oc- 
casional program or activity, became 
simply the natural and consistent 
outpouring of a good and growing 
common life together. Inclusiveness 
became our lifestyle. Anything in 
the church which excludes people, 
whether it’s racial prejudice, sexist 
language, or simply a boring ser- 
mon, was to be deliberately chal- 
lenged. All events were looked at 
from the standpoint of newcomers: is 
this accessible, interesting, and 
meaningful to a visitor? What parts 
of this activity are good news to the 
African people present, to the 
teenagers, to those who can’t read? 

We determined to make the love 
of God clearly known in the streets 
around the church. We targeted the 
nearest 1,000 households, dividing 
them into smaller “patches” of 100, 
usually a street or block of flats. 
Church members regularly knocked 
on the doors in each patch, offering 
prayer, help with needs, or invita- 
tions to church events. As trust has 
developed, we’ve ended up praying 
for the sick, doing funerals, doing 
repairs, providing food and furni- 
ture, teaching people to read, giving 
shelter to battered women, and 
mediating neighborhood disputes. 

The needs uncovered led to the 
formation of TOGETHER WE CAN, 
a friendship between our inner city 
churches and 17 suburban churches 
aimed at bringing the resources of 
the suburbs to bear on inner city 
problems. The wealthy suburban 
churches provide a salary for a 
much-needed church-related com- 
munity worker. In addition, they 
offer furniture, food, clothing, and 
the skills of their members. In 
return, they are challenged and en- 
riched by the vibrant faith of these 
Christians. 

Outreach is also aimed at 

demonstrating the heart of God to 
the community. We do street 
drama, concerts in the park, and 
offer help groups on marriage, debt 
counseling, and drug abuse. Witha 
government grant we established a 
job-training program for the long- 
term unemployed. 

Two Growing Congregations 

Everybody in the churches plays a 
part. Together we have established 
two healthy congregations, one of 
which is reputed to be the fastest- 
growing in the denomination. Work- 
ing with the community, we’ve been 
able to place a much-needed school 
in one of our under-used buildings 
and have come up with self-funding 
plans to redevelop the fourth site for 
a new church and community or- 
ganization. 

We have not arrived so much at 
concrete answers as at attitudes and 
approaches that are helping us 
respond to an ever-changing environ- 
ment in the faith that God will al- 
ways be as relevant, always be as 
ahead of the times, always be as able 
to show us the way into the future as 
he is today. 

David E. Murphy (85), former head 
of staff of the Newham Group of 
United Reformed Churches in 
London’s East End, has returned to 
the United States where he is seeking 
a pastorate in the Presbyterian 
Church (U.S.A.). 
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Private Eyes and Pastors 
An alumnus has written ‘the definitive work’ 

on the clerical crime novel 
By William David Spencer 

n 1966, I started on a series of 
city ministries in Plainfield and 
Newark (NJ) and Philadelphia 

(PA) which lasted for a decade and 
and a half and ended in my estab- 
lishing and supervising literacy and 
GED (Graduate Equivalency 
Diploma) centers for the Jefferson 
County Board of Education in 
downtown Louisville, Kentucky. 

As every minister will testify, 
after three years into any work 
like this, the greatest burden is 
the feeling of increasing 
secularization. How was all of 
this part of my vow to minister in 
word and sacrament as a Princeton 
Seminary-trained Presbyterian 
minister? I could see where God 
was in all this, but where was the 
Church? 

Back at PTS, I had encount- 
ered G.K. Chesterton’s ubi- 
quitous Father Brown, 
a fictional priest who took the 
Church into every urban 
byway. Maybe Louisville’s 
magnificent public library 
could stand in for Speer and 
Firestone and provide images 
like Chesterton’s cleric to 
help me sort through my 
experiences. 

So, night after night, 
I perused the card files. 
What fell out were series 
after series about nuns, 
priests, a rabbi, mission- 
aries — even ministers, 
all dealing with urban is- 
sues, police, inmates and 
former inmates, crime, 
restoration, and a sense 
of the presence of God 
and of God’s Church in 
the city’s morass. 

For me, the novels were 
salutary — parables of the 
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Church dealing with the stuff of city 
life. The Reverends C.P. Randollph 
and Ray Sebastian, Sister Simon, 
Rabbi David Small, Father Robert 
Koesler, Dr. Claire Aldington, Father 
Roger (not Frank as the TV would 
have it) Dowling — they all knew 
what I was combating. 

As I read, I began to notice that 

Father Dowling, a 

cleric / detective, is the 
_ subject of a popular 

TV series. 

these series were proliferating. 
Each year saw more and more of 
them start up. Something fascinat- 
ing was going on here — but what? 
Why were people creating mystery 
stories with clerical heroes? Why 
were people buying mystery stories 
with clerical heroes? Eventually, I 
made a chart and discovered well 
over half of the series in the entire 
genre had been created since 1973. 
Before that, public reaction had been 
mixed. 

Back in the 1950s, 
Leonard Wibberley, the 
celebrated author of 
the enormously suc- 
cessful The Mouse 
That Roared, lan- 
guished with his 
multi-volumes 
about Father 

Bredder, a detect- 
ing priest. Even a 

George Kennedy TV 
series called Sarge 
failed to last for 

more than 13 
episodes. As 
Wibberley 
complained: 

Right now 
it would be 
nice to say 
that they 
swept the 
nation, but 
the fact is 
that they 
didn’t even 
sweep halfa 
block of Mad- 
ison Avenue. 
Nobody had 
any explana- 
tion for this, 
for everybody 
at Dodd, 

; 
| 
| 
| 
| 
: 



Mead loved Father Bredder. I 
think it was based in the religious 
trauma that had seized the whole 
of the Western world and 
centered around the proposition 
that God may be nothing more 
than a psychological response to 
an unfaceable fate — death. 
Father Bredder is not worried 
about this trauma. 

(Penzler, Otto ed., The Great 
Detectives. Boston: Little, Brown, 

1978, pp. 31-2) 

Fulfilling a Promise 

Apparently, people since the 1960s 
had ceased worrying about it too be- 
cause the ranks of clergy sleuths 
were burgeoning. 

When my wife, the Reverend Dr. 
Aida Besancon Spencer, was called 
to teach at Gordon-Conwell Theologi- 
cal Seminary and we moved to 
Boston in 1982, I finally set about to 
fulfill a promise I had made to my 
younger self that my city ministry 
had postponed for 15 years: I en- 
rolled in Boston University School of 
Theology’s Th.D. program. I didn’t 
have to worry about a thesis topic. I 
was going to find out what was 
going on theologically in the hot and 
holy waters of the clerical sleuths. 

For the next half dozen years, I 
listed and read and analyzed and in- 
tegrated the entire genre from the 
first clerical sleuth, Daniel, in the 
Apocrypha’s Bel and the Dragon to 
the latest, Andrew Greeley’s Blackie 
Ryan. The result was my book 
Mysterium And Mystery: The 
Clerical Crime Novel (UMI Research 
Press, 1989), which Books & 
Religion has been kind enough to 
call “the ‘definitive’ work on mystery 
and crime novels about clerics who 
also serve as detectives” (B&R, 
spring/summer, 1989, 16:2, p.2). To 
my knowledge, it is the only work on 
this subject. 

What did I discover? 

The mystery novel is the litera- 
ture of morality. Through the means 
of its parables, people puzzle over 
ethical issues. As the Church be- 
comes increasingly timid about 
making pronouncements on right 
and wrong, people who crave the 
definitive in their moorless lives cre- 

ate their own sympathetic but defini- 
tive ministers. What I found we 
have in the clerical crime novel is a 
microphone in the pews. 

The clerical crime novel 
provided the kind of clergy people 
really wanted. If the Church will 
not speak out sympathetically and 
definitively on issues of morality, on 
what is right and what is wrong, 
people will create a clergy that does. 

Jesus said on Palm Sunday that 
if the people did not praise him, the 
stones would cry out (Luke 19:40). 
Now the books were crying out. 

I called my book Mysterium 
And Mystery. What is the 
“mysterium?” The concept is as old 
as the fall that split the intimate 
relationship and sweet communion 
God and humanity shared. The per- 
fect God was suddenly obscured by 
what the mystics call the “cloud of 
unknowing.” Sinful human eyes 
could no longer by themselves pierce 
through God’s perfection to know 
God. God was now unknowable ex- 
cept by revelation. The mystery is 
the sporadic evil that upsets the 
equilibrium of relationships with 
God — murder, theft, fraud, assault 
— further obscuring God from us 
and ourselves from one another. 
The clerical sleuth becomes the way 
station. The detecting cleric is the 
conduit revealing God’s wisdom 
while pinpointing the perpetrator of 

The clerical crnme novel is 
about the kind of clergy with 
whom people will spend their 
cash to be counseled every 
night. If the Church will not 
speak out sympathetically and 
definitively on issues of 
morality, on what is nght and 
what is wrong, people will 
creale a clergy that does. 

the present evil and sweeping away 
the mystery that temporarily blinds 
human eyes. The clerical crime 
novel is no less than an exercise in 
popular theology. 

We preach week after week, year 

after year. What do people hear? 
How much is getting across? What 
is the state of the popular under- 
standing of theology? Here in what 
these authors write is the answer. 

The mystery novel is the litera- 
ture of morality. Through the 
means of its parables, people 
puzzle over ethical issues. As 
the Church becomes increasing- 
ly timid about making pronoun- 
cements on nght and wrong, 
people who crave the definitive 
in their moorless lives create 
their own sympathetic but 
definitive ministers. 

Today, many people are also 
wondering, as I did, where the 
Church is in their lives. The clerical 
crime novel is a popular attempt to 
grapple with the great God who lives 
in the mysterium and can only be 
known by revelation while we strug- 
gle with the mystery of evil that 
bounds and blinds our lives. Read- 
ing these tales, we see how much of 
the Church’s message of reconcilia- 
tion and restoration is really getting 
through. 

William David Spencer (72 M.Div., 
75 Th.M.) is pastor of encouragement 
at Pilgrim Church of Beverly-Salem, 
Massachusetts, and an adjunct mem- 
ber of the faculty at Gordon-Conwell 
Theological Seminary. 
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THE PRINCETON SEMINARY FUND - A POOLED INCOME FUND 

Individuals wishing to support Princeton Seminary have a number of avenues open to them. Two of the more common 
ones are outright gifts of cash and gifts of appreciated securities. The former is the simplest and most direct way to 
make a gift to the Seminary, but the use of long-term appreciated securities for such support also has much to commend 
it. Such a gift is valued at the fair market value of the securities at the time they are given, and the capital gain tax 
that the donor would ordinarily be required to pay on the appreciation is avoided. In both cases, of course, the donor is 
entitled to a charitable deduction for income tax purposes. 

One other method of support is through what are known as life income gifts. By means of a formal legal 
agreement, the gift is made to the Seminary and the donor is entitled to income produced by the gift for life and, if 
desired, for the life of a beneficiary as well. These arrangements take a number of forms, each of which has 
characteristics that distinguish it from the other. Included among them are the Charitable Gift Annuity, the Deferred 
Payment Gift Annuity, The Pooled Income Fund, the Charitable Remainder Annuity Trust, and the Charitable 
Remainder Unitrust. This discussion, however, will focus on the Pooled Income Fund which, at our Seminary, is called 
The Princeton Seminary Fund. 

As a pooled income fund, The Princeton Seminary Fund consists of the gifts of many donors which are combined 
and invested much like a mutual fund. Each donor’s portion of the pooled fund is carefully noted. The income earned 
by this fund is divided quarterly among the participants and paid to them in proportion to their share of the fund. This 
income is taxable to the donor at ordinary rates, and varies from quarter to quarter according to the fortunes of the 
market. It is paid to the donor for life and may be extended to a beneficiary of his or her choosing. When these life 
interests have been fulfilled, the gift is removed from the pooled fund and becomes the property of the Seminary. In the 
meantime, the donor is free of the investment and administrative responsibilities associated with this gift, has the 
satisfaction of knowing that the Seminary will ultimately have the benefit of it, and may express a preference as to its 
use. 

There are three items to bear in mind regarding participation in The Princeton Seminary Fund. First, any 
beneficiary, including the donor, must be at least 50 years of age; second, a gift to it may not be funded with tax-free 
securities; and third, all such gifts must be one thousand dollars or more. There is no upper limit. 

For a descriptive booklet about The Princeton Seminary Fund or any of the other life income arrangements 
available through the Seminary, please contact the Reverend Chase S. Hunt, the Seminary’s director of development, at 
(609) 497-7756. 

In Memory Of: 

Dr. Edward J. Jurji (42B) to the 
Scholarship Fund 

Celia Boden to the International 
Students Book Fund 

William Dilworth to the Charles J. 
Reller Abiding Memorial Fund 
Award 

The Reverend Dr. James I. McCord 
to the Alumni/ae Roll Call and the 
Capital Campaign Fund 

Dr. Henry Seymour Brown (1900B) 
to the Annual Fund 

In Honor Of: 
Women’s Association of the First 

Presbyterian Church of Detroit to 
the Scholarship Fund 

In Appreciation Of: 
The Reverend Dr. Thomas A. Sebben 

(70B) to the Scholarship Fund 
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The Reverend Sherwood H. Reisner 
(46M) to the Annual Fund 

J. Andrew Marsh and Frank Marsh 
to the Annual Fund 

Mr. and Mrs. Louis Bereczki to the 
Annual Fund 

The Reverend Herbert J. Anderson 
(33B) to the Scholarship Fund 

Alfred Christie to the Scholarship 
Fund 

Tony Roynier to the Harwood and 
Willa Childs Memorial 
Scholarship Endowment Fund 

The Reverend Tandy Gilliland 
Taylor and the Reverend David 
Read Taylor to the Capital 
Campaign Fund 

The Reverend Dr. Soo Suke Song to 
The Reverend Dr. Soo Suke Song 
— Korean Presbyterian Church of 
Dallas Memorial Scholarship 
Endowment Fund 

Dr. Charles T. Fritsch (?35B) to the 
Dr. Charles T. Fritsch Memorial 
Scholarship Endowment Fund 

Nancy Luce to the Capital 
Campaign Fund 

Dr. Freda A. Gardner to the School 
of Christian Education 

The Reverend Dr. Bryant M. 
Kirkland (38B) to the Hodge Hall 
Renovation Fund 



-———— 

Continuing 
Education Calendar 
NOVEMBER 

26-29 

26-29 

“Beyond the Clockwork 
Universe: From Clocks to 
Quarks” (Barbara A. 
Pursey) 

“Preaching from Romans’(J. 
Christiaan Beker, 
J. Randall Nichols) 

DECEMBER 
3 

10-13 

7-8 

7-10 

“Why Me? Why Anyone? 
Jewish and Christian 
Responses to Human 
Suffering” (Canon William 
A. Johnson, Rabbi 
Hirshil Jaffe) 

“Pastoral Care in the AIDS 
Crisis” 
(Jasper N. Keith, Jr.) 

JANUARY 

14-16 

21-23 

21-25 

21-25 

25 

“New Resources for 
Worship in the 
Presbyterian Church 

CUcStAys 

OFF-CAMPUS 
SEMINAR Seattle/ 
Tacoma, Washington area 
“The Christian 
Pilgrimage” 
(Diogenes Allen) 

“Effective Group 
Leadership” 

(Roy W. Pneuman) 

“Human Interaction” 

(Margaret E. Bruehl) 

“Conflict and Caring in the 
Contemporary Church” 
(Robert Wuthnow) 

OFF-CAMPUS SEMINAR Teil 
Houston, Texas area 
“The Christian 
Pilgrimage” 

(Diogenes Allen) 

“A Church Without 
Dropouts: Ministry with 
Young Adults” 
(John H. Westerhoff III) 

4-7 

“The Civil Rights Bill of 
1990—Implications for 
the Church’s Ministry” 
(Elenora Giddings Ivory) 

“Imaging God and Self: 
Implications for Ministry 
(Christie C. Neuger, 

Judith E. Sanderson) 

” 

4-7 

18 

18-21 

18-21 

25-28 

28 

“Ministering to the 
Emotional Needs of 
Congregations” 
(John Talbot) 

ONE-DAY RETREAT 
“Lenten Desert Day” 

(Kent I. Groff) 

“Leading Small 
Churches through 
Change” 
(Douglas Alan Walrath) 

OFF-CAMPUS EVENT 
Sarasota/Tampa, Florida 
area 
“Pastoral Care and 
Counseling with Women” 
(Christie C. Neuger) 

“Holy Week—From Text 
to Sermon” 

(Thomas G. Long) 

“Educational Ministry 
and the Elderly” 
(Freda Gardner) 

For information, contact: 
Center of Continuing Education 
12 Library Place 
Princeton, New Jersey 08540 

(609) 497-7990 
toll-free: (800) 622-06767 ext. 7990 
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